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from the desk of the Editor

Knowledge management is usually explored separately from innovation and
creativity. But these concepts are closely related and in practice reinforce each
other. Taken together, they help in examining how creativity and innovation can
be used to increase the efficiency of knowledge management. Creativity has
always been at the heart of business. But until now it has not been at the top of
management agenda. Creativity is essential to the entrepreneurship that gets
new business started and that sustains the best companies after they have
reached a global scale. However, managements have not given it enough
attention perhaps because it is too elusive and intangible to pin down or because
concentrating on it produces a less immediate payoff than improving execution.
Keeping the above in view, Srusti Academy of Management decided to publish
an annual literary magazine in order to enkindle creativity among the students
and faculty of business management. We firmly believe in the adage “Work,
work and no play, Makes Jack a dull boy.” Apart from it, we had complete faith in
the talent and abilities of the Srusti family. It is not surprising therefore that we
stand vindicated, judging by the number of articles that we received for the first
issue of the magazine. I congratulate all the contributors and hope that, in the
years to come, the magazine will prove to be a resounding success like ‘Srusti
Management Review’, the research journal published by the Academy.
Ashok K. Mohanty
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Marketing Oneself
Prof. (Dr.) S. C. Sahoo
Rtd . Professor and Head,Deptt. of Business Administration,
Utkal University, Bhubaneswar-751004

Introduction:

candidate to position himself in the mind of the
prospective employer. Writing the resume is the first
step in the job-search process. It is an important
element in the chain of events that will lead you to your
new position. While you are probably a talented, bright
and charming person, your resume may not reflect these
qualities. A poorly written resume can get you
nowhere, a well-written one can land you an
interview and potentially a job. A good resume can
even lead the interviewer to ask you questions that will
allow you to talk about your strengths and highlight the
skills you can bring to a prospective employer. Lengthy
resumes are a thing of the past. Today employers do
not have the time or the patience to go through lengthy
documents. They look for tightly composed,
straightforward, action-based resumes. Although a
one-page resume is the norm, a two-page resume may
be warranted if you have had extensive job experience
or have changed careers and truly need the space to
properly position yourself.

Aspirants for a job are many and increasing day by
day. Jobs of various kinds are available. But right kind
of candidates are not available catering to the job
requirements. Hence, in the selection process many
are eliminated / rejected and a few are selected.
Sometimes none is found suitable. Hence, it is said
“Selection is a process of rejection”. It is necessary
to know how to market ourselves suitably. Following a
marketing approach is very essential for the youth,
particularly those who are pursuing professional
courses, viz, PGDM, MBA, Engineering, Medical and
so on.

What is Marketing?
Marketing encompasses the set of activities you do to
come up with a product, service or idea, deciding an
appropriate price for making potential customers aware
of it, making them want it, and finally, selling it to them,
so that,customers are happy and organizational goals
of profit through customer satisfaction is achieved. In
this article customers are the entrepreneurs,
corporate houses, service providers such as
restaurants, lodges, broking houses, travel agents,
insurance and banking companies. The job-seeking
graduates and post-graduates (PGDM/MBA), B.Tech,
M.Tech , etc are the products. They have to market
themselves to the utmost satisfaction of the employers.
The main objective of this write-up is to make those
who are doing PGDM, MBA or any other professional
courses aware of the steps they should take to market
themselves. Three important aspects of marketing shall
be dealt with in this article. These are (a) Resume
Preparation, (b) Effective Participation in Group
Discussions and (c) Personal Interview.

An effective resume is composed of information that
employers are most interested in knowing about a
prospective job-seeker. Start by thinking about all your
past jobs, activities, and education including what you
have learned, responsibilities you have handled,
achievements and awards, contribution, abilities and
skills, special training received, etc. Your resume tells
the employer about you, and also about the values
you place on your skills.

Group Discussion:
Group discussion (GD) is a test of confidence and team
spirit. It is held to test whether a person has the basic
confidence and communication skills required to be an
executive or a manager as he has to deal with a number
of people in his everyday life, ranging from clients,
subordinates and superiors. GD is another aspect of
marketing oneself. Ability to speak intelligently,
leadership skills, team work, confidence, consideration
for others, manners, aggressive behaviour, etc. are
observed during GD.

Resume Preparation:
A product’s position is the place it occupies relative to
competitor’s products in the consumer’s mind.
Positioning is arranging for a product to occupy a
clear, distinctive and desirable place relative to
competing products in the minds of target
consumers (Philip Kotler). One’s resume helps the

How to prepare for GD?

l
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§

Try to collect as much information about the
organization as possible.

Watch news and current affairs programmes in TV.

§

Revise your academic area thoroughly.

§

Read some good magazines and newspapers.

§

§

Always think of points in favour and against the
topic.

Be sure you wear the proper dress for the
interview. Avoid striking and bright shades. For
ladies: wear simple colours. For gents: never go
without a tie.

§

Carry a pen and a pencil with you.

§

Form an informal group and discuss serious issues.

§

Discuss current affairs with elders and friends.

§

Some important tips should be borne in mind. Always
be polite, never criticize, give others a chance to
speak, intervene 2 to 3 times in the discussion. Be
coherent, make your point and let others discuss and
play the role of a leader

A well-groomed look gives an image of
thoroughness and professionalism.
When your interview begins, enter the room with a
courteous smile and confident look. If the members of
the interview board want to shake hands then offer a
firm grip maintaining eye contact and a smile. Do
not sit unless asked to do so. First seek permission to
sit down before sitting. Take a proper seating posture
on the chair. Do not lean back. Sit straight with folder
neatly placed on the table.

The preparation for GD has to be two-pronged: first,
develop confidence in speaking English in a group, and
second, keep an adequate battery of viewpoints and
counterpoints in your arsenal. These two steps are
essential in participating in GDs. The candidates those
who participate in debates, round-table talks, symposia,
seminars find they are better off.

§

Revise your bio-data thoroughly. Try to form your
questions on the basis of the contents of the
resume. Answer them to your full satisfaction.

Whenever the interviewer asks any question, listen
carefully. Ask for clarification if the question is not clear.
Be very clear. Be loud enough so that the interviewers
don’t have strain their ears. Brevity is the soul of wit. It
is the hallmark of a good communicator. Hence, be
brief. If you don’t know an answer be honest. Never boast
about anything including your achievements: Never enter
into an argument with the interviewers on any topic.
Don’t keep shifting positions. Be well-mannered.

§

Systematically arrange all your certificates and
mark sheets in a decent folder. You should be able
to produce the required document without delay.

These are the important facets of marketing oneself.
All these good practices will help in getting marketed
or selected for professional jobs.

§

Be sure about your hobbies.

Personal Interview :
This is another most important element in marketing
oneself. Before you go for an interview make sure of the
following:

I believe India is going to re-write the meaning of manufacturing
quality with intelligent components.
- C. K. Prahalad

l
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THE OFFSPRING
Debashish Panigrahi, IPS
Cuttack

Facebook are quite reserved in real life. Either there is
a lack of opportunity for direct conversations or people
are bound by hesitations, incapacities or inhibitions.
However, most people now use messages, email and
Facebook to exchange views.”

As she lay on the bed, Sunayana glanced at Sumanyu
and said, “I feel tired all the time these days. I don’t feel
like talking to anyone or going somewhere for an outing.
I just want to lie down on the bed all the time.”
Sumanyu moved his eyes away from the newspaper
and glanced at Sunayana. He removed the spectacles
from the eyes and cleaned the lenses. He had difficulty
focussing with the pair of spectacles these days. There
was some greasy stain near the bridge. One side of the
frame was slightly bent. He decided to go to the optician
the following day and get his spectacles examined.

It was true that Sumanyu’s answer was in no way related
to what Sunayana was talking about. But it distracted
Sunayana enough to divert her attention from the fight
for which she was raring to go. She got busy in looking
for her mobile. She said to Sumanyu, “Just check where
I have put my mobile. I can’t seem to remember anything
these days. Tanu had sent a message in my mobile
early in the morning. I didn’t even read the message as I
was feeling too sleepy at the time.”

Thinking about the spectacles, it escaped his mind as
to what Sunayana was talking about. He asked, “Were
you telling me something?”

Tanu was their older daughter, a student of final year
M.B.B.S. in the medical college at Manipal. Younger
daughter Anu too stayed outside the state. She had
enrolled this year in M.B.A. in a management institute
at New Delhi. Their house became completely empty
when both the girls left home to pursue their studies.
The house bereft of children haunted Sunayana often,
especially in the afternoons and late evenings when
she was free from her household chores. Ordinarily,
Sumanyu returned late at night from the office. This
meant that Sunayana was completely by herself at home
throughout the day.

“No! I was talking to the walls. You seem to be in your
dream world all the time and nothing registers on you.”
Sunayana sounded hurt and angry.
Sumanyu moved his gaze from the spectacles towards
Sunayana. Sunayana looked sad and depressed. There
were dark rings under her eyes. The facial muscles
seemed to have gone slack. The skin no longer glowed
because of advancing age.
“Why are you looking at me that way? I know that I
have turned into an old woman.” It seemed as if
Sunayana was in an aggressive mood and was spoiling
for a fight.

She conversed with the maidservant occasionally.At
times she had a chat with some neighbour or friend
who dropped in. Therefore, various television serials
provided her company once she was done with the
household chores.

Sunayana’s foul mood did not leave her quickly like foul
weather. Sumanyu realised that this was just the
beginning of a huge fight and like every other time, the
conclusion of the arguments will be that Sumanyu was
responsible for the misfortunes of the entire world
including those of Sunayana.

Sumanyu looked for her mobile everywhere but could
not locate it. Finally, he called her number from his
own mobile. The ringtone of Sunayana’s mobile could
be heard from below the heap of newspapers lying on
the bed. Sumanyu felt elated that he had been finally
able to locate the mobile and gave her the instrument
with an elaborate gesture as if he was giving her an
expensive present.

In order to avoid getting into the trap, he said, “A
newspaper article published recently claims that people
are speaking less on mobiles and communicating more
with each other by sending messages. The reason is
that one is able to express his feelings better with
messages than direct conversations. Similarly, people
prefer to communicate with each other through email
rather than writing letters using pen and paper. Instead
of speaking to each other directly, they prefer to express
themselves on the Facebook. Do you know something?
Those who happen to be the most eloquent over the

The gist of Tanu’s message was as follows: The last
semester examination had been postponed due to
unavoidable reasons. Therefore, the break after the
semester has also been similarly postponed. She was
not likely to come home in the following three months.

l
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He was nudging fifty. He was five years older than
Sunayana. He dyed his hair regularly. Still his hair and
moustache had too many grey hairs in them. The effect
of hair dye seemed to wear off in a week’s time. If
Sunayana was middle-aged, he would be considered
to be an elderly person. Only old age and diseases had
to follow now. Several negative thoughts had got hold of
Sumanyu.

Both Sumanyu and Sunayana were somewhat
disappointed after reading the message. Waiting eagerly
for the two girls to come home during their holidays had
become an important part of their daily life.
Sumanyu asked, “Has Anu informed when she will have
her holidays?” Anu had left for the hostel only six months
ago. But the college calendar told them that more than
half the time of her term-break would be taken up by
the internship that she was required to do in an industrial
establishment at New Delhi.

Interrupting his negative, worrying thoughts, Sunayana
shouted from the dining table, “Why are you sitting there
looking heavenwards like a crazy man? Come here.
Food has been served.”

Sunayana said, “Anu has neither telephoned nor sent a
message in the last two days. I called her several times.
But the answer all the time was that either the mobile
was switched off or the customer could not be reached.
She is an irresponsible girl. At least, Tanu either
telephones or sends messages. But Anu seems to be
sitting on a high horse. She does not bother about such
niceties. Does she have any idea how much we worry
about her as father and mother?”

Sumanyu was present at home that day as it was a
holiday. He suffered from high blood pressure and
diabetes. He had to eat bland food with very little oil,
spices and salt. He had to eat with the only objective of
filling his stomach. He did not enjoy his food anymore.
Sumanyu thought that tasty food was one of the chief
ingredients to keep one’s life force going. What was
the point in living if one could not eat anything because
of diseases?

Sumanyu also looked as worried as Sunayana. He rang
Anu. Fortunately, the call went through and she picked
it up. It was already twelve in the afternoon, but she
was still sleeping. She had no time to call anyone on
the phone or send messages as she had been busy
with the college festival for the last two days. She had
to keep the phone in the switched-off mode as the
function was being held in the auditorium.

The idle afternoon was spent in watching the television.
The breaking news on the television was that a working
woman had been gang-raped and murdered in New
Delhi. The woman worked in a call centre and was
returning home on a lonely road after finishing her duty
at night. Sumanyu and Sunayana had been
thunderstruck to hear about the terrible incident.
Irritated, Sunayana switched the television set off.

Listening to her drivel in a sleepy voice, Sunayana gave
her a proper tongue-lashing. She ticked her off saying
that she was turning into an irresponsible girl. Anu said
that she had to go back to sleep and that she would
ring her in the evening before cutting the line off.

Both of them were worried about the safety of Anu who
was studying in Delhi. What if she ever fell prey to such
a misfortune? Sunayana immediately rang Anu and
warned her never to set her foot outside the college
campus after dark. Then she rang Tanu at Manipal and
cautioned her about the same thing.

Sunayana was again in a foul mood. She looked helpless
and angry at the same time at Anu’s indiscretion.
Sumanyu looked intimately at Sunayana. Several grey
hairs peeped out of her head which were not under the
control of mehendi or hair dyes. It was clear that she
was putting on weight. She had a thyroid problem which
did not allow her to lose weight. Her face and eyes
looked quite tired and jaded. Sumanyu became
conscious about the worldly problems and fading youth
of his middle-aged wife.

But both the girls argued that her apprehensions were
entirely misplaced. They also assured her that they
were fully conscious of their security as adult women.
The perplexed mind of Sunayana felt somewhat
reassured after speaking to the two girls. She prayed
Goddess Tarini to look after their welfare and went inside
the kitchen to make tea.
The discussion about the difficulties of being parents of
young daughters continued as they sat on the balcony
and sipped tea. Students were prone to commit suicide
because of several factors such as pressure of studies,
high aspirations or failure in love. Then there was the
fear of accidents on the highway every moment of the
day. Train journeys were also no longer safe because

4
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He himself was able to feel the effect of age on his body
and mind like Sunayana. He too felt tired and fagged out.
He no longer felt as alive as he felt a couple of years ago.
Many things slipped out of his mind although they should
not have. He was no longer able to do more than one
thing at the same time. He glanced at his palms. The
skin looked flaccid. His face betrayed his age.

l
of increasing train accidents. And the fear of eve-teasing,
molestations and rape was all-pervasive.
The cities had somehow turned into the jungles of primitive
animal instincts. There was the fear of two-legged violent
animals everywhere. However, it was weird and reactionary
to think that a girl will not leave home and go outside for
studies, jobs or pleasure trips because of such fears. The
girls could no longer be compelled to stay inside the
confines of the house. They had to be allowed to pursue
their own destiny. Sunayana and Sumanyu were trying to
cast aside their fears by logical arguments.

face could be seen when they talked over Skype. Her
voice could be heard and her hostel room could be seen.
At times, the faces of her friends could also be seen.
Gradually, the process of speaking to each other every
day was discontinued. Some days, Tanu had no time.
Some days Anu, Sumanyu and Sunayana were busy
with their own affairs. They spoke to each other once in
a few days over the mobile or Skype. But Tanu had
been told that it was mandatory for her to send
messages about her welfare every day. Tanu too never
neglected in obliging them.

It seemed only like yesterday that Sumanyu, Sunayana
and Anu had accompanied the older girl Tanu to Manipal.
Anu studied in class nine at the time. They went to
Bangalore by train and then had to undertake a bus
journey of several hours to reach Manipal. Manipal was
a major centre in the country for higher education. Many
students came there from every corner of the country
to pursue studies in medicine, engineering, management
and other professional courses.

Anu was somewhat different. When she got busy in
something, she forgot everything else. She cultivated a
large number of friends when she was admitted to the
management institute at New Delhi. She was perennially
busy with cultural functions, debating society, film
society, social service wing and a host of other activities.
She often forgot to telephone her parents regularly. She
didn’t even send messages or speak to them over Skype
on a regular basis.

They left Tanu in the hostel after admitting her in the
medical college. Several things like mattresses,
mosquito nets, curtains, buckets, mugs, notebooks,
shoe rack, book rack, a stand to dry clothes, doormat,
table clock, extension cord, nylon ropes, etc. were
purchased to make her life somewhat comfortable in
the hostel. Soaps, Surf, talcum powder, water filter,
electric bulbs, iron, etc. were also purchased. Lest they
would forget something, they first prepared a long list of
items to be purchased and each item was purchased
one after the other. Some dry snacks were also
purchased for her so that she would be able to pop
something into the mouth when she felt like it.

Anu was a very friendly and outgoing girl. She had a
mind of her own too. She was not an introvert like her
older sister. She slept late at night and woke up late
too. She had to get ready for the classes the moment
she left her bed. Therefore, Sunayana rang her every
evening. Tanu sent messages to her mother every
morning. Sunayana ensured that things were all right
with the two girls and informed Sumanyu about it. Then
they retired for the night. This was their daily routine.
Anu stayed at home for a few years even after Tanu left
home to go to the hostel. Sumanyu and Sunayana
reassured themselves that the house was not
completely vacant; at least one child was there at home.
They had several acquaintances who had only one child
and they felt completely lonely when they went away
for their studies. For the first time, Sumanyu and
Sunayana became aware about the practical utility of
the slogan ‘We two, Ours two’.

The moment of their separation was filled with grief. Tanu
broke into a wail near the gate of the hostel as she
waved goodbye. There were tears in the eyes of
Sunayana, Sumanyu and Anu too. How was their darling
daughter going to live on her own at Manipal? How lonely
Anu was going to be without the company of her elder
sister! They wondered about the vacuum that was going
to be created at home in the absence of Tanu. They had
covered the long distance from Manipal to Odisha
thinking of these things.

But their nest became empty when Anu left for the hostel
a year ago. They thought that the two girls who had
stepped outside were not really going to ever return to
their foursome world that they knew. They were going
to finish their studies and get married. They were going
to set up their own world and will be beyond the reach
of the others in the family.

The house bore down on Anu in the beginning. She sat
glum most of the time. But she had to appear at the
standard ten examinations in a few months. Therefore,
she got busy with her studies. Sumanyu was busy with
his office work. Even Sunayana remained busy with the
household chores and Anu’s studies.

Sunayana felt that dropping Tanu and Anu in the hostel
was the first phase of bidding farewell to the girls.
Bidding them farewell after their marriage was only a
logical conclusion of that phase in a formal way.
Tanu and Anu were busy with their own lives after going
to the hostel. They were involved in their own worlds.

5
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Mobile phone, email, Skype, etc. helped to reduce the
physical distance between Tanu and the others. Tanu’s

l
examinations because of that. Anyway, we finished our
dinner and slept early the day before the examination
so we would be able to get up early the following
morning. We filled our pens with ink, applied vermillion
from the village goddess’ temple on our necks and
reached the examination centre with pens, pencils,
erasers, etc. We lay prostrate before the two teachers
and sought their blessings before entering the
examination hall. The examinations were over in five
days. We saw an Odia movie called ‘Sesa Sravana’
the day the examinations came to an end. It was for
the first time that many of us saw a coloured movie on
the silver screen. The shops, vehicles and the ways of
city life amazed and charmed us. We had a dinner of
rice and mutton curry in a hotel after the movie. We
packed our belongings on reaching the hostel and
boarded a bus early in the morning that dropped us at
a bus stop that was about five kilometres away from
our village school. We walked from the bus stop to reach
home. Our family was extremely proud of us as we had
returned after appearing at the matriculation examination
in the city. We were treated deferentially by everyone
at home too. We enrolled ourselves in the college at
the district headquarters when the results came out.
We carried our beddings, trunks, chura, muri, etc. to
the college hostel. We studied there for four years after
which we went to Utkal University to study M.A. We
also stayed in the hostel there. The students joined in
different jobs when our studies were finished. Most of
the students preferred the jobs of bank probationary
officers, assistant administrative officers in insurance
companies, etc. Most of my friends and I joined either
a bank or an insurance company. I got the job of double
A.O., i.e. assistant administrative officer in the National
Insurance Company. The head office of the company
was in Kolkata. I had the opportunity of seeing a
metropolis for the first time when I joined the company.
The novelty and elation that we had experienced when
we had come to the district headquarters to appear at
the matriculation examination was repeated when we
reached the metropolis. Several years have passed in
the meantime. I served in several places in eastern India
such as Siliguri, Patna, Ranchi, Gauhati, Digboi,
Kolkata, etc. I have had the good fortune of serving in
Cuttack for the past five years. However, I have never
returned to that house of ours that I had left at the age
of sixteen to go to the hostel. But I do not recall that
our parents were ever worried so much about us
although we spent several years in the hostels. There
were no mobile phones, emails or Skype. The only way
we kept in touch with each other was through letters.
We met everyone when we went home during holidays.
Times were perhaps different those days.”

The following moment they thought: a bird taught its
chicks how to fly, it protected the nest from storms, it
fed the chicks and helped them grow, it taught them
again when they fell down in their first few attempts to
fly. However, the chicks flew away looking for their own
nests once they learnt to fly. This had been ordained by
nature. How could man be an exception to this rule!
Sunayana and Sumanyu reassured themselves thinking
in this vein. They told themselves that they were their
daughters after all wherever they might live. They prayed
the Lord for their welfare. ‘Let them be safe and happy’
– this was their regular prayer with folded hands.
The evening was setting in. Sunayana went inside the
prayer room to light a lamp and offer prayers. She
finished her prayer and put some resin in a clay pot
that contained fire. The house became filled with smoke
from the resin in no time. The smoke had even spread
to the balcony. Sumanyu was watching the street light
and the leaves of the Kadam tree lit by that light visible
through the balcony.
It was going to be some time before there would be
flowers on the Kadam tree. But the leaves were dense
and deep green. The tree would be full of flowers in a
few days and the fragrance would be in the air
everywhere. Then the time will arrive for the leaves to
fall from the tree. The old leaves will fall and new leaves
will take their place. The leaves will be light green in the
beginning. They will be somewhat greener in a few days.
Finally, they will be deep green. The flowers would come
again. The tree would shed leaves again and new leaves
will appear again. Sumanyu could see the continuous
process of creation, destruction and recreation of nature
through the Kadam tree.
Sunayana came to the balcony after finishing her prayers.
Sumanyu broke the silence and said, “Know something?
The first time I left home was when I went to the district
headquarters to appear at the matriculation examination.
A group of boys from the village school were chaperoned
by two teachers for the trip. We carried beddings, trunks,
chura (parched rice), muri (crispy rice), rice, dal,
vegetables, spices, stoves, kerosene, hurricane
lanterns, books, notebooks, pens, inkpots, etc. with
us. The Zilla School was our examination centre.
Arrangements had been made for our stay in the
school’s hostel. We reached the hostel two days before
the examinations were scheduled to begin. It was quite
a novel experience for us to adjust with the new
environment. We almost ceased to worry about the
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Sunayana and Sumanyu lived the life of a bare banyan
tree missing them all the time for no valid reason. Such
thoughts often crossed their minds.

l
Sunayana said, “I had never left home to go anywhere.
I left my parents only when I got married to you and
came to your house. Our family was extremely
conservative. I passed matriculation from the girls’ high
school of our city. I did my graduation from the women’s
college of the same city. I have no idea about co-ed
schools or colleges. There was a regular rickshaw puller
who took me to the school or college every day. My
parents did not get me enrolled in M.A. as I would have
stayed in the university hostel in that case. Therefore,
my studies came to an end after graduation. Then I got
married to you. I have been following you ever since.
‘Children should spend a few years in hostels. It makes
them self-reliant. It teaches them to adjust with other
people. It also teaches them to safeguard their interests.
It makes them ambitious and independent-minded.’ I
have either heard or read such things. ‘The students
enjoy themselves a great deal in the hostels. The
friendship that grows in hostels lasts for a very long
time. The bondage among hostel friends is so strong
that they don’t even want to visit their homes during
holidays. People even prefer to spend their birthdays in
the company of their friends rather than with their parents
or siblings.’ I have heard these things from my friends
who pursued their postgraduate studies while staying
in hostels. However, I have never envied these friends
who extolled the virtues of living in the hostels. I have
always believed that the safety, certainty and stability
provided by the four walls of a house would never be
available in a hostel. Therefore, I have considered safety,
certainty and stability to be more important than
independence, novelty, adventure, friendship and selfreliance. I would have perhaps felt more reassured and
happy if our two daughters would have stayed at home
and studied somewhere in Cuttack rather than going to
Manipal or New Delhi. Perhaps I feel so apprehensive
and anxious for my daughters living in hostels so far
away because I myself have never stayed in a hostel.”

to their ambitions. They would have said that we never
gave them a chance to fly as we broke their wings in an
indirect manner. And we are not going to live for all time
to come! Can any parents provide lifelong protection to
their children? One may stay at home or in a hostel.
She is likely to stumble and fall. She might bleed. But
she has to get up on her own and start walking again.
She must learn the art of defending herself as also the
technique of attacking her opponents to preserve her
own safety. She must learn how to make a truce in
order that everyone can live together in harmony. She
must learn the art of adjusting with others. This is
needed to live in a society or to set up a home. The
process starts somewhat earlier if one lives in a hostel
during her studies. The mind is impressionable at the
relatively young age and it is easier to adjust with
changed circumstances. We are worried about the girls
because we are their parents. But they are fully capable
of taking care of themselves. Don’t ever think that they
are spending all their time thinking about the home or
their parents. They have to remain busy with their
college, hostel, studies, friends, etc. Don’t wail like
those old-fashioned Marathi women thinking about your
children all the time.”

Sumanyu said, “Times are different now. We could not
have kept our adult daughters tied to home even if we
wanted to do it. And what would they have achieved in
life if they would have pursued their studies by staying
here? One girl is studying medicine and another is
studying management. That too they are pursuing their
studies in prestigious institutes! We should be happy
about it. We should be happy that a bright future and a
successful and attractive career are waiting for them. It
is absolutely essential to allow the children to go outside
at a particular time and age. This is the time for them to
learn flying. What can they possibly do in life if they are
confined to the four walls of the house? If we would not
have allowed them to go outside, they would have
blamed us some day and said that we did not do justice

The dinner was over by nine in the evening. The husband
and wife watched television lying on the bed. First came
the long-awaited phone call from Anu. She sounded
quite enthusiastic. Chickenpox had spread in the
college. The college authorities had decided to close
the college for ten days before it assumed epidemic
proportions. The students had been asked to vacate
the hostels immediately. She would be boarding a train
the following morning for Cuttack.

Had it been some other time, Sunayana would have
taken Sumanyu to task for calling her an old-fashioned
Marathi woman and fought with him for a long time. But
she had just finished her prayers and the smoke from
the resin was still moving inside the house. She felt
more at peace with herself.
While offering prayers to the deities, she had reiterated
her usual prayer that Tanu and Anu should come to no
harm. She thought that the pictures of the deities had
reassured her by agreeing to her request. Therefore,
she folded her hands and said to the deities that she
would be completely lost without their munificence. Then
she went inside the kitchen to cook dinner.

Sunayana and Sumanyu were overjoyed to learn that Anu
was coming home for a few days. After all, the girl hadn’t
come home even once in the last six months. They were
going to meet for a few days at least because of this
fortuitous occurrence. They got news about her only
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through phone calls, emails or Skype. They would have
an opportunity now to share their feelings face to face.

to be full for a few days. A vacuum will again be created
in a few days. Sunayana will again feel apprehensive
and frightened about the safety of the two girls. Sumanyu
might hide his feelings of apprehensions from Sunayana.
But he will continue to worry about the children too.
The two daughters will complete their studies one day.
They will work somewhere. They will remain busy with
their own families and children.

Their joy knew no bounds when their elder daughter
Tanu rang saying that she would be reaching home in
the coming week. Delegates for an international
conference hosted by their college will come and stay
in the hostels. Therefore, a holiday had been declared
for a week for the students. The two girls were likely to
stay together at home for three to four days.

No child can be a fellow-traveller of his parents forever
after attaining adulthood. Only man is such an animal
whose childhood is as prolonged as it is. A human child
is completely dependent on its parents for a very long
time. But the helplessness and dependence of childhood
vanish altogether once the child becomes an adult.
Therefore, children choose their own path when they
grow up. The parents become as lonely as the bird that
stands guard over the empty nest. Life seems like a
bare banyan tree or a lonely summer afternoon.

The unexpected but gladdening news of the two
daughters coming home excited both Sunayana and
Sumanyu. They felt extremely spirited. Both of them
got busy in preparing a list of the dishes Sunayana was
going to cook, the hotels where they would go to dine
together and the malls where they would go shopping
when the girls arrived.
They were not aware of the programme that was running
on the television in the meantime. An advertisement of
Vodafone was aired during the commercial break which
attracted their attention. There seemed to be a magnetic
power in the advertisement.

Sumanyu and Sunayana felt that this was a recurring
process of the life’s cycle. Their parents were not free
from it. Their grandparents were not free from it either.
Not even their ancestors for generations together. They
could not be the fellow travellers of their parents. Their
children cannot be their fellow travellers either. The
reason was that it was not possible for any child to be
the fellow traveller of his parents. This was perhaps
ordained by fate. Change was the only permanent truth.
Every generation had to live life in its own style. They
had to build their nests themselves. That nest would
be destroyed one day and a new nest would be created.
But time and the life’s stream did not wait for anyone in
the midst of all this. They flew downstream like a river.

The subject matter of the advertisement was as follows.
A very old man with shrivelled skin lived all by himself in
his house. He looked at the grandfather clock on the
wall without blinking as there was nothing else for him
to do and he felt extremely lonely. It seemed he was
eagerly waiting for the arrival of someone and time had
stood still. The wait was suddenly over when a young
boy jumped the compound wall and entered the house.
The old man came alive and his face lit up with
happiness. He carried a carom board to the table placed
in the garden. He was then immersed in a game of carom
with the young boy. He was turning into a young boy
himself as the game progressed. His old age seemed
to be the second edition of his childhood. He even tried
to cheat the young boy with regard to points. But he
was caught at it and laughed out of embarrassment.
The young boy also joined him in the laughter.

However, no generation was free from the love for its
offspring. Just as Yashoda and Nandaraj had grieved
for their son Sri Krishna when he went to Mathura, so
would Sunayana and Sumanyu be afflicted with it. No
one was immune to it.
Sumanyu and Sunayana waited for the following week
looking forward to the temporary homecoming of Tanu
and Anu. It did not matter if it was going to be a
temporary affair. But their house was again going to be
full for a few days.

The scene of this great union of the first and second
childhood was quite heart-touching and profound. The
story relating to the loneliness of an aristocrat,
friendless, old Parsee and the companionship of a young
boy that he craved to get rid of such loneliness moved
both Sumanyu and Sunayana a great deal.

The night was progressing. The children were coming
home. Sumanyu and Sunayana went to sleep applying
this dream, belief and the ointment of maya to their eyes.

They were perhaps seeing the shape of their own future
in that story and the looks of that lonely old man. Tanu
and Anu will come for a few days. They will return to
their respective colleges after that. The house will seem

Translated from Odia by Prof. (Dr.) Ashok K. Mohanty
Principal, Srusti Academy of Management
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Health-giving and Immune-boosting Effects of Positivity and
Happiness
Dr. Banamali Mohanty, D.Litt.
Retired Professor of Psychology, Utkal University, Vani Vihar, Bhubaneswar
Currently Professor of Emeritus, Srusti Academy of Management, Bhubaneswar
Happiness is a mental or emotional state of well-being
characterized by positive or pleasant emotions ranging
from contentment to intense joy. Positivity is an attitude
or mind-set towards life.

hassles and found that the blessings group were 25
percent happier than the hassles group.

(4) A positive outlook about aging helps
us live longer:

Stress can have many causes but one that applied to
many of us is in how we look at and deal with life
situations. Positive coping strategies help keep stress
low, whereas negative outlook increases it.

A positive attitude can add years to our lives. One
study examined 660 people and found that those who
felt positive about getting older lived 7 1/2 (seven and
half) years longer than those with a negative outlook
about aging.

Positive outlook or mind-set can have health-giving effect
as well as immune-boosting effect.

Whether we can think of aging in a positive way or a
negative way matters.

The following 5 important research tips link attitude and
happiness with health and even lifespan.

Even how we act - whether we act younger or older
than our real age - also plays a part in how quickly we
age. Mindset gives us far more control over the aging
process than most people realise.

(1) A Positive Outlook is good for the heart:
Optimists are less likely to get heart diseases than
pessimists. A study (Seligman, 2000) of 999 people
over the age of 65 found that optimists had a 77% lower
risk of heart diseases than the pessimists. It is because
people with a more positive attitude generally get less
irritated and stressed with the challenges of life. So,
the stress hormone, cortisol level is low in the
bloodstream which cannot affect the cardiovascular and
immune system, and hence we are free from illness.

(5) Smiling helps us live longer:
Research shows that people who genuinely smile and
laugh (who use the muscles beside their eyes) are
more likely to live past the age of 80 than people who
do not genuinely smile and laugh.
Smiling and laughing are two physical effects of
happiness. Once we find and maintain happiness,
we can feel its physical effects. Laughing produces
endorphins, leading to more good feelings, which
boosts levels of serotonin. When we are happy, we
are probably less stressed, so we are not affected
by all of the damage stress hormone cortisol can
do to our bodies and minds. We are probably more
likely to be active. A study from Columbia University
Medical Centre (2012) found that people who had
positive outlook - they stayed upbeat, enthusiastic
and content with how their lives were going - had
lower risks for heart diseases than their peers who
were not as cheerful. It proves that happiness creates
better heart health, and happier people are healthier
too. Thus, positivity and happiness certainly control
harm on your health.

(2) Happiness helps us get over the cold:
People who are happy, lively and calm have better
immune systems.
Happiness increases the levels of some
neurochemicals, particularly, serotonin and dopamine
in the brain. This in turn, enhances the amount of
antibody immunoglobulin in the immune system.
One study saw nasal drops of the cold and flu virus
given to 193 people between the ages of 21 and 55 and
discovered that those who were happier and more
positive got less sick and recovered faster. Thus, how
we feel affects the immune system.

(3) Counting blessings improves happiness:
People who count their blessings tend to be happier
than those who do not. A study compared people
keeping a list of blessings with people listing their

So let us be happy and have positive outlooks towards
life situations.
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Work-Life Balance: A Challenge for Both Genders
Prof.(Dr.) Umakanta Dash,
Vice Principal, Srusti Academy of Management

Work-life balance is a “critical factor to our physical,
emotional, and spiritual health”. For many researchers
and clinicians it is challenging to successfully balance
their professional responsibilities with personal priorities,
including spouse, family, personal and spiritual growth,
as well as physical health The lack of balance between
the personal and professional life can cause a burnout,
a syndrome that includes emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization of relationships, patients and the
work, reduced sense of accomplishment (negative selfevaluation), and can be associated with impaired job
performance and poor health.
In the era of hyper competition work life balance of
employees’ at all managerial levels has been affected
enormously. It is mainly because today we find the more
and more male and female population are preferring to
work for their personal wellbeing and professional growth.
Many young women, who do not want to just stay at
home and do house work, but want to have careers.
About 64% of mothers whose youngest child was under
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age six, and 77% of mothers with a youngest child age
6-17 were employed in 2010, indicating that the majority
of women with dependent care responsibilities cannot
or do not wish to give up careers. While women are
increasingly represented in the work force, they still
face challenges balancing work and home life. Due to
large volume and high pressure, most of the male and
female employees take their official task to home. This
further narrows down the time meant to spend with
family members. As a result both male and female
members of a family are unable to give justice to their
role of a mother, father, son ,daughter, husband, wife
etc.
According to a new study by Harvard and McGill
University researchers, the United States lags far behind
nearly all wealthy countries in terms of family-oriented
workplace policies such as maternity leave, paid sick
days and support for breast feeding. Jody Heyman,
founder of the Harvard-based Project on Global Working
Families and director of McGill’s Institute for Health and
Social Policy, states that, “More countries are providing
the workplace protections that millions of Americans
can only dream of. The U.S. has been a proud leader in
adopting laws that provide for equal opportunity in the
workplace, but our work/family protections are among
the worst.” It is also found from the study that American
employees hardly get time to spend for others. The
figure shows below time spent in an average work day
for different purposes by employees within the age group
of 25 to 54 with their children. It shows employees get
the least time to be spent for their household activities
and care for children.

l

With global economy becoming more and more complex
it is absolutely indispensable for professionals to
maintain a proper balance between life and work. But
we should always keep in mind that we work to live and
certainly do not live to work. Therefore, it is important to
maintain a proper balance between professional and
personal life in order to stay happy and stress less.
Goal of one’s personal and professional life is completely
different and so if one coincides with the other we may
have to face some tough situations since we have a
family and have some obligations towards our near and
dear ones.

l
The situation is not limited to the western countries.
According to International Labour Organisation (ILO)
statistics, Indian employers lag behind their peers in a
majority of the global employment markets purely in
the number of formal leaves granted. Most of the
employers taking the survey responded that their formal
policy allows an employee a limit of 20-25 paid leaves
in a year. Statistics from international research body
Center for Economic and Policy Research reveal that
national policy in many countries not only provide for
paid leave but also paid time-off for vacations. Some
nations such as Austria and Portugal provide as many
as 13 paid leaves and 22 paid vacation time off (a total
of 35 paid leaves). Spain provides 34 (22+12) and Italy
provides 31 (20+11) paid leaves. Only 23 per cent of
employers taking our survey responded saying that they
provide more than 30 paid leaves.
The cost of working in a growing third world
economy:

only provide between 6 and 12 weeks of maternity
leaves. The ILO survey also corroborates that India is
among the nations where average maternity leave
entitlement is among the lowest in the world. Besides
that, a majority (50 per cent) of organizations in India
provide less than a week’s time off for paternity. Some
nations, such as the UK, provide a maximum of 280
days of maternity and paternity leaves with as much as
90 per cent of pay.
Research proves that keeping new parents happy is
cheaper than finding new employees, which can cost
between 50 and 200 per cent of the employee. Google
recently increased its maternity leave from three to six
months and consequently realized a fall in new-mom
attrition by half. While there are no substantiated studies
on the effects of shorter maternity and paternity leave
entitlements, it certainly seems tougher to be a new
parent employee in India compared to other nations.
Not quite rewarding to be dutiful

When we asked employers on why they do not
proactively encourage employees to take regular leaves,
50 per cent of the respondents say that they are always
short staffed and this prevents managers to actively
encourage their team members to take leaves. While
the demands from work and workers continue to
increase, there is a possibility that Indian employers
just cannot afford to let go productive workers for too
long without business disruption. While this indicates
an evolutionary state of affairs, people who disprove
economic theory argue that Indian organizations are
trying too hard too fast. The danger of burnout and fatigue
among the most valuable human assets in organizations
is thus clear and present.
Tough to be a parent: - fewer maternity and
paternity leaves
The ILO released a report in March 2013 comparing
maternity and paternity leave entitlements in various
geographies. Russia and Italy provide the maximum
leave entitlements for maternity and paternity leaves
with as many as 140 leave entitlements (20 weeks),
followed by Brazil (17+ weeks). Almost 35 per cent of
employers in our survey responded saying that they
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While Indian employers appreciate employees taking
fewer leaves, does that translate into any form of tangible
benefits for a dedicated and sincere employee? Our
survey indicates otherwise. When we asked employers
on how they reward employee who take fewer leaves
than entitled, not too many appear keen to consider
rewarding an employee for their dedication and sincerity.
About 60 per cent of the employers taking the survey
say that when the leaves of an employee lapse at the
end of the year, they simply do nothing about it. Only
24 per cent remunerate employees for the number of
leaves that have lapsed, and only 16 per cent willingly
carry forward a part of the lapsed leaves to the next
year’s entitlement.
This reveals a slightly disturbing dichotomy of the
average Indian employer. While the Indian employer
passively discourages employees from taking too many
leaves, they are also reluctant to provide incentives for
the ones who comply. Studies indicate that the Indian
workforce is among the most vacation-deprived in the
world. Arguments are ubiquitous, all pointing towards
the disconcerting effects of a vacation-deprived
workforce. Too less time away from work affects
productivity and leads to fatigue, depression, insomnia
and memory loss. Perhaps, the most immediate-term,
which an employer should consider is the phenomenon
of “presenteeism”. Presenteeism refers to the state
where an employee is simply avoiding “absenteeism”
by showing her/his presence in office. Ultimately this
affects the usefulness of an employee. Perhaps it is
time for HR and business leaders to readjust their lens
while looking at employee metrics and maybe realise
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More than 51 per cent of employers say that they do
not formally or actively encourage leave and time off. At
the same time, when the respondents were asked about
some of the key changes noticed in employees after
coming back from leave, a majority revealed that they
notice a positive change in an employee’s attitude,
engagement and productivity after they’re back. While
the benefits are evident, what’s stopping employers from
encouraging employees to take time off from work?

l
Consequences of work life imbalance:
Pressure on work life is increasingly become an
important issue for professionals across the world.
Starting from east to west, all the employees of both
public and private sector are facing challenges to balance
personal and professional work life. Survey results say
that the pressure of an increasingly demanding work
culture in the UK is perhaps the biggest and most
pressing challenge to the mental health of the general
population. The cumulative effect of increased working
hours is having an important effect on the lifestyle of a
huge number of people, which is likely to prove damaging
to their mental well-being. The Mental Health Foundation
is concerned that a sizeable group of people are
neglecting the factors in their lives that make them
resistant or resilient to mental health problems.
In a study of 1,834 so-called “high-potential” employees
at multinational firms across Asia, Catalyst, a nonprofit
research firm that focuses on women in the work place,
found that furthering their career is a top priority for both
men and women – even as they want to maintain a
healthy work-life balance.The people surveyed by
Catalyst were 44% women and 56% men in China, Hong
Kong, India, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore,
Taiwan and Thailand. Catalyst says these high-potential
employees had been tapped by their companies as
promising future leaders.Even though the study found
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its respondents to be ambitious and career-focused, it
noted that both men and women said they would not
aim for the post of chief executive officer – citing that
the post comes with high pressure, stress and long
work hours . About half the respondents—both men
and women—said they were having a tough time
managing work and other aspects of their lives.
Unsurprisingly, women find less flexibility at the work
place to create that balance than men do. While
evaluating how effective the workplace was in providing
services to get that balance, the survey examined three
elements: not being able to arrange alternative
schedules for family needs, little flexibility to manage
family and personal responsibilities, and not having to
work on too many tasks at the same time. Respondents
who said it was a challenge to balance work and
personal life—51% women and 48% men—found
themselves frequently prioritizing their jobs over their
personal lives.
The above survey results show that not having a balance
between work and private life makes people feel more
stressed both at work and outside of work. People with a
imbalance between work and private life also experience
more family conflicts, have more problems in personal
relationships, and more physical and mental health
problems. At work, engagement, creativity and productivity
decreases and turnover increases. Obviously, such a
imbalance is bad, both for employees and employers.
The following figure shows country wise stress factor of
employees and their decision to change jobs.

l

that seeing less of an employee may actually mean
getting out of him.

l
The figure shows that 48 percent of employees of France
and United Kingdom have changed their jobs due to
stress. Even the situation is alarming in the United
States of America. Therefore it is highly essential for
the organization and so also for employees to protect
themselves from the detrimental effects of work-life
imbalance. The following steps can be used to maintain
balance between personal and professional life.

multitasking may actually be detrimental to your overall
time management. According to Harvard Business
Review, when you divert your attention away from one
task in favor of another, it will take you roughly 25 percent
longer to complete the initial task as a result of switching
focus. Do your best to tackle one task at a time, and
be fully present when doing so. This will help things run
smoother and faster.

Steps to a Work-Life Balance

Undertake training in the techniques required

Set goals, plan and prioritize

Everyone needs training to learn the operational
techniques required for effective Work/Life balance.
There are a number of books and courses on time
management; goal setting; maximizing productivity;
increasing effectiveness; negotiation, relaxation and
stress management, and a range of providers for this
training. A number of companies provide elements of
this training however individuals have the responsibility
to seek out this training if they are to achieve optimal
Work/Life balance. The techniques are not rocket
science but you need to be exposed to the methodology
to gain maximum benefit.

A good technique is to decide what is important to you
and then write it down. By actually writing it down your
thinking becomes clearer and you are more likely to
achieve the goal. While writing down the goals make
sure that they are: Specific, Measurable, Attainable,
Realistic and Timely. So instead of working hard, a
smart work and a SMART goal would be helpful.

Practice good time management
Central to good time management is to do the right
thing, in the right way, at the right time and for the right
length of time. To be able to do this, its necessary to
establish your priorities and then focus only on those
tasks that advance important goals. Those goals that
will bring in high pay-off results. Activities that absorb
too much time should then be simplified, delegated or
eliminated.
Good time management means focusing on results.
It’s important to aim for excellence, but not necessarily
for perfection. When you aim for excellence you will
achieve an excellent result, but when you aim for
perfection you may never quite get there. You will spend
far too much time in getting it completely right, when
excellent was all that was required.
A good time management technique is to make
appointments – with both yourself and with others. In
the workplace, making appointments with people and
covering several topics is more time effective than
constantly interrupting others with minor details. And
the best time management technique is to “not to think
about it” but to simply “get started”.

Work smarter
In a world where multitasking reigns supreme, it can be
difficult to focus on one thing at a time. However,
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Another important training aspect for a successful work/
life balance is interpersonal skills training. Getting on
with other people is a very necessary aspect of
achieving work/life balance.

Be positive, passionate and enthusiastic
Mix with positive people and don’t accept negativity –
either privately or professionally. See the opportunity,
not the obstacle, and if you can’t see the positive side
of any situation look harder, look longer and look at it
differently. There’s always a positive spin.
Two great techniques are ‘positive self talk’ and
‘visualization’.
Instead of telling yourself you can’t do something and
filling your mind with negative thoughts, think positively
and tell yourself “I am a great person, I’m valuable, I’m
good at what I do, everything is great, I’m excited about
my work, my goals and my life.
Visualization is a technique taught by a number of
practitioners. It involves determining your end goal and
actually seeing, feeling, touching and experiencing the
emotion of the goal. In this way you have already
achieved your goal because you are actually
experiencing it. Everything that you do moving forward
is therefore a natural step towards achieving something
that you already own. Similarly, another technique
taught in stress management is to visualize a particular
place that is special to you. When you are feeling
stressed, or awake at 3 in the morning, you go back to
that space in your mind and start to feel much better.
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Having clear goals makes life much easier because
you know where you are going, how to get there and
you have more control. Without clear goals you can
experience feelings of confusion and frustration and this
can drain your energy and decrease your productivity.

l
Career development is a journey and with every journey
it’s more enjoyable if you enjoy every stage. Enjoy the
tasks, the people, the environment and the opportunities.
You can maximize your enjoyment by undertaking a
number of professional development courses. Your
enhanced knowledge and understanding will increase
your control and with this control you will achieve a better
balance. So, to enhance your work/life balance it is so
very important to enjoy what you do, or change what
you do.

Nurture Your Family/Relationships
Relationships with family, friends, and loved ones are,
by far, the greatest source of inner satisfaction. If your
job or career is damaging your personal relationships,
both areas will ultimately suffer. Sure there will be days
when you will need to work overtime. The issue becomes
problematic when these days become the rule, not the
exception. By making your personal relationships a
priority, your productivity and effectiveness on the job
will actually increase.

Make Time for You
As much as work, health, and relationships take priority
in your life, it is also important to schedule time for your
own renewal. Indulge in some small pleasure daily. Take
at least 30 minutes of uninterrupted “you time.” It will
do wonders for your well-being, and your relationships
and your career will benefit too. Connect with your
spiritual source. Belief in God, or a higher power, can
be a deep well from which to draw inspiration, guidance,
and strength. Setting aside a weekly day of rest can be
helpful, as well.

Leave Work at Work
Develop a mental on-off switch between work and home.
It helps to establish a transitional activity between the
two realms. This might consist of listening to music or
recorded books during your evening commute, exercising
at the fitness center, running errands, or keeping
personal appointments. Scheduling such activities
immediately following your normal work hours also
prevents you from spending that extra twenty minutes
at the office which then turns into several hours.

Know When to Ask for Help
If you are overwhelmed at work, and it is causing undue
stress don’t suffer in silence. Shed the Superwoman/
Superman image and explain your situation to your boss
or supervisor. Untenable work situations can usually be
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alleviated, but it will take some assertiveness on your
part. Similarly, if a balanced life continues to elude you,
or you are experiencing chronic stress, talk with a
professional — a counselor, mental health worker, or
clergyperson. Take advantage of the services offered
by your employee assistance program.
Try as we all may, work-life balance isn’t an exact
science. Each person must find his or her own way of
combining career, relationships, and personal care into
an integrated whole. What is right for you now will likely
change as new circumstances arise, so periodically
review your situation and adjust accordingly.
Don’t get overwhelmed by assuming that you need to
make big changes all at once. Even if you implement
only a few of the above strategies, they will have a
positive and measurable impact in your life. Start with
one clear goal — then add another, and another.
The process of achieving a healthy work-life balance is
like becoming a professional athlete or training for a
triathlon. It takes a concerted effort to get in shape and
a continued effort to stay that way. But those who
commit themselves to this quest reap enormous health
and quality-of-life benefits.
It is possible to have a successful professional career
and a fulfilling personal life. Take control of your work.
Be proactive with your time. Get a (balanced) life.

Reward yourself
Rewards are important because they are the something
extra you have been working towards. So, after you
have set your goals, and you’ve achieved them – take
the reward.
In taking rewards a good technique is to focus on
making money, not just saving money. There are many
ways to make additional money, outside of work, such
as buying and selling real estate, day trading on the
share market, cleaning out your garage and having a
sale, or commercializing a hobby. With the additional
money you make you can afford the reward. A big part
of Work/Life balance is feeling great about yourself, and
what better way than to have lots of rewards.
So, reward yourself, both at work and at home. By doing
this, everything will become more enjoyable. Take the
small rewards and take the big rewards – you deserve it.

Stay healthy
It’s important to eat well, sleep well and exercise.
Occupational Health and Safety is an important
component of staying healthy – and it’s as valid at home
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Love your Job

l
as it is at work. It’s important to have a good desk, a
good chair, good lighting and not to fall over cables and
at home it’s just as valid. Also a good bed is a must –
because you spend so much time there.
Together with OH&S think about the times that you’ve
put your back out when gardening or you’ve been moving
house and lifting heavy furniture. It may seem that you’re
saving money, but when you’re off work with a bad back
– does it really seem worthwhile?
Medical check-ups are important and there are a range
of healthcare professionals to provide a comprehensive
service – from physiotherapy, massages through to
aromatherapy and relaxation therapy. When working
hard, all these services are valuable and cost-effective.

Understand your personal utility curve
The utility curve describes an economic theory whereby
the amount of money we spend on a product or service
is not always directly proportional to the satisfaction

the product or service provides. Now apply that to your
work-life balance strategy. Think carefully about how
much you spend and on what. Is working the extra hours
worth it to achieve a more luxurious lifestyle?
Sometimes shorter workdays and an economical car
are part of a more effective recipe for overall success
and happiness than a Porsche and 14-hour workdays.
It is observed that, employers those maintain a work–
life balance is a benefit to them. Research finding shows
that those employees who are more favorable toward
their organization’s efforts to support work-life balance
have a much lower intent to leave the organization,
greater pride in their organization, have willingness to
recommend it as a place to work and higher job
satisfaction. So organizations should not feel that
engaging employees for extra hours can yield better
results and make them more sustainable. Rather they
should be empathetic towards this issue to create a
more competitive and skilled work force and a profitable
organization for future.

If we stop thinking of the poor as victims or as a burden and start
recognising them as resilient and creative entrepreneurs and value
conscious consumers, a whole new world of opportunity will open up.
- C. K. Prahalad

l
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A Paradigm shift in Industrial Development
A. Acharya,
Company Secretary,IDCOL, Bhubaneswar

Key words: GDP,CSR, Sustanaibility, Ethics,
Governance, Human aspects of business.

Introduction
A Country is a human enterprise to fulfill the human
needs. But in the process, human greed creeps in and
need takes a back sit. Effort is then made to satisfy
the greed. That creates all kind of problems and
complicates the situation to the detriment of the society.
To meet the human needs, a Country should
economically grow. Every country expects a
phenomenal growth of GDP so that the country will have
enough resources for maintaining the well being of the
society and the industries will achieve their year to year
growth for a longer time.
Doing business is encouraged to spur industrial
development which, in turn, creates job opportunity and
earns revenue for the Country. Action plan undertaken
by the Government to bring out policy for ‘ease of doing
business ‘ is a welcome step.

Integrated Approach and CSR
The world economy is evolving. The facets of economic
growth have undergone a transformation giving way to
an integrated approach to economic development. Since
industry is an integral part of a larger society &
environment , business is undergoing a constantly
evolving dimension in conformity with the need of the
society and sustainable development.
But one thing is totally lost sight of which is about the
governance and ethics. A company may have the best
technology, best employees and best management. It
has reputation in doing CSR activities for the benefit of
the society. It is not all. There is another dimension to
itIt is the governance and ethics which will differentiate
one company from another in the long run. See the case
of Satyam in comparison to Infosys. Another case in
the sight is the debacle of Enron, bankruptcy of Lehman
Brothers for the global financial crisis in 2008-09 and
that of Kingfisher.
Development of an industry cannot be sustained without
the development of society. Therefore, CSR has become
an activity of every industry. It has been imposed by the
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Government on specific companies to spend 2% of
their average profit during each block of three years on
activities specified by the Companiers ACT,2013 for the
social cause even though companies do spend a lot in
absence of law.In this prospective, CSR can be
integrated with the Business model of an Organisation.
Below is given a comparative table showing the CSR
Spend by top 5 Private Companies and Public Sector

Private companies

Amount (Rs. In cr)

Reliance Industries

760

ITC
Infosys

214
243

Tata Steel

171

TCS
Public Sector

218

ONGC

495

NTPC

205

NMDC

188

OIL INDIA

133

SBI

115

Sustainability
Sustainable development should be interlinked with the
so called economic development.Sustainable
development speaks about the human face of business
contributing to the social development. Economic
development devoid of sustainability is not the real
development. Therefore, the traditional concept of
economic bottom-line which is measured in terms of
money should be evaluated in terms of its contribution
to the well being of the society and protection of
environment. Therefore, along with economic bottom
line, there should be also social bottom line and
environmental bottom line.
Great minds Long miles presented by Siemens features
innovations at grass root level.For example, the bamboo
wind mill operated water pump offered by Mohammed
Mustak Ahmed of Assam is an excellent low cost
alternative to fuel driven water pumps saving cost and
energy.

l

Approach to business is undergoing change to meet
the challenges of a global competitive market and heavily
skewed to the advantage of ‘Make in India’ concept.

l

Human Aspect
Another important aspect of a successful business is
its people. An organization cannot grow on its own.
Growth and success of an organization depend, to a
large extent, upon the growth and development of its
employees in terms of their skill, knowledge,
professionalism, team spirit and their well being. Plan &
policies should be decided by the management and
implemented by the employees working in the
organization. It should have a very robust and flexible
policy for developing each and every employee so that
they feel concerned and they exert their best for the
betterment of the organization. So there should be
continuous investment in human capital for human
development. There should be integration of
manufacturing and human resources from human capital
perspective.

Ethics and Governance
Analysis of the reasons behind the debacle of the above
companies clearly indicates that lack of ethics and
governance has led to the unfortunate situation. In any
review meeting, no body reviews the ethical aspect of
the business.Rather, entire review just relates to above
the line and below the line factors.But time comes when
the whole organization is stunned by totally unexpected
happenings reasons for which is hard to believe because
no body is inclined to buy the maxim that ethics do
really play an important part in doing business
successfully without any blemish. Therefore, it is
essential that factors like morality, ethics, discipline and
harmonious inter-personal relationships etc which will
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bring in better clarity and decision making ability should
be adopted for the progress of the industries in tandem
with humanity.
The most glaring example is the case of Rajat Gupta, a
graduate from Harvard Business School and IIT. He is
the first Non-American to become CEO of a top US
Company.He was holding a very top position and
acclaimed as a top business executive world over.But
he was accused of insider trading and was sentenced
for his relationship with stock broker Rajaratnam and
greed for money.

Vision and Mission
Business should be viewed integrally in its progress
towards excellence in achieving its vision, mission and
values. How many top management people including
the MD,CEO and other Directors of the company do
really know what is the vision of the Organisation.The
vision should act as a bible for each and every body in
the organisatiopn, the suppliers, vendors and the public
also This will orient everybody to understand the
philosophy of doing business.
A business newly started (start-ups) should be viewed
from a long term prospective to ensure continuity in
its value system. The meaning and significance of
vision, mission and values should be well understood
so that each step put forward will bring in greater
confidence and create value for a sustainable
development backed by sound policies, systems and
actions. Government brings out policies and laws to
facilitate industrial development. In a market economy
coupled with global competitive situation, doing
business has become very uncertain. Various risks have
grappled the industry. The contribution of industrial
sector to the GDP has reduced to below 20% though it
has enough potential to contribute. Hit by uncertainty,
new found risk have developed a sense of complacency
in the mind of the promoters.

l

This equipment saves 60-70% of electricity compared
to an incandescent bulb and increases the lifetime of a
new tube light to up to 200%. Also, this patented product
efficiently utilizes the available mercury content of a tube
light, thus reducing mercury-based water pollution in
many areas.

l
Management adopts changing business strategy to
tackle competitions and manage risk. There should be
co-ordinated efforts from the policy making bodies and
the industry associations to review the present situation
and take immediate remedial measures in the interest
the industry concerned and the economy as a whole.

Policy should be development oriented and it should
be flexible enough to adapt to the prevailing market
forces so as to be able to take immediate steps to face
the problem. This policy framework can help achieve
the ‘Make in India’ objectives.

“Long-range planning does not deal with the future decisions, but
with the future of present decisions.”
- Peter Drucker

l
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The Quest for Spoken English
Dr. Madhusmita Pati
Ravenshaw University

So what emerges is the fact that language is learnt
only when genuine communication is taking place, not
when it is being practiced simply as a set of structures,
or when grammar is being learnt. Since every human
being uses language, every human being is also a
potential teacher of a language, or a source for the
learner to learn the language. In the educational system
this means that language is being learnt not just in
language classroom but from all sources: all teachers
teaching all subjects, all friends, all relatives are a source
of language and parents are the initiators. So we learn
to speak from different sources. But learning English
language is different from learning one’s mother tongue.

Speaking English:
Many of us think that there is a single object called
ENGLISH which has to be learnt through admirable effort.
But there are actually many varieties of English as there
are of any language. We know that there are formal and
informal varieties of a language. We may speak of a
standard variety as one which is accepted as educated
and cultured image and taught in schools.
English is spoken in a variety of ways all across the
world and indeed within UK as well. No two people speak
precisely the same way. What is important for
international communication is that our accent should
be as neutral as possible: it should not have obvious
regional characteristics or personal idiosyncrasies.
These are two varieties of the same language with some
well-defined differences. There are two international
models: British and American. These are two varieties
of the same language, with some well known
differences, but with much, much more in common.
Indian English has now been recognized as a variety of
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English. It has many characteristic words of its own
that are sometimes separately listed in learner’s
dictionary. The grammar of Indian English is largely that
of British English.
We can have a purist attitude to language which always
tries to be correct; or we can adopt a permissive attitude,
which believes that a language belongs to whoever
speaks it, and what they naturally say is all right. For
example, we do not usually mix words from other
languages into English when we speak. But informally,
all over the world, many multilingual speakers of English
do mix their own language up with English. This is called
code-mixing and is seen as a source of creativity in
language use.
Accent is the most obvious and visible quality of our
language use. We can really tell whether a person is
an Odia or Punjabi or Tamil from their accent of English.
We can readily tell British from American speakers of
English by their accent. In India we can tell whether
the person speaks Bangla, Marathi, Punjabi or Tamil
from their accent in English.
Bernard Shaw was once a member of a committee of
“educated persons whose speech (is) correct and
refined” that the BBC, the British Broadcasting
Corporation, had established for deciding on “a model
of correct speech.” Shaw tells us that even on this
committee there were different accents: “The simplest
and commonest words in any language are ‘yes’ and
‘no.’ But no two members of the committee pronounce
them exactly alike.” What emerges is that, whether
inside or outside our country, English is not spoken in
an identical way. Yet all of us wish to be understood by
one another, and to understand one another. Shaw
continues: “. . . every member pronounces them [the
words ‘yes ‘and ‘no’] in such a way that they would not
be intelligible in every English-speaking country, but
would stamp the speaker as a cultivated person as
distinguished from an ignorant and illiterate one.”
Now the question arises as to how to speak in an
intelligible and cultivated way? You have to understand
what Standard English is, and think of possible models
of speech to follow. But before that we need to
understand one more idea.
There are different styles of language. We can say the
same thing in in different ways depending on where we
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Learning and teaching a language is not like teaching a
subject like Mathematics or Economics: it is matter of
the conscious accumulation of facts and knowledge. It
is rather an unconscious process of developing
knowledge in the mind/brain. And this process of
language learning is intrinsic. There is no human
language which cannot be learnt by a human being.
Learning a language is a matter of having the appropriate
learning opportunities for understanding that language:
of first being able to hear it spoken in meaningful
contexts, or reading it for meaning, and finding chances
to speak it or write in it to convey our thoughts.

l

I am fagged out.

I’m very tired.

I am exhausted.

These are three ways of saying very nearly the same
thing. The first, “I’m fagged out,” is labeled “informal” in
the dictionary, because it uses colloquial words or slang.
Such a style is suitable for use only within a close social
group, such as friends. (Many Indian users of English
may not even know this expression, because we do not
use it; it is typical colloquial British English.) The second,
“I’m very tired,” uses ordinary words that are formal
enough to be acceptable – they are not slang – but
informal enough to be used even by the child. In contrast,
the third uses a more formal, learned and educated word,
“exhausted,” that a young child may not know.
Now just as we choose our words according to the style
of interaction – very informal or in-group, slightly more
formal in an everyday sense, or very formal – we also
choose, or make differences in the way we speak. To
go back to Shaw again (this is recording for the
Linguaphone Institute: “I am at present speaking to an
audience of many thousands . . . If I were to speak to
you as carelessly as I speak to my wife at home, this
record would be useless; and if I were to speak to my
wife at home as carefully as I am speaking to you, she
would think I was going mad.”
We can think about careful and casual speech from
another dimension. Suppose a speaker of Odia, Hindi
or Sinhalese is speaking in ‘English’ to another speaker
of Odia, Hindi or Sinhalese. Since both the speaker
and the listener share the same accent, they will
understand each other with more ease. But if you want
to speak English to a person with a different accent – a
person from some other language group than our own –
then the more “neutral” your own accent in English is,
the better you will be understood. That is why nowadays
we speak of accent neutralization” in training in spoken
English for the information technology industry. We do
not expect one to mimic the way British royal family
speaks; but if we want all kinds of people to understand
us – people whom we do nto know, or who speak very
different languages than us –we cannot speak English
just as we please.
Most of the discussions on what model of English is
appropriate for India center on pronunciation; and the
criterion for an acceptable pronunciation has to be it
intelligibility and understandability. The popular British
linguist David Crystal has articulated the
commonsensical wisdom in this matter, which many of
us have been practising. This is the idea that we all
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have a command of three sorts of accent. In this “tridialectical” model, speakers would move smoothly from
a regional dialect (such as Punjabi English or Odia
English), to a national dialect (Indian English) to an
international dialect, as required. To see that this is not
impossible, think for a moment of the variety of accents
we can understand! Many people with marked regional
accent can understand English as spoken by television
presenters on national channels. They can also
understand non-Indian speakers – not only in news and
current affairs programs, but also in sports commentary.
Listening to speakers from a variety of circles, and
listening to many such speakers of English, is the best
way to sensitize our ears and “pick up” a neutral way of
speaking.
I would like to wind up with a small note on
‘neutralization,” (Source: Web)
s Drop the tune of your native tongue. English has
its own tune and voice modulation. Do not drag the
English words to the tune of your vernacular
language. If your native tongue has a musical touch
to it, lose that while speaking English. This would
be the first step to neutralising.
s Listen to news readers. Watch how their mouths
move while pronouncing each word. Listening and
observing are the best way to learn. Practise the
mouth movements slowly. Practise this for words
used in day-to-day conversation.
s Use a dictionary to learn phonetics. Phonetics is
the pronunciation of letters in a word. A letter has a
certain pronunciation. But when it comes in a word
it might have a different sound. To learn this,
dictionary is the best. The phonetic symbols will
help you learn the correct way to pronounce the
word.
s Stress is an important part of speech. Every word
has a certain stress given to it either at the
beginning, end or somewhere in the middle. Shifting
the stress can even change the meaning. Learning
the correct stress points of the words is important
to communicate clearly.
For example, the word ‘pronounce’ has a stress on the
‘n’ and ‘pronunciation’ has stresses on ‘n’ and ‘a’. The
syllable before the stress mark is pronounced for a short
time.
s One should then concentrate on diction. Diction is
articulating the words. Articulation is pronouncing
the words in the right manner. Clarity in diction will
result in clear pronunciation of words. The pace of
speech, modulation of words and sentence
construction while speaking mark diction.
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speak and who we speak to. This is easy to see in the
words we choose for our thoughts. Let us take one
example:
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The New Indian Woman
Prof. (Dr.) Pranayita Dash
Asst. Professor, Srusti Academy of Management

“ A free and autonomous being like all creatures- (a
woman) finds herself living in a world where men compel
her to assume the status of the other.”
Simon De Beauvoir
On the one hand, Indian Woman has always been the
symbol for strength, patience, compassion and courage.
Men pray goddess Durga, the symbol of strength and
energy. On the other hand, men perceive the Indian
woman as a caretaker, an object to be possessed and
underestimate her strength, power and knowledge in
every field. The Indian woman has played the
multifaceted roles as a daughter, daughter-in-law,
mother, mother-in-law, sister, sister-in-law, and wife very
effectively. It is the spirit of the Indian woman that gives
her the strength to fit into different roles in spite of the
economic and social hindrances. She not only rises
above all the impediments but also motivates her family
members, friends and relatives to build up vigour and
courage to steer through the encumbrances and reach
the destinations. It is difficult to define a ‘New Indian
Woman’. Is she the woman who belongs to the period
of great warriors like Jhansi Ki Rani Lakshmibai ? Is
she the woman who belongs to the pre-Independence
period like Sarojini Naidu who were freedom fighters ?
Is she the women who were great political leaders of
Independent India like Indira Gandhi ? Who is then the
new Indian Woman? The woman who struggles all
through her life, who has the courage and power to
bear all the upheavals of life and keep smiling amidst
constant pressures of household chores and
expectations of the family and society? Or, the woman
who wears comfortable dresses like man, claims
equality with man and asserts herself at every step
she takes and expresses herself devoid of any
inhibitions?
On one hand, in certain times and contexts the
traditional socio-cultural context acts as oppressive
while sometimes it acts as the provider of security and
social stability.The Indian women conceptualize family
and marriage as both impediments and motivators. An
Indian woman is in a dilemma and is indecisive about
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her right to choice in every sphere. Sometimes the
Indian woman faces the colonial mindset and tends to
be submissive in the patriarchal society, while at other
times, she asserts her independence and freedom, and
explores all the choices lying before of her. Many of the
Indian women take up a journey from the downtrodden,
suppressed, and marginalized women to a more
assertive, expressive and more vocal women. Most of
them do not just accept what comes their way. They
are not the sacrificing women, nor are they crazy and
hungry for power and sex. A path is found out between
the two that meet both the extremes. Woman raises
voice against injustice, asserts her rights as a woman
and an individual, explores new arenas and also indulge
in merrymaking and experiencing pleasures of life.
Women cannot live alone. It doesn’t mean that she
has to be dependent on man to live her life but woman
is also a social animal. Man and woman both need
each other for creation, for pleasure, for company. The
New Indian Woman is not the dominating woman over
man, torturing man physically and mentally, disobeying
the laws of Nature, defying society. Society
compromises of few norms and principles that help
maintain discipline in individuals and institutions.
Unlike their western counterpart the new Indian women
are both resisting individuals and socially responsible
women who would not totally break away from values
that uphold familial relationships that ensure mutual
concern and a sense of security. Living at a time of
unprecedented cultural, social and political upheavals,
she is torn between the colonizing forces of patriarchy
and an intense longing for freedom and identity,
between free play of passion and moral injunction of
tradition.
The new Indian woman can be defined as the woman
who is smart, assertive and capable enough to bring
about effective change in her, in a family and society at
large. She remains happy and spreads happiness all
around. She respects herself, maintains her selfesteem and also respects others’ views and opinions.
She does multitasking and manages her office and
home, striking a balance between her professional and
personal life.
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“One is not born a woman: One becomes one”
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Manage your Human Resource in the Cloud
Prof. (Dr.) Lopamudra
Srusti Academy of Management

Introduction:
Evolution is a natural phenomenon which keeps the
world ready to face the changes. It helps the systems
survive. ‘ Perform or perish’ is the natural phenomenon
of the world. Management is also not an exception in
the process of evolution. If we talk about managing the
human resource, it has undergone many changes and
is still on the path of evolution. Realization of the worth
of manpower, demand of external environment etc has
made the management continuously relegates its HR
practices to a next level. Such endeavor has uplifted
the status of human resource management from staff
function to an integral part of an organization. Today,
organisations are operating in a flexible and dynamic
business environment. Any change and up gradation in
the business environment creates a ripple effect in global
business scenario. Technology is the stimulant of
business prosperity. Office automation has brought
managing the human resource to central location which
not only reduces the time, cost and effort but also
enhances the accuracy. Organisations have adopted a
new office automated system known as ‘Cloud HR’ for
better operational flexibility, cost effectiveness,
documentation and security.
CLOUD HR: A cloud HR Management web services
would generate a technologically powerful solution to
the enterprises regarding Human Resource
Management. Cloud HR is an opportunity to acquire
up-to-date HR software solutions that meet the
organisation’s specific requirements without having to
negotiate with IT for the resources to implement and
maintain the HR software, or the technical infrastructure

that’s required to run it. HR Cloud provides end-to-end
solutions using one platform that you configure to meet
your company’s needs.
When the users take the service of Cloud HR
Management web service, various modules regarding
HR Management are provided like salary information
management module, leave information management
module to name a few. Businesses simply pay a
monthly subscription to cover the specific aspects of
the software they require and the software provider is
responsible for everything that is needed to run the
service. Users easily log on and access the software
solution via internet.
Benefits:
l

Cloud computing is less expensive than using in
house software.

l

Cloud computing helps in providing the storage
requirement as per need, and at any time, data
stored in cloud can be globally accessed.

l

Transparent system of monitoring, reporting, and
controlling of resource usage helps in enhancing
the quality of services delivered.

Conclusion: In the uncertain business environment,
change and creativity is the only mantra of survival. In this
context technology plays a significant role and is a boon
for the business. Cloud computing is the recent innovative
solution for effective data processing. Use of such
technology in managing human resource is an attempt to
make the HR activities smooth. Cloud HR has a wide
range of scope and business can also gain its benefits.

“There is nothing quite so useless as doing with great efficiency
something that should not be done at all.”
- Peter Drucker

l
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3G vs. 4G
Prof. Dibyajyoti Mohapatra
Srusti Academy of Management

3G and 4G Explained
First things first, the “G” stands for a generation of
mobile technology, installed in phones and on cellular
networks. Each “G” generally requires you to get a
new phone, and for networks to make expensive
upgrades. The first two were analog cell phones (1G)
and digital phones (2G). Then it got complicated.
Third-generation mobile networks, or 3G, came to the
U.S. in 2003. With minimum consistent Internet
speeds of 144Kbps, 3G was supposed to bring “mobile
broadband.”
New generations usually bring new base technologies,
more network capacity for more data per user, and
the potential for better voice quality, too.
4G phones are supposed to be even faster, but that’s
not always the case. There are so many technologies
called “4G,” and so many ways to implement them,
that the term is almost meaningless. The International
Telecommunications Union, a standards body, tried
to issue requirements to call a network 4G but they
were ignored by carriers, and eventually the ITU
backed down. 4G technologies include HSPA+ 21/
42, the now obsolete WiMAX, and LTE (although some
consider LTE the only true 4G of that bunch and some
people say none of them are fast enough to qualify.)
There are many different ways to implement LTE, too,
so you can’t assume all LTE speeds are the same.
Carriers with more available radio spectrum for LTE
can typically run faster networks than carriers with
fewer spectrums, for instance.
This confusion is why we run our annual Networks
story, which tests 3G and 4G networks in 30 cities
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nationwide. In this year’s tests, we generally found
that on speed alone Verizon’s 4G LTE network was
the fastest, followed by T-Mobile LTE, AT&T LTE, TMobile HSPA+, Sprint LTE, AT&T HSPA, Verizon 3G
and finally Sprint 3G.

When to Go For 4G
In 2015, almost everyone should have a 4G phone.
Verizon now has nationwide 4G LTE coverage. TMobile and Metro PCS have nation wide HSPA+ 42
and growing LTE networks. AT&T has broad LTE
coverage. Sprint is still building out LTE, but by next
year the carrier aims to be comprehensive.
If you like to surf the Web and especially stream
video, 4G can be heaven. If you connect a laptop to
your mobile link, 4G makes a huge difference. In
general, anything involving transferring large amounts
of data gets a big boost from 4G. Watch out for the
data limits on your service plan, though; it’s easy to
use up a lot of data very quickly with 4G.

Should You Even Consider 3G?
There are a few reasons you might still settle for a
3G phone.
If your phone is mostly for voice use, you have no
need for 4G data. Save money and save battery life
by choosing a device without the high-speed network.
If you live in an area that doesn’t have 4G coverage,
there’s no advantage to a 4G phone. In fact, you’ll
have serious battery life problems if you buy an LTE
phone and don’t disable 4G LTE, as the radio’s
search for a non-existent signal will drain your
battery quickly.
If you’re strapped for cash and buying a phone off
contract, you may have to settle for 3G to save
money. In that case, make sure to get the fastest
3G phone possible. On Verizon and Sprint, you want
to check that it supports “EVDO Rev A.” On T-Mobile
and AT&T, you want the highest class of HSPA+
possible: if not 42 or 21, then 14.4.
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For average consumers, ‘3G’ and ‘4G’ are two of the
most mysterious terms in the mobile technology
dictionary, but they’re used relentlessly to sell phones
and tablets. If you’re shopping for a new phone, the
answer isn’t clear-cut, and you shouldn’t always go
for the higher number. Our primer will help explain
which technology to pick.
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Time Management
Dr. Sarita Mishra
Asst Professor( HR), Srusti Academy of Management

Shortage of time or No time for a certain work, has
become matter of the day for many people in different
spheres of life. Expressing the inability to do a work
because of time constraint is not easy as it is perceived
to be. So it is important to rethink and stop saying no
or saying yes to all works. One has to make a balance
between this and has to develop an attitude of delivering
the obligations required by organization, family, society
and country at large. The attitude of managing time can
give a shape in an habitual basis. One has to address
and learn to shape the attitudes. The following steps
needs to be adhered to shape the attitude and add value
to time utilization.
• Learning to say No:
Saying ‘Yes’ is easy where as saying ‘No’ is a very
a difficult task. ‘No’ should be communicated
immediately and one should not waste time to say
‘No’. Saying No requires little courage. It saves a
lot of time. In fact professionals says ‘Yes’ to impress
the boss and ‘ Yes’ to work assignments even
though already over loaded with work, ‘ Yes’ to
accept other’s assignment in absence of others.
By doing this one cannot justify the work which he/
she has been assigned or a prime duty to be
complied. Justifying the responsibility requires a lot
of courage, an attitude to complete the work and
commitment to time. At end if you are able to
complete the work at the allotted time period then
there will be mental peace and happiness of
completion of work. If one is accepting the
assignment whatever comes to him/ her then at the
end it leads to unhappy, irritation, half hazard way
of doing things and delivering the work at right time.
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One should have an understanding of the work which
is prime to him/her and gives maximum result to
career and work life. Identifying it and spending time
on it wiser than wasting time in an unfocused way.
• Prioritizing Work:
One has to take a decision which work should be finished
first and instant basis. There should be segregation
between the priority like First priority, Second Priority ,
third priority and as the same way works needs to be
scheduled and completed. This exercise allows you to
focus on more important activities. This may not be
possible for one to prioritize but it will help to complete
the most important work at right time.
• Looking at work positively:
This is a challenge in most cases .Many of us accepts
work even though we are not very much interested for
it. For the job sake, for organization sake, for colleague’s
sake people generally accepts work. What may be the
reason once you accepts the work try to find out the
positivity like- Any learning out of it, happiness during
the work, Fun associated with the work and any reward
associated with it which motivates you to do it more
and it’s help to your friend / organization. Once you are
associating these with the work you will do better, save
time and feel happy at the end of the completion.
• Multiple activities together:
In some work attention is required and multiple
activities attention separately. One has to decide where
more attention is required and where less attention
will do. You can think of many works and situations
where you can do two things together..Multiple
activities can be taken together but attention needs
to be given on priority basis and immediate requirement
of completion of work.
• Postponing the Assignments:
The acceptance of work assignments is easy and very
difficult to avoid it. There is continuous cycle of work
with each and every employee or professionals. One’s
you feel like postponing the things then you have started
to put step into negative approach to work . It is very
important not to get into it this habit. Once the priority
has been decided try to st6ick on this and avoid
postponing the scheduled work.
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Time management refers to time usage on a regular
basis, the most efficient ways to use time both in and
out of work place, spending and allocating time for a
scheduled work and prioritizing the work as per the
available schedule. Time management is also reflects
the efficiency and competency of an employee while
delivering the work. Managing time keeps the employee
busy, and increases productivity. Time management not
only focuses on the time at work place but on time for
your home and social life. As a professional, one should
be aware of his/her own habits and attitudes which will
help in better time management.

l
Avoidance of monotony is required .Same type of work
leads to monotony and try to take up more than one
type of activity in a day. It helps to maintain the interest
level. Irritation, monotony, dissatisfaction leads to
delaying of work. Changing approach is required to
maintain the interest level. IT companies like ESSPL
and TCS have introduced Fun at work. Google is rated
as best place to work .
• Using Time Wisely:
“Time is Money”, this statement reflects the importance
of time at every level. Everybody has increasingly aware
of cost of time. Individual employees, departments and
organization as a whole is answerable for their use of
time. Financial penalties are associated for missed
deadlines. Many corporate houses working for longer
hour means working hard, if your are leaving the office
on time then others may take it as negative attitude.
You are not careful for your organization. In fact, working
longer hour decreases efficiency, health problem, causes
imbalance in family life with work life and lowers the
productivity. The ability to use the time in a productive
way should be inculcated, practiced and delivered at
work.
Use of Time: The Gaps
Many of us will agree on the issue of wastage of time
during working days. Are we really wasting time or it
requires skill to utilize it in a productive way. The gaps
need to be identified and addressed by the
professionals, corporate executives and management.
•

Lack of efficiency to handle the assigned job.

•

Lack of training

•

Lack of interest to deliver the job.

•

Lack of motivation from the authorities.

•

Lack of managerial skills to handle the job.

•

Lack of technical skills to use time.

•

Lack of planning of work.

Management through practical wisdom: A Model
Identifying all the angles of time management it is
evident that these analyses have no value and the
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corporate professionals must think beyond that. It’s
time to think beyond the theoretical approach, to
focus on the reality, to concentrate on the availability
of resources, to act ethically and social concerns
are the rational way to take forward in any of the
business situation or the situation at different
corporate houses. The term ‘Practical wisdom’ is
advocated by ‘Aristotle’ which can be taken as a
step to deal with complex problems like time
management and its related problems. In a broader
sense ‘Practical wisdom is applied to reality even
as it is changing or uncertain which can lead to
optimal productivity from existing manpower and
process. Rational-choice theory has been widely
practiced in management for many years and also
criticized for presenting reality as objective, factual
and without moral values. However, practical wisdom
is interpretive, creative, moral and interested in the
well being both the self and of the others. It is the
best way to tackle the complex management
problems.(Japanese philosopher Toshihiko).In the
current scenario the complex problems faced by the
corporate houses are, high attrition rate, low
retention of employee and lack of skilled employee.
In fact these issues kill the time for productive work.
According to the workforce 360 survey conducted
by Ranstand India 2015 that huge employee
movement. It predicts that in this year 59 percent of
Indians in the workforce will consider a job change
in the next 12 months. However the quality of
workforce is major concern.”According to India skills
report, hiring people who have undergone
apprenticeship will increase to 73 percent in 2015(
Soumya R Nair,Managing Director,Aditya Training
and HR consultancies pvt ltd). 7The challenge is
evident that to create such a workforce with training
and little work experience. In fact practical wisdom
and time management is two path ways aiming
towards a common goal. The corporate professional
must think beyond the theoretical approach, focus
on practicality even though situation is uncertain and
risky, they must work with available time and use
time for the better productivity of the organization.
It’s time to Rethink and Utilize ‘Time’ for greater
objective.
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• Variety in approach:

I Love My Life
Ms.Mala Acharya
Sr.Lect. in English,Nilachal Polytechnic

Coming out of the office, Smruti prayed with her eyes
closed, “Oh! Almighty God, please get me this job.
Otherwise, it will be the end of me. I do not have any
more strength left to face all these hurdles. Have mercy
on me. God!”
Smruti felt as if the whole world had turned against her.
She was standing on a barren land all alone. She was
repeatedly asking herself, “Why? Why did Mohit do this
to me? Where had I gone wring? He could have talked
to me if he wanted to bring about any changes in me. I
would have lived as per his instructions. But how could
he do this to me?”

she deserved. She was very happy to receive the call
about her being selected. The news consoled her to a
great extent. She informed her parents about it and
went to Varun’s school. That day she collected Varun
from the school and went to a nearby café. She had
promised to Varun that she would give him a treat.Varun
was amazed to see the happiness of her mother. In
another 15 days, Smruti was going to join her job. She
had never thought that her son Varun will become so
matured within such a short span of time. Just like her
mentor, Varun showered suggestions on Smruti to be
smart and determined to prove herself.

That day, Mohit lost his temper all of a sudden and his
words seemed to wound her all over. She could stillhear
Mohit’s words, ”I am interested in Sneha and I want to
live with her.”

To make Varun happy, Smruti bought a few good
dresses and sarees for herself .But she was calm just
like the darkness of midnight. She had no feelings. She
wondered whether she should have felt elated for landing
the new job.

Smruti was stunned. Her whole world revolved around
Mohit.He was the only man in her life whom she knew
from her teenage. “What made him go away from me…
what has created such a gap between us?” she
wondered.

The first day of her professional life arrived.Varun went
to school at 8 am, congratulating and wishing her all
the very best.

Almost a year and a half had passed by. In the beginning,
Smruti cried a great deal and tried to convince Mohit
that they could make a few changes to bring back those
fresh and blossoming love between them .But Mohit
remained unmoved. He didn’t even glance at Smruti.
The patches of tears on the pillows spoke of her sorrows
and sleepless nights. She had no interest in the things
that were happening around her. She made up her mind.
She had to stand on her own feet and be strong and
independent.

Smruti looked confident with a light make-up. She
reached the office at the right time. Everything went
well as per her expectations. There was a relaxed feeling
on her face. She was happy and satisfied.
Her bright face revealed the contentment of her soul on
returning home. Varun was anxiously waiting to hear
from his mama about her first day in office.
“Varun, today I have felt the presence, the existence of
God.Yes, Varun! He is constantly with me or else I would
never have been able to come through this terrible period
of my life.”

These flashbacks became her intimate friends. They
were as good as her shadows who never left her alone.
Smruti reached home.Varun was back from school.

Today Smruti was able to reply to the question
repeatedly being asked by her soul, ”Are you happy?
But…..for what?”

“Mama, so how was your day? Hope you will certainly
be selected this time.” Her son Varun asked, squeezing
both her palms tightly.”

“Yes, I’m extremely happy and also proud of myself
…my achievement. I have the Almighty GOD with me.
I need no one else in my life. I will live for myself, my
happiness. I will do all that is right and which gives me
satisfaction and joy. I have Varun, my life with me and
the blessings of Almighty GOD. May be I am blessed
for this much only but am happy – at least I have no
fear of losing anything anymore.

Smruti looked at his eyes intensely with a soft smile.
“Haan beta! I too hope the same. This job will be an
appropriate one for me.”
With God’s grace, Smruti got selected as Manager HR,
though with a salary that was somewhat less than what
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Varun took care of himself and Smruti became
dedicated to her profession. Of course, Mohit was no
doubt always in her mind. But she was more concerned
about the present now. The dreadful past made her
strong and bold. The shy and composed Smruti was
lost in the battle of survival for life. Everyone observed
the ambitious and smart Smruti taking bold decisions
in her professional life and for the bright future of her
son. She realized that every individual had to take life
as it came to her. Acceptance was the only thing that
mattered. Instead of revolting against fate/destiny, one
had to move on the right path of life with a positive
outlook. God was always there with all those who failed,
stumbled, got hurt and were wounded.The only thing
that was needed was an everlasting faith on His
munificence.
Varun learnt the valuable lessons of life from the
struggles of his mother. The ever smiling face of his

mother inspired him in overcoming the hindrances of
his life. He had seen the Goddess in her who not only
gave a shape to her own life and career but also became
an example for others.
Smruti confidently says, “Oh, yes! I became successful
on that day when I started loving myself. I also gave
preference to my interest and happiness. I moved with
the times.” The punch line of her life went as follows: “I
do not want to simply exist. I must try to live every
moment.”
Today, she felt like being a complete woman who had
very majestically and tactfully handled the ups and
downs of life.
Its not as if Smruti had forgotten Mohit.He was still in
her heart. Her memories with Mohit were deep-rooted
within her. She had even heard of Mohit living alone in
his flat after Sneha left him for good.

If we stop thinking of the poor as victims or as a burden and start
recognising them as resilient and creative entrepreneurs and value
conscious consumers, a whole new world of opportunity will open up.
- C. K. Prahalad

l
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One Health : An Ideal Concept
Dr. Ranjit Sahoo
Block Veterinary Officer,
Veterinary Dispensary Parjang, Dhenkanal

Epidemic of Ebola hemorrhagic fever and Incidence of
Zika virus infection paved the way to think that, “Human
or livestock or wildlife health cannot be discussed in
isolation anymore. There is just one health. And the
solutions require everyone working together on all the
different levels.
Many emerging human health concerns now-a-days are
linked to increasing contact between humans and
animals, intensification and integration of food production,
and the expansion of international trade and travel.
During the 20th century the emergence of a number of
new infectious diseases paved the way for the scientists
to begin to recognize the challenges societies face
regarding these threats which largely come from
animals. Out of the 1,415 microbes that are known to
infect humans, about 61 per cent come from animal
origin. We can take the example of Plague and Typhus
being transmitted by rhodents to humans, and domestic
livestock are the original source of crowd diseases such
as measles, mumps, and pertussis. Chimpanzees were
a reservoir host for the human immunodeficiency
virus. One important exception to this is Mycobacterium
tuberculosis. Genetic evidence suggests
that Mycobacterium tuberculosis originated in human
populations and spread to animals. Further global
trade of wildlife exacerbates the problem of disease
emergence.
The 1999 West Nile virus outbreak in New York City
highlighted the links between human and animal health.
In this outbreak, wild crows began dying about a month
or so before people began getting sick.
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The High Pathogenic Avian Influenza Virus (HPAI H5N1)
epidemic which began in Hong Kong in 1997 forced the
global community to recognize that animal health and
human health are linked. Delays in international
reporting and weak response to mitigate the menace
contributed to the spread of the virus across Southeast
Asia. Now a day the High Pathogenic Avian Influenza
Virus is prevalent in most of the parts across the globe
and posing a serious threat to the human population.
In recognition of the global threat that avian influenza
(HPAI H5N1) and other emerging Human to animal and
animal to human transmissible disease or the zoonotic
diseases posed, the Food and Agriculture
Organization(FAO), World Health Organization (WHO),
and World Organization for Animal Health (OIE)
developed a strategic framework, a tripartite agreement,
to work more closely together to address the animalhuman-ecosystem interface. Hence the one health
concept develops.
The One Health concept is a worldwide strategy for
expanding interdisciplinary collaborations and
communications in all aspects of health care for
humans, animals and the environment. The combined
effort will advance health care of all in recent times by
accelerating biomedical research discoveries,
enhancing public health, expeditiously expanding the
scientific knowledge base, and improving medical
education and clinical care. When properly
implemented, the one health concept will help protect
and save millions of lives in our present and future
generations.
One Health recognizes that the health of humans,
animals and ecosystems are interconnected. Hence it
involves applying a coordinated, collaborative,
multidisciplinary and cross-sectoral approach to
address potential or existing risks that originate at the
animal-human-ecosystems interface.
Literally One Health has been defined as “the
collaborative effort of multiple disciplines — working
locally, nationally, and globally — to attain optimal health
for people, animals and the environment”
The Aim of One Health is to improve health and wellbeing through the prevention of risks and the mitigation
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One Health is a new phrase, but the concept extends
back to ancient times. The concept that environmental
factors can impact human health was first coined by
the great Greek physician Hippocrates. He promoted
the concept that public health depended on a clean
environment. The Italian physician Giovanni Maria
Lancisi was the first to advocate the use of mosquito
nets for prevention of malaria in humans. He was also a
pioneer in the control of rinderpest in cattle. In the late
19th century, German physician and pathologist Rudolf
Virchow (1821–1902) coined the term “zoonosis”, and
said “...between animal and human medicine there are
no dividing lines – nor should there be”.
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viruses, bacteria and other disease-causing
pathogens.

of effects of crises that originates at the interface between
humans, animals and their various environments.

1.

to promote a multi (cross) sectoral and collaborative
approach.

2.

to promote a “whole of society” approach to health
hazards, as a systemic change of perspective in
the management of risk.

One Health is more of an approach than a new concept.
It is rapidly becoming an international movement based
on cross-sectoral collaborations.
Urbanization, globalization, climate shift, and terrorism
have brought the need for a more diverse public health
workforce to the forefront of public planning. Changes
in land use, creation and operation of large terrestrial
and marine food production units, and microbial and
chemical pollution of land and water sources have
created new threats to the health of both animals and
humans. For example, deforestation for agriculture can
lead to the emergence of zoonotic diseases. One Health
is a unifying concept to bring together human health
care practitioners, veterinarians, and public and
environmental health professionals. By strengthening
epidemiologic and laboratory investigations that assess
the role of environmental influences, this partnership can
help to develop and apply sustainable and effective
community health interventions.
As the human population continues to increase and
expand across our world, the interconnection of people,
animals, and our environment becomes more significant
and impactful. The importance of One Health is
highlighted by many factors in our world today:
s

The world’s total population exceeded 7 billion
people in 2011, and it continues to climb.

s

As our population expands geographically, the
contact between human and wild animal habitats
increases, introducing the risk of exposure to new
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s

Advancing technologies and science-based
evidence is increasing the awareness, knowledge,
and understanding of the interdependency of the
health of humans, animals, and the environment.

s

The human-animal bond continues to grow
throughout societies.

s

It is estimated that at least 75% of emerging and
re-emerging diseases are either zoonotic (spread
between humans and animals) or vector-borne
(carried from infected animals to others through
insects).

s

Vigilant protection of our food and feed supplies
from food-borne diseases, contamination, and acts
of terrorism is critical for human and animal health.

s

Contamination by personal care products and
pharmaceuticals has been detected in our waters.

Regardless of which of the many definitions of One
Health is used, the common theme is collaboration
across sectors. Collaborating across sectors that have
a direct or indirect impact on health involves thinking
and working across silos and optimizing resources and
efforts while respecting the autonomy of the various
sectors. To improve the effectiveness of the One Health
approach, there is a need to establish a better sectoral
balance among existing groups and networks, especially
between veterinarians and physicians, and to increase
the participation of environmental and wildlife health
practitioners, as well as social scientists and
development actors.
“One Health Initiative” refers to the concept of
multidisciplinary collaborative approaches in solving
today’s global and environmental health challenges
across the human–animal-ecosystem interface which
is required to be viewed and implemented seriously for
betterment of the future of the mankind.
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Professionalism that could be learnt from Hanuman
Prof. Shekhar Mishra
Asst. Professor, Srusti Academy of Management
Hanuman is a prominent character in Indian mythology
and culture. People pray him as God all over the world.
In recent times, scholars are trying to explore a number
of characteristic features in his persona. Efforts are
being made to analyze his character for studying various
dimensions in terms of professional qualities as
mentioned in the introduction of this paper. The concept
of looking at Hanuman’s qualities for achieving
company’s success seems to be unexplored yet.
Hanuman is one of the most worshipped deities of India.
His other names show him as Lord of Monkeys
(Kapeeshwar), Devotee of Rama (Rambhakta),
Ambassador of Rama (Ramduta), Reliever of Sorrows
(Sankatamochan) and so on. But do any of his names
show him as a Great Professional?
Hanuman was extraordinary in professionalism to
achieve success. It is possible that some scholars
might have referred to this concept, but it seems that it
has not been exclusively analyzed so far. Moreover,
every study does bring out some fresh view-points
irrespective of the studies conducted in the past.

Humility

A

-

Adaptability

N

-

Net ownership of task

U

-

Unidirectional dedication

M

-

Managerial skills Aiding Intuition

A

-

Aiding Intuition

N

-

Notional Strategic Thinking

This shows that even at the pinnacle of success,
Hanuman was worried about not to become egoist.
Modern day professionals can a draw a big lesson in
humility from it. One should not let ego enter in his
mind on achieving something big and one should take
on any new task with balanced mind without any
preconceived notions of ego.
B. Adaptability
“sukshama room dhari siyahi dikhawa vikat roop dhari
lank jarawa”

A. Humility
“suni prabhu bacana biloki mukha gata harasi
hanumanta, carana pareu prem.kula trahi trahi
bhagavanta”
When Hanuman returned back to Ram after successful
completion of his task of getting information about
Goddess Sita, Ram praised him saying how he would
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Similarly, good professional needs to adapt to the
conditions based on the requirement of the situation.
He should be ready to come out from his comfort zone
and change according to the market and industry
requirements. If a professional insists on the same
conditions based on his previous success in similar
conditions, it might hurt the company as one needs to
keep on updating his tools and techniques depending
on the internal and external environment of the firm
C. Net Ownership of Task
“laaye sanjivan lakhan jiyaaye”

l

-

In other incident, Hanuman, the monkey-god, is much
adored by people for his strength that is combined with
simplicity. Despite his great power he always sits at
the feet of Ram, never demanding a higher seat. And
yet, at one time, Hanuman did claim a higher seat.
This was at Ravan’s court.

Hanuman changed his size from micro to macro when
meeting with Goddess Sita and while destroying the
Lanka respectively (Fig. 3). He changed his size
depending on the requirements of the external
conditions, which made him successful at various
places. This also shows Hanuman’s quality of decision
making in deciding when to show his power and when
not to show his power. Hanuman thus proves himself
as a manager who is ready to adapt according to
situation.

The name HANUMAN can be deciphered as follows
H

be able to return his favour. On this, Hanuman was very
joyous, but instead of being arrogant he fell at Ram’s
feet, overwhelmed with love and crying and saying “My
lord! Save me from the tentacles of egoism”.

l
Hanuman was caught in the dilemma of distinguishing
vital Sanjivini booti (herb essential for getting Ram’s
brother Laxman’s life back) from other herbs.
Understanding the crucial importance of time to save
Laxman’s life, he took the extreme measure to bring
whole of the mountain back for Laxman’s treatment to

save his life.
In the professional environment also, professionals
should take total responsibility of the task till the end
and get the desired result even if they are met with
unanticipated events during the course of accomplishing
the task. Such a professional walks extra mile to achieve
excellence and always meets deadlines. It is another
great management lesson for professionals to take the
full ownership of task assigned. It helps them in better
professional development as well as the better goal
accomplishment.
D. Unidirectional Dedication
“raam kaaj karibo ko aatur”
Hanuman was always ready to do anything for his boss
Ram. A good manager must have quality to work for his
organization and boss with unidirectional dedication.
Hanuman’s loyalty to Rama was commendable and
reaches to the extent where it can easily be qualified
as devotion.
“raam kaaj kinhe bina mohe kaha bishram”
Here, Hanuman confesses that he doesn’t like to rest
until the work assigned to him by Shri Rama is finished.
This clearly demonstrates his devotion towards the work
assigned to him (Fig. 5).
A professional with this degree of dedication towards
his work is ideal for a firm even in today’s professional
culture as performance in any professional field is the
product of both ability and motivation of an individual.
Firm can fully entrust business in his hands.
E. Managerial Skills
“jaay hanuman gyan gun sagar”
Says that praise to Hanuman, who is the sea of
knowledge and skills.
“bidyabaan guni ati chaatur”
Goswami Tulsidas again praises Hanuman saying that
he is knowledgeable, skillful and very sharp. In case of
Hanuman, Tulsi Das went on to say-

Which means even the toughest and seemingly
impossible task get easier, thanks to Hanuman. In
another incidence of Ramayana, Rama was required to
cross the sea with whole of his army and this was
seemingly impossible task. But Hanuman made even
this seemingly impossible task by floating the stones
over the sea (Fig. 6). Thus he made possible for all the
army to walk over this stone bridge over the sea.
Likewise, worthy employee has to be knowledgeable,
skillful, quick learner as well as open to new views.
These qualities are essential for professionals to handle
any job assigned to them. The person should listen to
all the views without any preconceived notion and then,
take informed decision. It will help the organization to
grow faster.
F. Aiding Intuition
Hanuman was senior manager to King Sugreev, who
had lost his kingdom to his brother Bali, and was staying
in forest. Sugreev suspected Rama & Laxman, who
were carrying archeries with them, to be sent by Bali
to kill him. Thus, he ordered Hanuman to kill them.
Before following the order, Hanuman checked whether
this action is needed. Following his intuition to establish
real identity of Rama & Laxman, he approached the
two in disguise (Fig. 7) and discovered that Rama &
Laxman were searching for Goddess Sita, who was
kidnapped by Ravan. Then he brought Rama and
Laxman to Sugreev, who helped latter in killing Bali and
getting his kingdom back. The incident is mentioned in
Hanuman Chalisa as mentioned below:
“tum upakaar sugreewahi keenha, raam milaai raja pada
deenha”
Which means, Hanuman rendered an invaluable service
to Sugreev (the king of the monkeys) by introducing
him to Shri Rama and restoring him to the throne.
“tumhro mantra bibhishan maana, lankeswar bhaye sab
jag jana”
Says it was Hanuman’s intuition which helped him in
recognizing Bibhishan as a friend even when he was
brother of Ravan. Eventually, Bibhishan has been
instrumental in making it feasible for Ram to kill Ravan.
Thus, Hanuman’s intuition not only fetched him a friend
in enemy’s territory but also helped him in securing the
final victory for his master Ram over Ravan. Ram after
killing Ravan and taking over Lanka made Bibhishan
king of Lanka.

“durgam kaaj jagat ke jete sugam anugrah tumhare tete”

l
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Similarly, in a professional environment, it is a must
requirement by professionals to use their intuition in
many decisions and problem solving because it is not
possible to take each decision backed by complete data
due to lack of time and resources. Intuition should also
be backed up by research . So, until and unless one
can use his intuition to reach to quick solutions, it
becomes difficult for company to succeed in cut-throat
competition.
Notional Strategic Thinking

“pura rakhawre dekhi bahu kapi mana kinha bichara, ati
laghu rupa dharau nisi nagara karau paisara”
Hanuman decided not to enter Lanka by fighting with
soldiers protecting Lanka’s gate. His decision was
strategic as he did not want to call for unnecessary
trouble by letting Ravan know that he entered the city
before getting his task completed which was to obtain
information about Goddess Sita (Fig. 8). He was
powerful to take on those soldiers, which he proved both
later and before this particular incident, but he restraints
himself in direct fight with army at that moment and
adopted a strategic move to enter the city in the night
by converting his body to micro size so that no one
would be noticing it.
Likewise, this strategic thinking is very crucial for a
management professional to succeed in this fast

available nearby; one should not lose heart; he should
be positive and assess the opportunities emerging in
the environment even if small to make best use of these
new opportunities to come out of adversity.
On the basis of the foregoing discussion, a professional
with the kind of skill set, as that of Hanuman, would be
a gem to any organization. The qualities shown by
Hanuman represent the whole spectrum of desired
qualities required by any organization from an ideal
professional. Had Hanuman not have such qualities, it
would have taken a long time for him and his master
Rama to kill Ravan and free Goddess Sita. The
organizations, by keeping in view the above discussed
qualities in the form of HANUMAN Circle, can make
thorough scrutiny of the fresh candidates before
extending them final job offer and can also evaluate
existing employees for the promotion. Various qualities
such as intuition, adaptability and humility are very
subtle in nature and are more pertinent to the
professionals in leadership role. Thus, Hanuman

represents before us an ideal professional with holistic
approach to accomplish the task and DNA of successful
professional at the helm of any organization to shape
its future.

“People who don’t take risks generally make about two big mistakes
a year. People who do take risks generally make about two big
mistakes a year.”
- Peter Drucker
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G.

changing scenario. This is a great management lesson
to learn during adversity (slowdown), i.e. when there is
scarcity of resources;when there is no significant support
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‘KARMAYOGA’ IN STUDENTS’ LIFE
Prof. Sandeep Karmakar
Asst. Professor, Srusti Academy of Management

‘Karmayoga’, as defined inShrimad Bhagvad Gita by
Lord Sri Krishna , means the way of self-less
action. How can ‘Karmayoga’ be useful for students, in
their daily life, is discussed herein.
We see news reports of many suicidal attempts during
the examination/result declaration days. Those suicidal
attempts are similar to what Arjuna said and did in the
Kurukshetra just before the start of the great
Mahabharata battle. Arjuna was very enthusiastic in the
beginning, but, looking onto the problems of real life
(i.e., the need to kill family members, etc.), Arjuna
said : “...my limbs are being tired of their strength and
my mouth feels dry. My whole body is trembling and
bristling. ...I cannot contain myself any longer. My mind
is confused....”
Having spoken this on the battlefield, Arjuna cast aside
his bow and arrows and sat down on the chariot with
grief-stricken heart. In the present times, the students
complain of the same physical situation as referred to
above, before, during and even after the examination
days. They fear the examination pressure and some of
them “give-up” all hopes and do the unexpected. To this,
Sri Krishna asked and advised : “Where-from has this
illusion come to your mind ? This does
not benefit you ! Give away this cowardice and arise for
your duty!!”
The duty of a student is to attain knowledge. A student
should not abandon his duty because such
abandonment of duty through ignorance/laziness or for
fear of physical strain is termed as ‘evil’ by Gita.
This article puts forth the path of Karmayoga to be
applied by students as a solution to this problem.
The concept of ‘Karmayoga’ is self-less action, that is,
action without any desire. Action is thy duty, reward is
not thy concern. In simple words, one should fulfill his/
her duty, whatever the same may be, without having
any desire for any reward. The first question, that comes
to one’s mind, can there be any action without desire ?
To clear the doubt, one needs to understand what the
desire is ? If the desire is to get some reward out of
‘action’, then, we would say – ‘Yes, there can be action
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without any desire for any reward’. Take the example
of parents, they fulfill their duties towards their child
without any desire to get something out of them. A
soldier dies for the nation knowing that he himself would
not have anything. The freedom-fighters died knowing
that they would not be able to live in free India. These
all are instances of action without desire and, therefore,
they all are ‘Karmayogis’.
The Gita says, “Carry out you duties after giving up
desire for the fruits of action and be neutral to
either success or failure of the outcome.” Those who
desire the fruits of their actions are declared as
“misers” by Gita. No one can ever remain inactive for
even a single moment. By desisting from action, one
cannot even maintain his body. Saying thus, Gita asks
every one to perform his/her duty but without any desire.
The students fear exams; they fear results. They are
afraid of what will happen if they do not get desired
output. They are afraid of losing. They feel tensed during
exams days. The exam fever/tense creates so panic
that the same has adverse impact onto their health/
memory/study. The problem, as aforesaid, becomes
more grave when a student enters into life as a
professional, be it in self-employment or in a job,
because the pressure of life grows day by day with the
growth of life.
Why do students fear exams ? Why do they fear failure
? The simple answer is ‘They want to win’. Since they
want to win, they fear failure. Since they want to do
well, they fear doing unwell. Is there any harm in having
desire to win ? The proponents of western culture would
say the desire to win is a must for success. But, what
extra one gets by having the desire to win ? If one
prepares well and performs well, without having any
desire to get through or without having any desire to
secure any rank, won’t he get good marks or the rank ?
Thus, desire to win is not a pre-requisite for success.
In fact, the desire to win adversely impacts the ability
and, so also, the result. How ? Since one wants to win,
he spends a part of available time thinking what would
happen if he doesn’t win ? The negative thought will
take him to the world of fear and tensions, thereby,
decreasing his efficiency/ability. With less of ability and
even less of time, he will not be able to prepare his
best. Since he will not be able to prepare his best, he
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The word ‘student’ denotes a ‘learner’, a ‘scholar’, an
‘aspirant’ of Knowledge. The word
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will have lesser amount of self-confidence. The result,
of course, is going to be adverse i.e., one does not
actually have what he could have. If we focus all our
attention towards studies and hardwork, which is our
prime duty as a student, and do not think about the
result/outcome, we will have more time for our studies.
We will feel fresh with less of pressure, because our
work is to study and we are not concerned with the
result. We will be less fearful, less tensed and full of
lots of positive energy. Now, can anyone defeat us ?
Thus, we will study well, perform well in exams and
will, undoubtedly, have good result.

None should degrade himself. The person himself is
his friend and he himself is his enemy. The person who
has mastered his senses and conquered his mind,
senses and body is self’s friend, and the person who
has not so conquered, is his own enemy. The power of
self is, thus, beyond any limits. Every person has all
the abilities to rise high and if he doesn’t do so, then,
by ignoring his potential, he himself acts as an enemy
to him. Every student should, therefore, look into himself
and make all efforts to enhance himself by controlling
his mind, senses and body. No student is weak. Those
who think that they are weak are their own enemy.

How a student should be :

We often hear some students saying, I study for 18
hours a day, or, I sleep for 2-3 hours a day during exam
days. We also hear some saying, I like eating too much
during exam days, while some others complain of lack
of hunger. Dismissing these extreme views, Gita says,
the knowledge/yoga is neither for him who overeats,
nor for him who observes complete fast; it is neither for
him who sleeps too much, nor even for him who is
constant awake.

(i) has mastered his senses ;
(ii) is exclusively devoted to his practice ; and
(iii) is full of faith.
By ‘mastering in senses’, Gita means control over
senses and not be distracted towards materialistic
pleasures. One who is frequently distracted cannot attain
any knowledge. Every time he gets distracted, he will
have to make a fresh attempt. Thus, one should be in
full control of senses and well-disciplined. Let’s not allow
others to divert our mind/senses.

Then, who is entitled to knowledge ? Gita replies, the
enlightening knowledge is accomplished only by him
who is –
(i) regulated in diet and recreation,
(ii)regulated in performing actions and

By mandating ‘Exclusive devotion to practice’ Gita
backs the famous saying ‘Practice makes a man
perfect’. No matter whatever is the field, one should
exclusively devote himself to the practice of that field.
Success doesn’t come by changing the fields, it comes
by exclusive devotion to the field. If anyone shifts from
Management course to any other course of study, can
he succeed without exclusive devotion ? Therefore, one
should practice the knowledge with exclusive devotion;
as without practice, even the best of the brains wash
away. Lastly, but the most significantly, a student should
be full of faith. Full of faith in the studies, the knowledge,
the books he reads, his teachers, in the examination
system and, of course, himself. Only a person with
undaunted faith can succeed and attain knowledge.
Those with uncertain mind and full of doubts about the
knowledge/teachers/examination system, end up
spoiling everything. Remember, Eklavya had full faith in
his guru Dronacharya even when Dronacharya disagreed
to teach him. His full faith and devotion made him gain
mastery at bow-arrows. There may be other attributes/
qualities also, but, more or less, they fall under three
broad categories stated above.

(iii)regulated in sleep and wakefulness.

Gita says, that everyone has the power and
independence to raise himself high by his own efforts.

Regulation in performing actions : All our regular work/
daily work should be well-regulated so that important
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Hardwork that is resorted to out of foolish notion and is
accompanied by self-torture or harm to
others is termed as “evil” by Gita.
Regulated Diet : Regulated diet means healthy,
nutritious and light food. One should avoid too much
spicy, oily and junk food. Take liquids and drink ample
water. Divide the diet into installments so that there is
no pressure on digestive system and there is no
drowsiness. Fruits, sprouts and boiled vegetables are
nice eatables.
Regulated Re-creation : Recreation, as the name
suggests, RE-creates a person i.e., it infuses new
enthusiasm and new energy, thus, re-creating a fresh
person within us. For this purpose, a healthy
entertainment in a must. Entertainment may come from
: music, games, hobbies etc. Everyone should spend
at least ½ hour daily in recreation even when exams
are nearby or are going on. This helps avoid the pressure/
tension. The re-creation should be resorted to during
break-periods.
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Gita says, Knowledge can be attained only by such
person who –
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things are not delayed/left out. A time-table may be
helpful but not very strict time- table, as strict timetables last for a few days.
Regulated sleep and wakefulness : Sound sleep is
necessary for good health and more so, for a healthy
mind. We cannot overload our mind because any overload
shall not enter our mind. Just as excessive eating comes
out of the body through vomiting, in the same way,
excess study doesn’t stay in our mind (of course, the
vomit is invisible). Excessive sleeping will make us
drowsy the whole day and excessive wakefulness will
destroy the intellect and memory creating too much
burden on mind and body. Though the requirement of
sleep differs from body to body, but, 8 hours a day is
taken as an ideal figure. The sleep for 8 hours a day
may, better, be divided into two installments, 6-7 hours
in the night and 1-2 hours in the daytime.
Students often complain of lack of concentration due to
frequent distraction of mind (mind is mann, often called
‘heart’ by us in our daily life). The same question was
raised by Arjuna in Gita “...owing to impatience of mind,
I do not perceive stability of Yoga. The mind is very
unsteady, confused, stubborn and powerful; therefore, I
consider it as difficult to control as the wind”.
To this, Sri Krishna replied “No doubt, the mind is
restless and difficult to control. But, it can be brought
under control by repeated practice and dispassion. For
a person of uncontrolled mind, the achievement of
knowledge is difficult, but, one who has control over his
mind is definitely successful.”
Thus, a common problem of lack of concentration or
lack of control over mind can only be solved by–

(i)practice i.e., continued and exclusive devotion to the
cause of knowledge ;
(ii)being dispassionate i.e., by creating disinterest in
various attractive forces.
We all agree that force/pressure is required where two
opposites come together. The same is the case with
memory. If I am a student and I’m devoted towards my
duty with no other opposite thought, no force will ever
be required in memorizing. We remember whatever
we’re interested in. Then, let’s create an interest in the
subject : an interest beyond merely securing good
marks (which will come automatically with good
knowledge and skills), an interest to understand the
subject, its scope and its requirements/limitations with
its applications. For a housewife, food making and its
intricacies is not a tough exercise; because that’s what
she is engaged in her daily life. Hence, let’s make
studies a regular affair, not an exercise to be conducted
just a few days before exams !! Regularity and Hardwork will make our memory stronger and sharper and
will also develop our interest.
Intention, in this communication, is to make students
understand that spending time in thinking about the
result/outcome is, ultimately, wastage of time. Being a
Karmayogi , student should engage himself fully into
his duty i.e. he should study well and perform his level
best, which, in fact, is within his reach. A student cannot
control the result, as it is beyond his right/jurisdiction
and, therefore, he should stop thinking about the same.
Accordingly, when he works with a right perspective in
a right direction without any fear/tense, he is a WINNER
always.

Happiness cannot be travelled to, owned, earned, worn or
consumed. Happiness is the spiritual experience of living every
minute with love, grace, and gratitude.
- Denis Waitley
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Everything You Want To Know About Zika
Smruti Suman
MBA 2nd semester
Have you heard about the new trending epidemic which
is creating lots of buzz and chaos in foreign countries
like America, brazil etc ?Now days a new virus is added
into the armor of mosquitoes known as Zika virus. Not
that it was not present before we heard about it, the
history of Zika virus is of six decades. It was faintly
present in the equatorial narrow belt from Africa to Asia
. In 2014 only it spread eastward across the pacific
ocean into south America, the Caribbean, Central
America . In these places zika outbreak has reached
pandemic levels.
Zika virus is related to well known Dengue, yellow fever.
The illness due to it is similar to a mild form of dengue
fever. It can be treated by rest . Drugs and vaccines are
yet to be made. The only silver lining is an Indian drugs
company has claimed of having zika vaccine ready for
pre-cleanical trials.
This epidemic is caused by Aedesmosquitoes which
can be found easily during day time. The most common
symptoms of zika virus disease are fever, rash, joint
pain, conjunctivitis or red eyes. It initially causes a mild
illness known as Zika fever.

American women of childbearing age whether pregnant
or not were told to avoid countries where zika virus has
been circulating. And the women in countries that
already having zika outbreak have been told to avoid
getting pregnant. It is because zika virus is carried from
person to person by mosquitoes. I t is also reported
that in Brazil newborns are loosing their lives for this
zika outbreak. Brazil is the worst hit country by zika
outbreak.
But mosquitoes are not the only way to get the virus .
There is some observational evidence of people infected
with zika can pass on the virus to others through sexual
intercourse. It can also be transmitted through blood
and through pregnancy it can go from mother to fetus .
It is fount that in case of zika hospitalization is
uncommon and death is rare. But researchers think
that it can cause birth defects among new borns. So
simply avoiding mosquitoes in countries where the virus
has been circulating is the best defence. Well in India
it can be related to the optimistic ‘swachh Bharat aviyan’
of our dear prime minister.

“A good company offers excellent products and services. A great
company also offers excellent products and services but also strives
to make the world a better place.”
-Philip Kotler
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Education in India
Priya Ranjan Malla
Stream: MBA, Sec: B

India has made progress in terms of increasing the
primary education attendance rate and expanding
literacy to approximately three-quarters of the population
in the 7-10 age group, by 2011. India’s improved
education system is often cited as one of the main
contributors to its economic development. Much of the
progress, especially in higher education and scientific
research, has been credited to various public institutions.
While enrollment in higher education has increased
steadily over the past decade, reaching a Gross
Enrollment Ratio of 24% in 2013, there still remains a
significant distance to catch up with tertiary education
enrollment levels of developed nations, a challenge that
will be necessary to overcome in order to continue to
reap a demographic dividend from India’s comparatively
young population. At the primary and secondary level,
India has a large private school system complementing
the government run schools, with 29% of students
receiving private education in the 6 to 14 age group.
Certain post-secondary technical schools are also
private. The private education market in India had a
revenue of US$450 million in 2008, but is projected to
be a US$40 billion market.[
As per the Annual Status of Education Report (ASER)
2012, 96.5% of all rural children between the ages of 614 were enrolled in school. This is the fourth annual
survey to report enrollment above 96%. Another report
from 2013 stated that there were 229 million students
enrolled in different accredited urban and rural schools
of India, from Class I to XII, representing an increase of
2.3 million students over 2002 total enrollment, and a
19% increase in girl’s enrollment. While quantitatively
India is inching closer to universal education, the quality
of its education has been questioned particularly in its
government run school system. Some of the reasons
for the poor quality include absence of around 25 percent
of teachers every day.States of India have introduced
tests and education assessment system to identify and
improve such schools.
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Overview:
In India’s education system, a significant number of
seats are reserved under affirmative action policies for
the historically disadvantaged Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Classes. In
universities, colleges, and similar institutions affiliated
to the federal government, there is a minimum 50% of
reservations applicable to these disadvantaged groups,
at the state level it can vary. Maharashtra had 73%
reservation in 2014, which is the highest percentage of
reservations in India.
The central and most state boards uniformly follow the
“10+2+3” pattern of education. In this pattern, study of 12
years is done in schools or in colleges, and then 3 years
of graduation for a bachelor’s degree The first 10 years is
furthe0r subdivided into 5 years of primary education, 3
years of upper primary, followed by 2 years of high school.
This pattern originated from the recommendation of the
Education Commission of 1964–66.
The National Council of Educational Research and
Training (NCERT) is the apex body for curriculum related
matters for school education in India. The NCERT
provides support and technical assistance to a number
of schools in India and oversees many aspects of
enforcement of education policies. Other curriculum
bodies governing school education system are:
s

The state government boards : Most of the state
governments have one “State board of secondary
education” . However, some states like Andhra
Pradesh have more than one. Also the union
territories do not have a board, Dadra & Nagar Haveli,
Puducherry, Chandigarh, Lakshadweep, Daman &
Diu share the services with a larger state.

s

Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)
which conducts examinations at the 10th and 12th
standards.

s

The Council of Indian School Certificate
Examination(CISCE). CISCE conducts three
examinations, namely, the Indian Certificate of
Secondary Education (ICSE - Class/ Grade 10);
The Indian School Certificate (ISC - Class/ Grade
12) and the Certificate in Vocational Education
(CVE - Class/Grade 12).
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Education in India is provided by the public sector as
well as the private sector, with control and funding
coming from three levels: central, state, and local. Under
various articles of the Indian Constitution, free and
compulsory education is provided as a fundamental right
to children between the ages of 6 to 14. The ratio of
public schools to private schools in India is 7:5.
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s

The National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS)
conducts two examinations, namely, Secondary
Examination and Senior Secondary Examination
(All India) and also some courses in Vocational
Education.
International schools affiliated to the International
Baccalaureate Programme and/or the Cambridge
International Examinations.

Primary education:
The Indian government lays emphasis on primary
education, also referred to as elementary education, to
children aged 6 to 14 years old. The Indian government
has also banned child labor in order to ensure that the
children do not enter unsafe working conditions. However,
both free education and the ban on child labour are
difficult to enforce due to economic disparity and social
conditions. 80% of all recognized schools at the
elementary stage are government run or supported,
making it the largest provider of education in the country.
However, due to a shortage of resources and lack of
political will, this system suffers from massive gaps
including high pupil to teacher ratios, shortage of
infrastructure and poor levels of teacher training. Figures
released by the Indian government in 2011 show that
there were 5,816,673 elementary school teachers in
India. As of March 2012 there were 2,127,000 secondary
school teachers in India.Education has also been made
freefor children for 6 to 14 years of age or up to class
VIII under the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory
Education Act 2009.

Secondary education:
Secondary education covers children aged 12 to 18, a
group comprising 88.5 million children according to the
2001 Census of India. The final two years of secondary
is often called Higher Secondary (HS), Senior
Secondary, or simply the “+2” stage. The two halves
of secondary education are each an important stage for
which a pass certificate is needed, and thus are affiliated
by central boards of education under HDR ministry,
before one can pursue higher education, including
college or professional courses.
UGC, NCERT and CBSE directives state qualifying ages
for candidates who wish to take board exams. Those at
least fifteen years old by the 30th of May for a given
academic year are eligible to appear for Secondary board
exams, and those seventeen by the same date are
eligible to appear for Higher Secondary certificate board
exams. It further states that upon successful completion
of Higher Secondary, one can apply to higher education
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under UGC control such as Engineering, Medical, and
Business Administration.

Private schools:
According to current estimates, 29% of Indian children
are privately educated. With more than 50% children
enrolling in private schools in urban areas, the balance
has already tilted towards private schooling in cities;
and, even in rural areas, nearly 20% of the children in
2004-5 were enrolled in private schools.
According to some research, private schools often
provide superior results at a multiple of the unit cost of
government schools. The reason being high aims and
better vision.However, others have suggested that
private schools fail to provide education to the poorest
families, a selective being only a fifth of the schools
and have in the past ignored Court orders for their
regulation.
In their favour, it has been pointed out that private schools
cover the entire curriculum and offer extra-curricular
activities such as science fairs, general knowledge,
sports, music and drama. The pupil teacher ratios are
much better in private schools (1:31 to 1:37 for
government schools) and more teachers in private
schools are female. There is some disagreement over
which system has better educated teachers. According
to the latest DISE survey, the percentage of untrained
teachers (parateachers) is 54.91% in private, compared
to 44.88% in government schools and only 2.32%
teachers in unaided schools receive inservice training
compared to 43.44% for government schools. The
competition in the school market is intense, yet most
schools make profit.

International schools:
As of January 2015, the International Schools
Consultancy (ISC) listed India as having 410
international schools. ISC defines an ‘international
school’ in the following terms “ISC includes an
international school if the school delivers a curriculum
to any combination of pre-school, primary or secondary
students, wholly or partly in English outside an Englishspeaking country, or if a school in a country where
English is one of the official languages, offers an
English-medium curriculum other than the country’s
national curriculum and is international in its orientation.
This definition is used by publications including The
Economist.

Higher education:
After passing the Higher Secondary Examination (the
grade 12 examination), students may enroll in general
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Some institutions of India, such as the National Institute
of Technology (NITs), Indian Institutes of Technology
(IITs), Indian Institute of Science and University of
Mumbai have been globally acclaimed for their standard
of undergraduate education in engineering. The IITs enroll
about 10,000 students annually and the alumni have
contributed to both the growth of the private sector and
the public sectors of India. However the IIT’s have not
had significant impact on fundamental scientific research
and innovation. Several other institutes of fundamental
research such as the Indian Association for the
Cultivation of Science (IACS), Indian Institute of Science
(IISc), Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR),
Harishchandra Research Institute (HRI), are acclaimed
for their standard of research in basic sciences and
mathematics. However, India has failed to produce world
class universities both in the private sector or the public
sector.
Besides top rated universities which provide highly
competitive world class education to their pupils, India
is also home to many universities which have been
founded with the sole objective of making easy money.
Regulatory authorities like UGC and AICTE have been
trying very hard to extirpate the menace of private
universities which are running courses without any
affiliation or recognition. Indian Government has failed
to check on these education shops, which are run by
big businessmen & politicians. Many private colleges
and universities do not fulfill the required criterion by
the Government and central bodies (UGC, AICTE, MCI,
BCI etc.) and take students for a ride. For example,
many institutions in India continue to run unaccredited
courses as there is no legislation strong enough to
ensure legal action against them. Quality assurance
mechanisms have failed to stop misrepresentations and
malpractices in higher education. At the same time
regulatory bodies have been accused of corruption,
specifically in the case of deemed-universities. In this
context of lack of solid quality assurance mechanism,
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institutions need to step-up and set higher standards
of self-regulation.

Technical education:
From the first Five-year Plan onwards, India’s emphasis
was to develop a pool of scientifically inclined manpower.
India’s National Policy on Education (NPE) provisioned
for an apex body for regulation and development of higher
technical education, which came into being as the All
India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) in 1987
through an act of the Indian parliament.[At the federal
level, the Indian Institutes of Technology, the Indian
Institute of Space Science and Technology, the National
Institutes of Technology and the Indian Institutes of
Information Technology, Rajiv Gandhi Institute of
Petroleum Technology are deemed of national
importance.

Vocational education:
India’s All India Council of Technical Education (AICTE)
reported, in 2013, that there are more than 4,599
vocational institutions that offer degrees, diploma and
post-diploma in architecture, engineering, hotel
management, infrastructure, pharmacy, technology,
town services and others. There were 1.74 million
students enrolled in these schools. Total annual intake
capacity for technical diplomas and degrees exceeded
3.4 million in 2012.

Women’s education:
Women have a much lower literacy rate than men. Far
fewer girls are enrolled in the schools, and many of
them drop out. In the patriarchal setting of the Indian
family, girls have lower status and fewer privileges than
boy children. Conservative cultural attitudes prevents
some girls from attending school.The number of literate
women among the female population of India was
between 2–6% from the British Raj onwards to the
formation of the Republic of India in 1947. Concerted
efforts led to improvement from 15.3% in 1961 to 28.5%
in 1981. By 2001 literacy for women had exceeded 50%
of the overall female population, though these statistics
were still very low compared to world standards and
even male literacy within India.Recently the Indian
government has launched Saakshar Bharat Mission
for Female Literacy. This mission aims to bring down
female illiteracy by half of its present level.
The education of women in India plays a significant role
in improving livings standards in the country. A higher
women literacy rate improves the quality of life both at
home and outside the home, by encouraging and
promoting education of children, especially female
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degree programmes such as bachelor’s degree in arts,
commerce or science, or professional degree programs
such as engineering, law or medicine. India’s higher
education system is the third largest in the world, after
China and the United States. The main governing body
at the tertiary level is the University Grants Commission
(India), which enforces its standards, advises the
government, and helps coordinate between the centre
and the state. Accreditation for higher learning is
overseen by 12 autonomous institutions established by
the University Grants Commission. In India, education
system is reformed. In the future, India will be one of
the largest education hubs.
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Vocational education:
The government of India is taking many positive steps
to turn the education vocational and job oriented.
Recently the duration of Graduation in Delhi University
has been turned back to 3 years from 4 years. Moreover,
government is taking lots of steps to promote small
vocational institutes which provides job oriented courses
like aviation related or travel & tourism related courses.
What do I need to change about the Indian
Education System?
Education has been a problem in our country and lack
of it has been blamed for all sorts of evil for hundreds of
years. Even Rabindranath Tagore wrote lengthy articles
about how Indian education system needs to change.
Funny thing is that from the colonial times, few things
have changed. We have established IITs, IIMs, law
schools and other institutions of excellence; students
now routinely score 90% marks so that even students
with 90+ percentage find it difficult to get into the colleges
of their choice; but we do more of the same old stuff.
Rote learning still plagues our system, students study
only to score marks in exams, and sometimes to crack
exams like IIT JEE, AIIMS or CLAT. The colonial masters
introduced education systems in India to create clerks
and civil servants, and we have not deviated much from
that pattern till today. If once the youngsters prepared
en masse for civil services and bank officers exams,
they now prepare to become engineers. If there are a
few centres of educational excellence, for each of those
there are thousands of mediocre and terrible schools,
colleges and now even universities that do not meet
even minimum standards. If things have changed a little
bit somewhere, elsewhere things have sunk into further
inertia, corruption and lack of ambition.

Focus on skill based education:
Our education system is geared towards teaching and
testing knowledge at every level as opposed to teaching
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skills. “Give a man a fish and you feed him one day,
teach him how to catch fishes and you feed him for a
lifetime.” I believe that if you teach a man a skill, you
enable him for a lifetime. Knowledge is largely forgotten
after the semester exam is over. Still, year after year
Indian students focus on cramming information. The
best crammers are rewarded by the system. This is
one of the fundamental flaws of our education system.

Allow private capital in education:
The government cannot afford to provide higher
education to all the people in the country. It is too
costly for the government to do so. The central
government spends about 4% of budget expenditure
on education, compared to 40% on defence.
Historically, the government just did not have enough
money to spend on even opening new schools and
universities, forget overhauling the entire system and
investing in technology and innovation related to the
education system. Still, until today, at least on paper
only non-profit organizations are allowed to run
educational institutions apart from government
institutions. Naturally, the good money, coming from
honest investors who want to earn from honest but
high impact businesses do not get into education
sector. Rather, there are crooks, money launderers
and politicians opening “private” educational
institutions which extract money from the educational
institution through creative structuring. The focus is
on marketing rather than innovation or providing great
educational service – one of the major examples of
this being IIPM. Effective deregulation:Until today, an
institute of higher education in India must be operating
on a not-for profit basis. This is discouraging for
entrepreneurs and innovators who could have worked
in these spaces. On the other hand, many people
are using education institutions to hide their black
money, and often earning a hefty income from
education business through clever structuring and
therefore bypassing the rule with respect to not earning
profit from recognized educational institutions. As a
matter of fact, private equity companies have been
investing in some education service provider
companies which in turn provide services to not-forprofit educational institutions and earn enviable profits.
Sometimes these institutes are so costly that they
are outside the rich of most Indian students. There is
an urgent need for effective de-regulation of Indian
education sector so that there is infusion of sufficient
capital and those who provide or create extraordinary
educational products or services are adequately
rewarded.

l

children, and in reducing the infant mortality rate. Several
studies have shown that a lower level of women literacy
rates results in higher levels of fertility and infant mortality,
poorer nutrition, lower earning potential and the lack of
an ability to make decisions within a household.
Women’s lower educational levels is also shown to
adversely affect the health and living conditions of
children. A survey that was conducted in India showed
results which support the fact that infant mortality rate
was inversely related to female literacy rate and
educational level. The survey also suggests a correlation
between education and economic growth.
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Strange Dream
Elissa bedamatta
2nd year MAM
Island….often I think about this. I was having a dream
to visit an island.Many a times I have also dreamt about
it. So once we (my family)decided to go to an island to
spend our summer vacation. I was so excited that I
could not even sleep at night. Then finally the day came
when we visited the carebean bay (an imaginary island).
We had taken all the equipments that we needed in the
island. We had planned to stay in Carebean for 2 days.
We all enjoyed there. Then after taking rest I along
with family went to see the beauty of carebean. I was
so mesmerized by the beauty that when I got
separated from my family I didn’t know. In my mind I
was having the plan that after marriage I will stay in
this place along with my future husband. Many things
were going on in my mind. After some time when I
got my consciousness back I realized that I was lost.
At that time my mind was totally blank. I didn’t know
what to do. In this new place I was alone and in the
unknown place I was a stranger. I was crying like
anything. I missed my parents, my younger sisters
and doing nothing but crying like a child. This happens
with everyone when one is lost in an unknown place.
I consoled myself.
After roaming here and there I felt thirsty and hungry
too. Then I remembered that I was having something in
my backpack that I was carrying on my shoulders. I
found 2 sandwiches, water bottle and few chocolates. I
ate one sandwich and water. I was searching for my
parents. After some hours I was very tired and wanted
to take rest. While searching I found a cave. I was
scared, but still I went nearer to the cave. And when I

went nearer to it I heard some noise and within a fraction
of second suddenly a tiger from that cave jumped upon
me. I shouted and ran. And while running I fell into a big
hole which was very deep.
Though I escaped from the tiger I fell into that hole. I
thought I was stuck but after few minutes I found there
was something like a tunnel. I started moving and walking
some distance in that tunnel I found the way to go to
my parents.
But before I reached the spot, my family had left the
island. I was stuck in that unknown place. I was having
no other option but to stay there all alone for the rest of
the life I thought…
After few months I had made some friends (animal
friends). Then once while roaming I saw a boat, I was
very happy that now I can get back to my parents. So
ask them for help I waved my hand and the people in
boat saw me. They came near the shore. When the
boat came nearer to me I found that they were the sea
pirates. Suddenly they came out of the boat they
kidnapped me. I was shouting for help.
Then suddenly I heard a noise of my mumma calling
me. Then I got up I found it was morning 8:30 and what
I saw was just a dream. Then I realized the reality. I
wondered if this will happen to me in reality what will I
do? For some time I remained dumb thinking of my
dream. So from that day I never dreamt of any island.
Earlier I was mad to go to an island but now I am very
scared of the word “ISLAND”.

The first rule of any technology used in a business is that
automation applied to an efficient operation will magnify the
efficiency. The second is that automation applied to an inefficient
operation will magnify the inefficiency.
- Bill Gates

l
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Horror Island
Susri Mohanty
1st year MAM
My eyes were closed. I was in a deep sleep. The first
thing that hit me was the smell. Even before I opened my
eyes, I knew where I was.The tantalizing scent of washedup waves and bananas all rolled into one. I felt the millions
of grains of sand,hot against my fingers and the cool
freeze against my face, relief from the sweltering sun. I
heard the sea crawling against the rocks. As I opened
my mouth to take in a gulp of air, I tasted salt in my
throat. Only then, when my four other senses had taken
in their share of my surroundings, did I allow myself to
open my eyes. I was amazed at how easily fantasy and
reality interviewed at that moment. It was like continuing
a dream after waking up.
After opening my eyes, I found myself in quite unknown
and lonely island. There was no one, not a single animal
or bird. It was full of horror. I was quite frightened. There
were only trees. The trees were also very ugly. There
was a tree which was the most horrible one. It looks
like a zombie. It was a very big tree. It looks like an old
tree may be some decades. Its branches were as big
as a house and its leaves were as big as a normal human
being. I felt strange looking at the tree. I went nearer to
it. For few minutes I just looked at the tree.
Then I realized that my stomach is making some noise
out of hunger. I wondered... in this place what I will get
to eat infact I will get something to eat or not? Then I
turned to move and search for something to eat.

Suddenly I heard some noise which was coming from
the giant zombie tree. I was scared. But somehow I
managed to turn towards the tree. When I turned I saw
the tree was totally shaped as a zombie with
wheels(truck wheels) like eyes. Those eyes were
looking at me. I don’t know what was happening. I felt
the tree will tear me into pieces and will eat me like a
chicken. As I thought the tree did the same. It told me
that”after so many years in my island a human has
arrived. For last 6yrs I was waiting for this day and now
I will not let this opportunity go”.
Then I asked the zombie what are you going to do to
me and what are you talking about? Then the zombie
answered that “ I am going to eat you”
After hearing this I just ran like anything as fast as I
can then I saw a old lady in white saree with a big stick
in her hand. When I saw her she was smiling and told
me “don’t worry everything will be alright. I will help you
out” after hearing this I felt relax. When I turned back to
see the zombie tree it had vanished. And when I turned
towards the old lady she had vanished too. After few
seconds I found myself standing in my own room. Then
I realized that the lady was a ghost( a good one) who
saved me from that zombie and helped me to reach my
home. I secretly thanked the old lady and God for
sending the old lady for my help.

In 1817, India accounted for 30 per cent of global trade. We have
been there before, and we just tend to forget that we did it before.
- C. K. Prahalad

l
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The Gift of Nature
Subhasmita Sahu

That was my first summer without my parents.They were
on a vacation. I was alone in home,completely bored.
We planned a night out at my friend,Riyan’s place.I and
my best friend Ana packed our bags with coke,chips
and a lot of DVDs and headed out to Riyan’s house.We
talked,laughed and enjoyed a lot.We were watching a
movie about a camping in a jungle without any food and
water taken with them.We discussed about it throughout
the night and at last we decided to go on camping with
out any food and water, only with a tent and some
necessary goods.
Next day we headed out to Wayanad that was on the
outskirt of Banglore.I slept at the car at the starting of
the journey. I smelled the scent of jasmine and my eyes
opened. I was alone in the car and I realized that we
have reached our destination. That was a beautiful jungle
with a lot of chains of tree. Birds welcomed us with a
chirping song. Then we heard the sound of falling water
that gave us a chill. We ran towards the sound and got
shocked by watching a amazing waterfall. We didn’t
know about it. I learned many things when I was in NCC
like making a tent, tying knots and many more. Our
tent was now ready. We separated and I went to get
some water, Ana went for fruit and Riyan went for the
firewood.
On the way I felt someone was stalking me, that feeling
gave me goose bumps. I let it pass through my breaking
point. Suddenly I felt some one held my hair. I turned

around and it was a cute monkey hanging on a branch.
All at once I named him Misty. He sat on my arms and
we headed out for water. We returned and that monkey
obeyed me like a pet. When we returned surprisingly
Riyan was with a dog. He told us about how he met the
dog, although he named it Jack. We were three and
now we are five. Riyan’s dog guarded us the whole 1st
night. We were very happy about it. Next day morning
we found a lot of pigeon infront of our tent.We gave
them our leftout foods. They seemed happy. Again the
day started we played together with Misty and Jack.
Middle of that some pigeon joined us. That was an
amazing moment,I wondered about the Nature and its
givings. The animals,the birds,fountain, the smell was
surly a gift of nature for us to cherish. We lived there for
another two days and we made friends there. They were
two rabbits,another dog,a bunch of squirrel and a couple
of parrots. After two wonderful days, it was the time to
return. I wished to stay there forever but it was not
possible. We couldn’t take them with us,that would be
illegal. I saw there were tears in our friend’s eye. Ours
were wet too. I wished for there safety and happiness.
We took a selfie of us. We waved our hands, they copied
us too. It made me cry.
On our way back to home I thought about the Nature. It
nurtures us but we are misusing it. We cant let it go
like this. It’s not easy to let days fly by without taking
notice to the world around us. Life is beautiful with Nature.
We should think about and should feel grateful.

Be more concerned with your character than your reputation,
because your character is what you really are, while your
reputation is merely what others think you are.
-John Wooden

l
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To : My Dearest TVS Scooty
Shreya Masih
MAM 6th Semester

You are my TVS SCOOTY ( First Love) and also my
AIWA (Pure Passion). I always BPL (Believe in the Best)
and you are SANSUI (Better Than The Best). You are
my MC Dowells (Mera No. 1). I believe in FRESHIYA
(Gorepan Se Jyada Khoobsurti Ka Wada) and you are
one of the most beautiful in this world.
Day and night give me a smile for you are DOMINO’S
PIZZA (Delivering a Million Smiles per Day) to me. This
is COLGATE ENERGY GEL (Seriously Fresh) feeling
for me. I would like you to be my life partner.

You worry about your father who is KAWASAKI BAJAJ
CALIBER (The Unshakable). But think of my father who
is CEAT (Born Tough). Whatever said and done. I am
FORD ICON (The Josh Machine) and the rest of the
family members are KELVINATOR (The Coolest One).
If they say no we shall elope, marry and PHILIPS (Lets
Make Things Better). They will feel MIRINDA (Jor Ka
Jatka Dhire Se Laghe) and we COCA COLA (Jo Chahe
Ho Jaye Coca Cola Enjoy).
Catch you later kyuki PEPSI (Ye Dil Mange More).
LG (Digitally Yours)
From:
LG……

Valentines
Shreya Masih
MAM 6th Semester

V….is for the Velocity with which my Heart Beats for ‘U’ (Will I ever hear your heart beat?)
A….is for the Attention that I pay to ‘U’ (Rather which pay to me).
L….is for the Love that fills my Heart to the brim (How about yours?)
E….is for the Endless night that I spend waiting (while you are gallivanting).
N….is for the Numbers that my hands keep on dialing (while your phone is always busy).
T….is for the Time that I would like to spend with you (while you are with someone else).
I….is for the ‘I Love You’. That’s forever on my lips (And which I would love to hear from ‘U’)
N….is for the sweet Names that I’ve given to ‘U’. (I am still waiting for mine)
E….is for the Emotions that I shower on ‘U’! (Why don’t they rain on my roof)

l
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Zika - A Global Headache
Prachi Pattnaik
MBA,1st year,Sec-B
After the damaging outbreak of the Ebola virus over the
last two years, another little-known infection has
promoted the World Health Organisation to declare an
international public health emergency.
The first case of Zika virus was confirmed last May in
Brazil, has since spread rapidly over South and Central
America, reaching epidemic proportions. Zika spreads
through mosquito bites, the virus is belived to cause
brain shrinkage among the newborns of infected
pregnant women and in a few cases lead to potentially
fatal auto-immune conditions like the Guillain-Barre
Syndrome.
Zika was first isolated in 1947 and outbreaks were
limited to Africa, Southeast Asia and the pacific Islands.
The virus is transmitted by the aedes aegypti mosquito,
which also carries dengue and chikungunya. It is a

day-biting, low-flying mosquito that is commonly found
around houses and is known to breed in standing water.
Affected persons often show mild symptoms including fever,
rash or red eyes which manifest over a period of five to 14
days after contact with the virus .
No case has been reported in India yet , but areas
experiencing drought or water shortage, where people tend
to store water, could be a breeding ground for virus-carrying
mosquitoes.
There is no cure for the virus for which research is going
on. It is expected to be available shortly internationally,
according to Mahesh Lakhe, infectious diseases specialist,
Columbia Asia Hospital, Pune.
It is the high time for the govt. of India to create awareness
programme within the people to restrain themselves from
Zika virus.

Journey of King Khan
Partha Sarathi Dash
MBA ,1st year,Sec-B

He belonged to a middle class family from the early
stage of his life. But who knows that boy will rock the
world with his mesmerizing efforts in face of movies.
As we know there are lot of problem faced by a middle
class family in life but he faced much more trouble in
his life then that with his parents death. But he still
faced that with his cool and calm attitude and which
result a turning point in his life in 1988.
This point came in face of TV serial and put down a
strong foundation in his life which was strengthened by
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his hard work. Then finally his work gave a sweet fruit
when he got chance for movies in 1991. From that point
of time success never left his hand and made him the
king of bollywood. Now the person has completed 25
years in bollywood with 80 above movies and got 14
film-fare awards with three Padmashree awards. Now
he is the most successful personalty in bollywood as
well as in world.
From this lifespan of king khan we got one thing that
there is no shortcut to success.
If you can dream it,
You can do it.

l

A legend kid was born on 2nd November 1965 as a normal
occurrence happened at the Talwar nursing home in
New Delhi.Just like many new borns.
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Rib Ticklers

Heights of Stupidity

Soubhagya Mishra

Soubhagya Mishra

Alumnus (MBA 12-14)

Alumnus (MBA 12-14)

Discoveries And Inventions By Men And Women

How To Kill An Ant ?

Men Discovered COLOURS And Invented PAINT,

(Asked In Exam For 15 Marks..)

Women Discovered PAINT And Invented MAKEUP.

Student’s Answer:

Men Discovered The WORD And Invented
CONVERSATION,

“Mix Chilli Powder With Sugar & Keep It Outside

Women Discovered CONVERSATION And Invented
GOSSIP.

The Ant’s Hole.
After Eating, Ant Will Search For Some Water

CARDS,

Near A Water Tank..

Women Discovered CARDS And Invented WITCHERY.

Push Ant In To It..

Men Discovered AGRICULTURE And Invented FOOD,

Now Ant Will Go To Dry Itself Near Fire..

Women Discovered FOOD And Invented DIET.

When It Reaches Fire, Put A Bomb Into The Fire..

Men Discovered FRIENDSHIP And Invented LOVE,

Then Admit Wounded Ant In ICU..

Women Discovered LOVE And Invented MARRIAGE.

Remove Oxygen Mask From Its Mouth And Kill

Men Discovered TRADING And Invented MONEY,

The Ant..

Women Discovered MONEY And Invented SHOPPING.

“MORAL: Don’t Play With Students They Can Do

Thereafter Men Have Discovered And Invented A Lot Of
Things… While Women STUCK To Shopping

Anything For 15 Marks...

Recommendation Letter
Soubhagya Mishra
Alumnus (MBA 12-14)
When Peters Learned That He Was Being Fired, He Went To See
The Head Of Human Resources.
“Since I Have Been With The Firm For So Long,” He Said, “I Think
I Deserve At Least A Letter Of Recommendation.”
The Human Resources Director Agreed And Said He Would Have
The Letter The Next Day.
The Following Morning, Peters Found The Letter On His Desk.
It Read, “Jonathan Peters Worked For Our Company For Eleven
Years. When He Left Us, We Were Very Satisfied

l
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Being Professional

Benefits of Meditation

Bipin Bisoi

Sudipta Samantray

Alumnus (MBA 08-10)

Alumnus (MBA 13-15)
It lowers oxygen consumption.
It decreases respiratory rate.
It increases blood flow and slows the heart rate.
Increases exercise tolerance.
Leads to a deeper level of physical relaxation.
Enhances the immune system.
Reduces activity of viruses and emotional
distress
Enhances energy, strength and vigor.
Builds self-confidence.
Resolve phobias & fears
Helps control own thoughts
Helps with focus & concentration
Increase creativity
Deeper understanding of yourself and others
Brings body, mind, spirit in harmony
Deeper Level of spiritual relaxation

Professionalism is a specific type of behavior in the
workplace which is appreciable by all and follows the
minimum ethics of workplace. Professional behavior
enhances the image of the employees and the
organizational as well. Professionalism also reduces
conflict hence maintains a harmony in the workplace
relationship. Professionalism is reflected in our attitude,
approaches, values, communication style etc.

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Individual Responsibilities:
l

l

Know your boundaries.

l

Stay away of other’s affairs.

l

Respect for self and others.

l

l

Keep inappropriate language out of workplace.

l

l

Don’t feed into the office gossips.

l

l

Keep emotional baggage out of workplace.

l

l

Pay attention to how you communicate.

l
l

l
l

Chanakya Niti in Management
Bandita Dash
Alumnus (MBA 08-10)
“Learn from the mistakes of others…you can’t live long
enough to make it all yourselves!”
Before implementing any strategy managers should look into
attempts made by other companies and should learn from their
mistakes.
“A person should not be too honest. Straight trees are cut
first and Honest people are screwed first”
Though fraudulent methods are not right still complete honesty
is not even advisable. Famous Pan Masala brand, while advertising
don’t really describe the contents of the product and its sideeffects but at the same time they can’t be blamed for misleading
people as they have a statutory warning printed on the packets.
Never share your secrets with anybody. It will destroy you!”
In the competitive market scenario every organization focuses
on its competitive advantages as its USP. Innovative practices
became business mantra to survive. Save the secret of what
different you have from others and you will able to reap the benefit
for a longer period.

l
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Short Stories with Great Morals
Ritika Thirani
Alumnus (MBA 09-11)
Story 1:
Many years ago two salesmen were sent by a British
shoe manufacturer to Africa to investigate and report
back on market potential.
The first salesman reported back, “There is no potential
here - nobody wears shoes.”
The second salesman reported back, “There is massive
potential here - nobody wears shoes.”
This simple short story provides one of the best
examples of how a single situation may be viewed in
two quite different ways - negatively or positively.We
should not focus on the situation’s problems and
disadvantages, rather should take advantage of its
opportunities and benefits.

his/her hundred percent…This is applicable for any
relationship like love, employer-employee relationship
etc.,Give your hundred percent to everything you do
and sleep peacefully.
Story 3:
A well known speaker started off his seminar by holding
up a $20 bill. In the room of 200, he asked, “Who would
like this $20 bill?”
Hands started going up.
He said, “I am going to give this $20 to one of you but
first, let me do this.” He proceeded to crumple the dollar
bill up.
He then asked, “Who still wants it?”
Still the hands were up in the air.

A boy and a girl were playing together. The boy had a
collection of marbles. The girl had some sweets with
her.
The boy told the girl that he will give her all his marbles
in exchange for her sweets. The girl agreed.
The boy kept the biggest and the most beautiful marble
aside and gave the rest to the girl. The girl gave him all
her sweets as she had promised.
That night, the girl slept peacefully.
But, the boy couldn’t sleep as he kept wondering if the
girl had hidden some sweets from him, the way he had
hidden his best marble.
Moral of the Story
If you don’t give your hundred percent in a relationship,
you’ll always keep doubting if the other person has given
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“Well,” he replied, “What if I do this?” And he dropped it
on the ground and started to grind it into the floor with
his shoe.
He picked it up, now all crumpled and dirty. “Now who
still wants it?” Still the hands went into the air.
“My friends, you have all learned a very valuable lesson.
No matter what I did to the money, you still wanted it
because it did not decrease in value. It was still worth
$20.
Many times in our lives, we are dropped,
crumpled, and ground into the dirt by the decisions
we make and the circumstances that come our
way.
We feel as though we are worthless. But no matter
what has happened or what will happen, you will
never lose your value.

l

Story 2:

l

Sri Krishna: The Incredible Teacher Ever
Prof. (Dr.) Lopamudra
Srusti Academy of Management

The incarnation of Lord Vishnu, “Lord Krishna” is not
only the most lovable God he is also considered as the
protector, guide, mentor friend etc. We read Bhagbat
Gita to enrich our lives with the divine preaching of Lord
Sri Krishna. He is a treasure of divine qualities and heroic
deeds that few of which I would like to narrate which will
guide us to be a perfect human.
A Friend in Need: who does not know the story of
Krishna and Sudama. Sudama, a poor Brahmin is the
childhood friend of Lord Krishna. It shows social and
economical differences were not a barrier in friendship
for Lord Krishna. When Sudama was sending a miserable
life out of poverty Lord Krishna had helped him to
overcome his poverty. Such a pure friendship is hard to
get these days.
Protector of Dignity of Women: the heroic deeds of
Lord Krishna always keep him in lime light. Today when
the dignity of women hood is in question, Lord Krishna
‘s life will be an ideal for all male. Women in India has

been faced many challenges over past. When
Dushasan was attempting to disrobe Draupadi it was
Lord Krishna.
Motivator: when Arjun in battlefield denied fighting
against his relatives Its Lord Sri Krishna who made him
aware of his duty and told how one should perform his
duty without worrying of the result. Such great words of
Lord motivated Arjun to fight against injustice.
Ocean of Knowledge: Bhagbat Gita is not only a
scripture rather the ocean of knowledge. Lord Sri
Krishna addressed all human beings to help them to
develop as a good human being. In the eighteen
chapters Lord has narrated incredible lessons to enrich
our lives.
Today in this materialistic world, we are too busy in earning
bread and butter that we worship Lord only as a mere ritual
but if we can pay attention to him we can learn many
valuable lessons which will guide us through out our life.
Jay Sri Krishna.

“A good company offers excellent products and services. A
great company also offers excellent products and services but
also strives to make the world a better place.”
- Philip Kotler

l
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Happiness is all about having a Positive attitude
Prof. (Dr.) Pranayita Dash
Asst. Professor, Srusti Academy of Management
Everybody wants to live a happy life. And everybody is
well aware that a positive attitude makes us feel better
than a negative attitude. Why are we then attracted
towards the negative side instead of the positive side?
Actually preaching and speaking on positive attitude is
very easy but to practice it in life is a combat. It is
almost a war inside our mind.

‘H-M-M,’ she said, ‘I think I’ll part my hair down the
middle today?’

Our mind plays a dramatic role in our lives. It is mind
that makes us human beings as we can use our minds
to sense, understand and cope with our environment. In
many situations in our personal and professional life
we misunderstand and misperceive a lot of things which
creates confusion and conflicts. We have a number of
expectations, hopes, and dreams in our personal and
professional career. But it is our values and goals that
determine our lives. The discrepancies between our
ideals and the reality determine our level of satisfaction.
In such a scenario it becomes very difficult to handle
such situations. Having a positive attitude can help us
to maintain poise and remain calm in different situations.
There is a twisting turning road leading towards
happiness. There are challenges and treading a land
with many ups and downs is only possible when we
have positive attitude towards life .

‘Well,’ she said, ‘today I’m going to wear my hair in a
pony tail.’

A small story on positive attitude can help us remain
happy and successful.

So she did and she had a grand day.
The next day she woke up, looked in the mirror and
noticed that she had only one hair on her head.

So she did and she had a fun, fun day.
The next day she woke up, looked in the mirror and
noticed that there wasn’t a single hair on her head.
‘YEA!’ she exclaimed, ‘I don’t have to fix my hair
today!’
Attitude is everything.

Keep your thoughts positive, because your thoughts
become your words.
Keep your words positive, because your words
become your behaviour
Keep your behavior positive, because your behavior
becomes your habits.

There once was a woman who woke up one morning,
looked in the mirror, and noticed she had only three
hairs on her head.

Keep your habits positive, because your habits
become your values.

‘Well’, she said, ‘I think I’ll braid my hair today?’

Keep your values positive, because your values
become your destiny.

So she did and she had a wonderful day.
The next day she woke up, looked in the mirror and
saw that she had only two hairs on her head.

MAHATMA GANDHI, Open Your Mind, Open Your
Life: A Book of Eastern Wisdom

l
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Rape Modified
Monalisha Dash
MBA 1st sem

This problem will go away as soon as society settles
down.
As we all know ‘charity begins at home’, it’s our duty to
give best upbringing to our children. Best upbringing does
not mean that giving your child the best luxury, educating
him/her in best school/college, but instead it means
that we must give our child the best ethical and moral
values. Now a days due to so much family disintegration,
children are getting all the bad things in their mind. When
they see such things happening in front of them and
that too their parents are doing so, who are the role
models of their children, a child gets confident enough
in doing any type of crime.
Earlier as there was a joint family system, the child
used to learn ethical values from his/her grandparent or
from other senior member in the house. Everyone used
to keep an eye on the children what they are doing,
where they are going, whom they are meeting and lot
many things. But now parent are more into their job,
their work/career and become so casual in upbringing
that we see every next day a child under 18 is engaged
in some or the other criminal activities. Today our so
called “modern parent” think that by allowing their child
to go to places all alone, giving him/her a bike or a scooty,
a branded cell phone, monthly pocket money or their
own ATM card is making them “self-independent” but
they forget the very basic and important thing that by
doing this type of thing they by themselves are pushing
them into the world of crime, jealousy, hate. Parents do
feel that by providing these modern luxuries, they will
win their children’s heart and everything will go smooth.
And in the process they do enjoy their lives partly positive
and partly negative ways. In fact one should not make
the child self-independent in too early stage, let the child
be self-independent in a natural process. The only thing
today the parents should do is make their child a good
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human being, once he/she becomes that then all the
things will get inculcate automatically in them.
Another problem is lack of proper education and male
chauvinist attitude. There are states in India where still
this preaching is going on that, “Aurat pair ki jhooti hoti
hai” which means that women are lower than men and
you should never allow them grow. No matter how much
we try hard to make girls independent we won’t be able
to do because there are 1000 of parents who get the
above teaching and forcefully marry their girl child at a
very minor age. The problem of female foeticide also
have gone so far now that girls population have become
almost half in India, especially in region like Haryana,
7 members of the same family get married to one girl
and that girl bears all the male members of the family
including her in-laws, we can’t even imagine how much
that girls get tortured every day and night and at the
end she becomes so weak to fight that either she hangs
herself or dies out of weakness.
Legal procedures are done in order to catch the
criminals and they do it whenever they find someone
guilty and put him /her in jail. But if every teacher, doctor,
politician, etc. starts raping girls then there will be no
use of making houses, instead we should construct
just jails. Girls will die due to the crime and amount of
injustice that is done to them and all the men will be in
jail, then who is left no one. Because it’s a girl only
who makes a house a home, who gives birth to a new
life and if she is not there then there is no point of
constructing houses. This may look funny but if we see
the deeper meaning that it will surely affect everyone.
At the end, let’s conclude that we must give our child
the best upbringing by giving him/her the best moral
values and help them in becoming a good human being.
I am very optimist that society is progressing and will
progress in future. In this challenging world situation,
it’s a real challenge on the parts of the parents and
subsequently to the teachers to handle the child with
care. Time will take care and we will revive back our
society with peaceful co-existence. By that we can
achieve a fear free society and each and every girl child
will feel that it’s her world as well.

l

Social Scientists believe that cases like RAPE are not
law and order problem and it cannot be solved by legal
procedure. Incidents of RAPE in India is result of Social
transition aroused by disintegration of Joint family
system, Economic affluences, Education, change in
population demography and loss of Ethical values.
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“ATTITUDE VIRUS” A threat to Oraganisation
Sharabani Mishra
MBA, 1st Year
Have you ever been fedup with your job and taken it as
a burden ? or have you ever done something has made
you go down ? have you ever terminated from your job
the problem is simple, the “attitude Virus”. This virus is
so harmful that not only it affects you in a negative
manner but harms the organisation also. This “attitude
Virus” is certainly a big threat to organization.
Let me give an example to make you more clear about
this “attitude Virus”. There was an employee in an
organization who always used to complain about one
thing or another like the infrastructure of the office,
increment, behavior of the employer etc. Gradually, the
virus started spreading among other employees as well.
This resulted in conflict in the organization and low
productivity consequently, many of the worthy
employees had to loose their jobs and the organization
had to loose many efficient employees.

This is how “attitude virus” destroys everybody. Wrong
attitude of a person may lead to many problems in an
orgnaistion. So if you want to maintain an efficient
working environment in your organization you have to
follow some tips like fore mostly, adopt a positive
attitude to everything, don’t be –ve because Negativity
draw a stop line in person’s growth chart. Be flexible
& stop being aggressive and rigid. Accept all the
charges positively. Be confident always and keep faith
on yourself but beware of becoming over-confident. Be
friendly interact with everybody.
And at the last do not take your work as burden. Enjoy
your work. Once you will enjoy your work then you will
feel satisfied and happy.
Like virus attitude virus also spreads quickly and
destroys an organisation’s healthy environment so you
should always beware of this virus and you should be
+ve to-wards all the aspects.

Can Computers replace books ?
Prasanti Nayak
MBA 1st year
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wherever required. We are heading towards paperless
society. There is going to be no place for books in the
modern world. The heavy bags of the students will
disappear and they will go to school light and gay.
Every coin has two sides. On the other side we can
say that computer can’t replace the books. Computer
can never beat the book from the self and flick through
its pages. It is easier than to plug in, log on, search,
select and download how tedious and boring!
The book is economical. Moreover textbooks and
general books are graded according to the age,
understanding and tastes of regards where as computer
serves the same stuff for all. All the information we get
from computer can’t be authentic. All the information
eventually complied in the form of books in the
computer. All manuals on computer hardware, software
and tutorial are conventional books.
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The 20th century has witnessed a great advance in
science and technology. A computer is essentially a
processing machine which can perform important
functions in a very short time. It is a well known fact
that the computer will soon replace the books.
Computers are of tremendous help. Long and
complicated numerical can be solved through computer.
Not a book need be consulted at all. If we want to write
a speech. We download it from the internet. Computers
have internet facilities also. With the help of computer
we can go to various websites of internet in no time.
The information we collect from the internet is
comprehensive and accurate. This information comes
with very good visual and illustrations. This way is more
interesting and exciting than reading a drab book.
Another argument is favour of computers is that all paper
books may turn in to termite food, but the information
stored in a computer can be printed whenever and
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“A Tale of Two Contrasting Economies” –
India V/ S China
“Can Indian Tiger trample the Chinese Dragon?”
Garima Swain
1st sem. (MAM)

The conventional wisdom suggests that China will soon
rule the world, because of its world leading population
and massive economic growth over the last two decades.
But let me bring a new twist to the ‘ India-China, who’s
better ‘ story. I was reading a report published by
Capgemini Consulting Service, which says, ‘ Made in
India’ could be the next big economic story in the world.
The report says that in the next 3-5 years, India, while
retaining its IT hold, could challenge China as the world’s
manufacturing hub.
Adding on to this, according to the Economic Times,
some economists believe that India will overcome China
as the fastest growing economy in 2009. If India achieves
a better growth rate than China even for one quarter, the
message will go across to the world and help India in
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attracting more foreign capital. Already, Government
Officials in India have been highlighting reports of a few
investment analysesthat doubted China’s official GDP
numbers and claimed that it could be just an inflated
one. It’s true that, the economic slowdown has hit both
India & China but I think the situation in China is worse
than us. Exports are drastically coming down and China
is hit hard. Our economy is driven more by domestic
demand and our rural economy is much more
dependable than that of China.We have strong reasons
why the Indian economy will be the most successful
one when it comes to riding out the current economic
storm.
Our government is confident of achieving close to 7%
growth this fiscal. In addition to the two stimulus
packages, recently, the government announced a
Rs.30,000- crore boost to the slowing economy by
cutting excise duty and service tax. The global
recession looks towards us as an opportunity for India
to start closing the lead that China has built over it in
the past decade or so. A growing majority of economists
predict that India’s democratic structure and the
resulting transparency will allow it to over take China in
near future.
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In an article posted on my blog few weeks back on the
topic “Made in China - A Threat for India?” it should be
analysed how we can compete with China. But there is
also an interesting fact that ever wonder who will win
the economic competition between India & China? End
of the day who will survive the recession? And also there
is there is no dispute that India & China are emerging
as the World’s two Economic Super Powers.
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Failure is the pillar to success
Itishree Dash
MBA, 1st Year
“The sweetest victory is the one that’s most difficult.”
Someone gave the suggestion perfectly due to human
nature and the life’s procedure. God made man; but
also gave 2 opposite sides to every single thing. Like
coin having 2 sides everything aspect in this world have
2 sides. Happiness – sorrow, good-bad, love-hate, angledevil, success – failure etc. for all the above things one
have to go through the both.
“Failure is the pillar to success” society doesn’t reward
defeat & we don’t find any failures documented in
history; but we can’t ignore the above. One desires for
success only for the fear of failure. The failures are the
exceptions which becomes the stepping stones to
success. The best example is the case of ‘Thomas
Edison.’ After 1000 experiments. Edison invented light
bulb. Once a reporter asked Edison that how it feels
to fail 1000 times and in reply Edison told; “the light
bulb war an invention with 1000 steps.” But, unlike
Edison many of us avoid the prospect of failure. In our
opinion; failure is not an option. We all view failure as
a deemed deficiency.

According to Kathriyn Sihulz; “If our mental mistake
that we are wrong about what it means to be wrong.
Far from being a sign of intellectual inferiority, the
capacity to err is crucial to human cognition.”
According to Morihe, Ueshiba; “failure is the key to
success; each mistake teaches us something.
According to Summer Redstone; “ Success is not built
on success. It’s built on frustration. It’s built on failure.
Sometimes it’s built on catas trophe.”
Great success depends on great risk; and failure is
simple a common by product. We should teach from
our failure to reach success else the society will make
us a failure, a looser.
In short, failure is life’s greatest teacher, philosopher.
Failure makes us to reach our potential and ease into
fearless mindset. Once we fail; we should keep moving
forward else die.
According to Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam ; “Don’t read
success stories. You will get only message. Read failure
stories, you will get some ideas to get success.”

“The art of marketing is largely the art of brand building. When
something is not a brand, it will be probably be viewed as a
commodity.
- Philip Kotler,

l
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Failures are the stepping stones to success
Susri Mohanty
MAM 1st Sem.
The sweetest victory is the one that’s most difficult.
The one that requires you to reach down deep inside,
to fight with everything you have got, to be willing to
leave every thing out there on the battlefield – without
knowing, until that do-or-die moment, if your heroic effort
will be enough.
Society does not reward defeat, and you won’t find many
failures documented in history books. The exceptions
are those failures that become stepping stones to later
success. Such is the case with Thomas Edison, whose
most memorable invention was the light bulb, which
purportedly took him 1000 tries before he developed a
successful prototype. “How did it feel to fail 1000 times?”
a reporter asked. “I didn’t fail 1000 times,” Edison
responded. “The light bulb was an invention with 1000
steps.”
Unlike Edison, many of us avoid the prospect of failure.
In fact, we are so focused on not failing that we don’t

aim for success, settling instead for a life of mediocrity.
When we do make mistakes we gloss over them,
selectively editing out the miscalculations or mistakes
in our life’s resume.
“Failure is not an option,” NASA flight controller Jerry
C. Bostick reportedly stated during the mission to bring
the damaged Apollo 13 back to Earth, and that phrase
has been etched into the collective memory ever since.
To many in our success driven society, failure is not
just considered a non-option-it’s deemed a deficiency,
says Kathryn Schulz, author of Being Wrong :
Adventures in the Margin of Error. “Of all the things we
are wrong about, this idea of error might well top the
list,” Sehulz says, “it is our meta-mistake. We are wrong
about what it means to be wrong. Far from being a sign
of intellectual inferiority, the capacity to err is crucial to
human cognition.”

Is the 2009 H1N1 swine flu vaccine safe?
BINITA DASH
MBA, 1

And flu vaccines cause mild but common reactions.
About one in three people get a sore arm from the shot,
some with a little redness or even swelling. Some 10%
to 15% of people feel tired or get a headache; some
may even run a low fever.
And vaccines can trigger rare but serious reactions,
even among people with no apparent allergies or
sensitivities.
So if vaccines aren’t 100% safe, why risk them?
Approved vaccines — including the 2009 H1N1 swine
flu vaccine — are calculated to be much, much less
risky than the diseases they prevent. For example, out
of every million people who get a flu shot, one or two
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Year, Sec-B

will get a serious neurological reaction called GuillainBarre syndrome (GBS).
But flu itself causes serious problems, including GBS,
in far more than two in a million cases. And since a
large proportion of the population will get swine flu, the
vaccine risk is far smaller than the disease risk.
HOMEOPATHY IN SWINE FLU
Department of AYUSH, the Central Council for Research
in Homoeopathy, says that homeopathy can help to
fight the deadly virus. Swine Flu could be eliminated
and fought with homoeopathic medicine Arsenicum as
shoulb be taken as prophylactic medicine. Further they
also added and said the medicine contains Arsenicum
album 30, one dose (4pills of size 30 by adults and 2
pills by children) daily, on empty stomach, for 3 days.
The course of medicine should be repeated and also
followed after one month with the same manner if at all
an individual faces swine flu signs and symptoms.

l

No vaccine is 100% safe for everyone. People
with allergies to eggs, for example, can’t take flu
vaccines because eggs are involved in the manufacturing
process.

ST
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Loneliness
Amlan Kumar Das
MBA 1st year

When he saw his mother shivering terribly in that cold

presence in the world. He learned to walk by holding her

blood night, nothing came to his mind. He started

fingers, who found him from the drain side as he was

running. When he came back running in barefoot in that

unwanted for his parents. The lady who saved him from

chilled winter night after stealing a blanket from that big

becoming an orphan. He lost her, he lost his mother and

house all he could see was cold blue and motionless

became orphan again and finaly killed himself to be born

body of his mother. The lady for whom he got his

from the womb of that lady.

Modi Govt’s travel bills at more than 400 crore
Amrita Mahamansingh
MBA 1st year

The Narendra Modi government in its inaugural year has

It has been restricted to curb on first class travel by

incurred a travel bill of Rs.317 crores, according to the

bureaucrats and a cut on foreign delegations of union

revised budgetary estimates. But in keeping with VPA’s

council of ministers and fore organizing conference in

average spend on the head through its five year term.

5-star botels. Its indicated by the budget documents,

The bill includes the expenditure on aircraft used by

the travel bill of the council of ministers have consistently

VVIPS, the once used by Prime Minister, President &

been going up every year, sometimes more than the

Vice President. The government does not see the travel

rate of inflation. It has not changed the pattern.

spend coming down anytime soon as 2015-16 budget.

l
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A journey with u...
Mohini Meher
MBA, 1st year

Being alone in a dark depth searching for brightness
,you were the person to spread the light of joy that
enlightened my life with joy, with a feeling of being in
heaven, where I found my all source of happiness .The
day I got you in my life ,it were the tears that rushed
out of my eyes spreading the happiness from the core
of my heart. Your glittering eyes, with beautiful shine
has shown me the world ,which looked just like a
wonderful colourful rainbow showing the beauty of
Nature. There was a smile on my face but heart was in
search of real happiness, real person, who can be my
beloved one and fortunately God gifted me a glorious
gift as you. When I was drowning in the depth of tears,
you had escaped me from it and realised me the beauty
of happiness and kept the real smile on my lips and
filled my heart with all over the joys and happiness.
You are the ocean in my life ,the more I go deeper to
you, I feel the more. I had just the desire to see the
ocean from far ,but its beauty i.e. you stretched me
towards its shore and then finally to its depth and the
sooner did I went into it ,I found its inner beauty and
finally a “sweet shiny pearl” that gave me the
sweetness, the genuinity....the satisfaction. You are one
of the important and special person in my life, who have
given me the beautiful thoughts.
Once my happiest moment was when I was alone, which
just made me sad but now presence of your thoughts,
during loneliness which brings the tears in me is the
happiest moment. Meeting you was fate, becoming your
friend was my choice but falling in love with you was
completely “out of my control”. Falling in love with you
was unknown to my heart but now it always keenly
desires to be yours ,to know when I will be completely
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be yours and only yours .It were your words ,fragrance,
touch that realised me ,I am completely in love with
you, I am yours and can only be yours.
Let you be the one, whom do I breathe, let u be the one
whom do I give up myself. Let the rain drops heavily
and wash out the whole land but can never wash my
feelings for you. Let the sun shine hardly and dry up all
the greenery but can never dry the blood flowing as you
in my heart. Let the winter severe up the whole earth
but can never cool the warmness for you in my heart.
These love and feelings will still sailing on the huge
ocean till it doesn’t find the shore.
“How can I forget you, when you are my thoughts?”
“How can I not want you, when you are my need?”
“How can I let you go, when I can’t see you being apart
from me?”
“How can I not love you, when you control my heart?”
You are the music, which touches my heart every
moment I breathe. If you are alone, I will be with you for
your support. If you want to cry ,I will roll out as your
tears. If you are sad, I will be the smile on your lips and
if you need me, I will always be with you as your
shadow.
My love for you will be forever and hope you will never
leave my hand on the middle of the path. It’s not me
but they are my heart beats that says... you are the
person, who can always be perfect for me .Thanks for
all that you have given me yet. Never leave me once
again in the depth, that your love will never be back
from it to see the colourful world again. All these
happiness, smile, joy and brightness are just coz of
you. Every lilltle thing that you do and say, just fill my
life with so much of happiness and just say that I’m
really “very lucky” to have a special person like you in
my life. My soul is incomplete without you and hopes
you to make it a complete life with your seventh sense.
I am waiting to hear the three worthy words from u......
Love forever....

l

Love is the seventh sense, which destroy all other six
sense but your love has created my life with all happiness
and sweet dreams. It has just given a miraculous change
in my life. Love is a beautiful sensation and you have
made it lively. Life is full of flowers and thorns and whether
may be the path chosen by me is smooth or harsh but
my destination is you.
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Poverty
Amlan Kumar Das

What is Poverty:

Reason:

Poverty is the deprivation of food,shelter money and
clothing when people can not satisfy their basic
needs.Poverty can be understood simply as a lack of
money or more broadly in terms of barriers to everyday
human life.There is no unique definition of poverty.Most
of the nations are facing economic problems like poverty.

High population density:A country has some limited
resources to.If the population of the country increases
day by day then it is very difficult to provide the resources
to all.

Basically Poverty can be classified in to two types
1- Absolute Poverty:- Absolute poverty refers to
condition where a person does not have the minimum
amount of income needed to meet the minimum
requirements for one or more basic living needs over
an extended period time.This includes things like:
s Food
s Safe drinking water
s Sanitation facilities
s Health
s Shelter
s Education
s Information
s Access to services.
2- Relative poverty: Relative poverty is the condition in
which people lack the minimum amount of income
needed in order to maintain the average standard of
living in the society in which they live. It is the easiest
way to measure the economy and poverty level of
any country. It varies from countries to countries.

Statistics:
s

Half of the world nearly 3billion people live on less
than 2.5 dollars a day.

s

More than 80% of the world’s population lives in
countries where income differentials are widening.

s

According to UNICEF, 22000 children die each day
to poverty.

s

Nearly a billion people entered the 21st century
unable to sign their names.

s

Every year 11 million children living in poverty die
before their 5th birthday

s

1.02 billion people go to bed hungry every night.

(Poverty facts and stats by A Shah,7th January 2013)
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Mental illness: A mental illness is a disease that causes
mild to severe disturbances in thought and/or behaviour
of a person.The person unable to cope with life’s
ordinary demand.It plays a vital role in poverty.
Big gap between rich and poor:The gap between rich
and poor is widening day by day.The rich are becoming
richer and the poor becoming poorer. According to
organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development, the richest 10% of the population earn
9.6 times the income of the poorest 10%.

Consequences of poverty:
Health: One third of deaths occurs due to poverty.
According to WHO hunger and malnutrition are the prime
threats to health. Those who lives in poverty suffer from
many diseases like Trichomoniasis, Malaria,
Intestinalparasites,Schistosomiasis, Tuberculosis, AIDS.
Hunger: Poor people spend most of the portion of their
budget on to food.humger rises in the living cost making
poor people less able to afford items.
Education: The children who live at or below poverty
level suffer from many health problems which results in
many absence from the academic year. Illness potentially
restrict a student to focus and concentrate on study.
Housing: Poverty increases the number of
homelessness. People who live under poverty level can’t
afford to build their own house. There are almost
100million street children world wide.
Violence: Many women become the victims of
trafficking. The only way they can survive can earn their
bread by becoming a prostitute. Children starts stealing
in their young age. Like Mahatma Gandhi said “Poverty
is the worst form of violence”. Hunger forces people to
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Types of Poverty:

Corruption:Corruption is the main reason and result of
poverty.It occurs at all levels of society. Corruption
affects the poorest the most, in rich or poor nations,
though all elements of society are affected in some
way by corruption.

l
become criminal and terrorists. Poverty is the parent of

revolution and crime.

How To overcome from this: We must control the
growth of population which is increasing very vastly.
Government must look towards the increasing supply
of food and other goods the supply of basic needs,
supply of healthcare, education and pure water and
energy utilities. Brain drain must be reversed in order to
reduce poverty. Poverty can only be vanished if and only
if people become self aware and become conscious.

POVERTY IS NOT AN ACCIDENT LIKE SLAVERY
AND APARHEID,IT IS MAN-MADE AND CAN BE
REMOVED BY THE ACTION OF HUMAN BEINGS .WE
HAVE TO LEARN TO LIVE LIKE BROTHERS

Most people overestimate what they can do in one year and
underestimate what they can do in ten years.
-Bill Gates

l
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Reservation System In India
Anjali Kumari
1st sem., MAM)

Defining Reservation:
Reservation in common terms refers to an act of
reserving, keeping back or withholding.

Reservation in the Indian Context:
Reservation in Indian law is a form of affirmative action
whereby a percentage of seats are reserved in the public
sector units, union and state civil services, union and
state government departments and in all public and
private educational institutions, except in the religious/
linguistic minority edu-cational institutions, for the
socially and educationally backward communities and
the Scheduled Castes and Tribes who are inadequately
represented in these services and institutions. The
reserva-tion policy is also extended for the Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes for representation in the
Parliament of India.

The Rationale behind the Concept:
The underlying theory for the provision of reservation by
the state is the under-representation of the identifiable
groups as a legacy of the Indian caste system. After
India gained independence, the Constitution of India
listed some erstwhile groups as Scheduled Castes (SC)
and Scheduled Tribes (ST).
The framers of the Constitution believed that, due to
the caste system, SCs and the STs were historically
oppressed and denied respect and equal opportunity in
Indian society and were thus under-represented in nationbuilding activities.
The Constitution laid down 15% and 7.5% of vacan-cies
to government aided educational institutes and for jobs
in the government/public sector, as reserved quota for
the SC and ST candidates respectively for a period of
five years, after which the situation was to be reviewed.

The Present Status:

The Supreme Court ruling that reservations cannot
exceed 50% (which it judged would violate equal access
guaranteed by the Constitution) has put a cap on
reservations. The central government of India reserves
27% of higher education, and individual states may
legislate further reservations. Reservation in most states
is at 50%, but certain Indian states like Rajasthan have
proposed a 68% reservation that includes a 14%
reservation for forward castes in services and education.
However, there are states laws that exceed this 50%
limit and these are under litigation in the Supreme Court.
For example, the caste-based reservation fraction
stands at 69% and is applicable to about 87% of the
population in the state of Tamil Nadu.

Arguments Offered by Supporters of
Reservation:
a. Reservations are a political necessity in India
b. Although Reservation schemes do undermine the
quality of education but still Affirmative Action has
helped many if not everyone from under-privileged
and/or under-represented communities to grow and
occupy top positions in the world’s leading
industries.
c. Although Reservation schemes do undermine the
quality, they are needed to provide social justice to
the most marginalized and underprivileged which is
their human right.
d. Meritocracy is meaningless without equality. First
all people must be brought to the same level, whether
it elevates a section or decelerates another,
regardless of merit.
e. Reservations have only slowed down the process of
“Forward becoming richer and backward becom-ing
poorer”.

Arguments Offered by Anti-Reservationists:
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a.

Intellectuals and Philanthropists agree that
reservations will divide India Reservation is similar
to internal partition because in addition to being a
form of ethnic discrimination, it also builds walls
against inter-caste and inter-faith marriages. Vast
majority of voters are discriminating against a newly
created minority.

l

After introducing the provision for reservation once, it
got related to vote bank politics and the following
governments and the Indian Parliament routinely
extended this period, without any free and fair revisions.
Later, reservations were introduced for other sections
as well.
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c.

d.

Reservations are the biggest enemy of meritocracy.
By offering reservation through relaxed entry criteria,
we are fuelling inflation of moderate credentials as
opposed to the promotion of merit based education
system, which is the foundation of many
progressive countries. Meritocracy should not be
polluted by injecting relaxation of entry barriers,
rather should be encouraged by offering financial
aids to the underprivileged although deserving
candidates only. Today the NTs and IIMs hold a
high esteem in the global scenario due to their
conservation of merit.
Caste Based Reservation only perpetuates the
notion of caste in society, rather than weakening it
as a factor of social consideration, as envisaged
by the constitution. Reservation is a tool to meet
narrow political ends.
Affirmative Action can be provided at a more
comprehensive level taking into account various
factors of exclusion such as caste, economic
conditions, gender, kind of schooling received etc.
A comprehensive scheme of Affirmative Action
would be more beneficial than reservations in
addressing concerns of social justice.

e.

Allocating quotas is a form of discrimination which
is contrary to the right to equality.

f.

There is great confusion in the “pro-reservation
camp”. While they clamor for 33% reservation for
women in parliament and state legislatures [and
do not accept caste quotas as part of women’s
quotas], they do not want special consideration for
women in quotas in higher education. This is implicit
acceptance of the fact that there are multiple factors
of exclusion and discrimination at work in society.

g.

The policy of reservation has never been subject to
a widespread social or political audit. Before
extending reservation to more groups, the entire
policy needs to be properly examined, and its
ben-efits over a span of nearly 60 years have to be
gauged.

h.

Poor people from “forward castes” do not have any
social or economical advantage over rich people
from backward caste.

i.

Combination of factors like Wealth, Income, and
Occupation etc will help to identify real needy
people. Most often, only the economically sound
people make use of most of the seats reserved for
“back-ward” castes, thus making the aim a total
failure.
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j.

There is fear that reservation once introduced will
never be withdrawn even if there is a proof for
upliftment of backward classes, due to political
issues. For example, in Tamil Nadu, forward castes
were able to secure only 3% of total seats (and
9% in Open Competition) in professional
institutions at Undergraduate level as against their
population percentage of 13%. This is a clear case
of reverse discrimination.

k.

Many cite the Mandal Commission report while
supporting the idea of reservations. According to
the Mandal commission, 52% of the Indians belong
to OBC category, while according to National
Sample Survey 1999-2000, this figure is only 36%
(32% excluding Muslim OBCs).

l.

This policy of the government has already caused
increase in brain drain and may aggravate further.
Under graduates and graduates will start moving
to foreign universities for higher education.

Committees and on Commissions the Issue
of Reservation:
a.

1882 – Hunter Commission was appointed.
Mahatma Jyotirao Phule made a demand of free
and compulsory education for all along with
proportionate reservation/representation in
government jobs.

b.

1953-Kalelkar Commission was established to
assess the situation of the socially and
educationally backward class. The report was
accepted as far as Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes were concerned. The
recommendations for OBC’s were rejected.

c.

1979-Mandal Commission was established to
assess the situation of the socially and
educationally backward. The commission didn’t
have exact figures for a sub-caste, known as the
Other Backward Class (OBC), and used the 1930
census data, further classifying 1,257 communities
as backward, to estimate the OBC population at
52%.ln 1980, the commission submitted a report,
and recommended changes to the existing quotas,
increasing them from 22% to 49.5%.ln 1990, the
Mandal commission recommendations were
implemented in Government Jobs by Vishwanath
Pratap Singh. Student Organisations launched
nationwide agitations. Rajiv Goswami, a Delhi
university student attempted self-immolation. Many
students followed suit.

l

b.

l
2003- The Sachar Committee headed by Justice
Rajinder Sachar, and including Sayyid Hamid, Dr.
T.K. Ooman, M.A. Basith, Dr.Akhtar Majeed,
Dr.Abu Saleh Shariff and Dr.Rakesh Basant was
appointed for preparation of a report on the social,
economic and educational status of the Muslim
community of India. Dr.Syed Zafar Mahmood was
the civil servant appointed by the PM as Officer on
Special Duty to the Committee. The committee
submitted its report in the year 2006.

Implementation of Sachar Committee
Recommendations: Marching Towards
‘Inclusive Growth’:
Welfare of Minorities, specially of the underprivileged
section of them, has been put high on the agenda of
the UPA Government ever since it adopted ‘inclusive
growth’ as its guiding principle of governance. Otherwise
too, in every meaningful democracy, it’s the duty of the
state, and as a corollary, responsibility of the majority
community to ensure the welfare of minorities so that
all sections of the society feel proud to be part of the
democratic setup and thus contribute their best to the
development of the nation.
Specially in our historical context: where all
communities and sections of people had marched
shoulder to shoulder and laid down their lives in the
War of Independence, the concept of ‘Inclusive Growth’
becomes sine qua non for the roadmap of devel-opment
and progress.
It was in this context that the Prime Minister, Dr.
Manmohan Singh, had appointed in March 2005 a High
Level Committee under the Chairmanship of Justice
Rajindar Sachar to prepare a report on social, economic
and educational status of the Muslim Community of
India.
This study was necessary because till then there was
no authentic information on the social, economic and
educational backwardness, of this community, thereby
hampering proper formulation and implementation of
specific policies, interventions and programmes to
address the issues relating to its socio-economic
backwardness.
This 7-member High Level Committee, popularly known
as Sachar Committee, gave its report in November 2006
– and it clearly found that the Muslim community was
really “seriously lagging behind in terms of most of the
human development indicators.”
The Government immediately sensed the gravity of the
problem and started working on the follow-up action in
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right earnest. Of the 76 recommendations of the
Committee, 72 were accepted. Ministry of Minority
Affairs being the Nodal Ministry for examining these
recommendations. And in less than a year, i.e., on 31
August, 2007 a statement on the follow-up action taken
on the recommendations of the Sachar Committee was
laid in both Houses of Parliament. The progress of
implementation is being reviewed regularly.
Ever since the Government has been taking regular
steps towards implementation of major
recommendations of the Sachar Committee. Education
being the most powerful means of socio-economic
transformation, a multi-pronged strategy to address the
educational backwardness of the Muslim community,
as brought out by the Sachar Committee, has been
adopted.
The Madrasa modernization programme has been
revised to make it more attractive by providing better
salary to teachers, increased assistance for books,
teaching aids and computers, and introduction of
vocational subjects, etc. This scheme, now known as
Quality Improvement in Madrasa Education, has been
launched by the Ministry of Human Resource
Development.
A new centrally sponsored scheme of financial
assistance for Infrastructure Development of Privately
Managed Elementary/Secondary/Senior Secondary
schools set up for minorities has been launched.
National Council of Educational Research and Training
(NCERT) has prepared text books for all classes in the
light of the National Curriculum Framework-2005.
Thirteen universities have been provided Rs.40 lakh each
for starting centers for studying social exclusion and
inclusive policy for minorities and scheduled castes and
scheduled tribes. Under the Kasturba Gandhi Balika
Vidyalaya scheme (KGBV), criteria of educational
backward blocks has been revised with effect from 1st
April 2008 to cover blocks with less than 30% rural
female literacy and in urban areas with less than national
average of female literacy 53.67 % (Census 2001).
Universalization of access to quality education at
secondary stage (SUCCESS) has been approved.
Setting up of new Jan Shikshan Sansthans (JSSs) is
being incorporated in the revised schemes by the
Ministry of Human Resource Development. Provision
of more girls’ hostels in colleges and universities in
minority concentration districts/blocks is proposed
under the existing University Grants Commission
scheme of the Ministry of HRD.

l

d.

l

The corpus was increased by Rs. 50 crores in 2007-08
and by Rs. 60 crore in 2008-09. A budget provision of
Rs.115 crore has been made in 2009-10. A revised
Coaching and Allied scheme was launched and 5522
candidates belonging to minority communities were
provided assistance in 2008-09.
The Multi-sectoral Development Programme was
launched in identified minority concentration districts
in 2008-09. Plans of 47 Minority Concentration Districts
(MCDs) in Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal,
Assam, Manipur, Bihar, Meghalaya, Jharkhand,
Andaman & Nicobar Islands and Orissa were approved
and Rs.270.85 crores were released in 2008-09. In the
current Financial Year.
Plans of more than a dozen more MCDs have been
approved till date. An inter-ministerial Task Force
constituted to devise an appropriate strategy and action
plan for developing 338 identified towns, having
substantial minority population, rapidly in a holistic
manner submitted its report on 8th November, 2007.
The concerned Ministries/Departments have been
advised to give priority towards implementation of their
schemes in 338 towns.
Economic factor being an important tool in the upliftment
of a community, all public sector banks have been
directed to open more branches in districts having a
substantial minority population. In 2007-08, 523
branches were opened in such districts. In 2008-09,
524 new branches were opened.
Reserve Bank of India revised its Master Circular on 5th
July, 2007 on priority sector lending for improving credit
facilities to minority communities. Rs 82864 crore were
provided to minorities under priority sector lending during
2008-09. District Consultative Committees (DCCs) of
lead banks have been directed to regularly monitor
disposal and rejection of loan applications from
minorities. The Government has accorded ‘in principle’
approval for restructuring of National.

Minorities Development and Finance
Corporation:
A National Data Bank, to compile data on the various
socio-economic and basic amenities parameters for
socio-religious communities, has been set up in the
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Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation.
An autonomous Assessment & Monitoring Authority
(AMA), to analyse data collected for taking appropriate
and corrective policy decisions, has been set up in the
Planning Commission.
A training module has been developed by the Indian
Institute of Public Administration, for sensitization of
government officials. The module has been sent to the
Central/ State Training Institutes for implementation. Lai
Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration
(LBSNAA) has prepared a module for sensitization of
organized civil services and it has been incorporated in
their training programmes.
Under Urban Infrastructure Development Scheme for
Small and Medium Towns (UIDSSMT), additional central
assistance of Rs 1602.20 crore has been sanctioned
for 69 towns having substantial minority population, out
of which Rs.659.37 crore was released in 2008-09.
A High Level Committee, set up to review the
Delimitation Act, has considered the concerns
expressed in the Sachar Committee report and
submitted its report. Guidelines on Communal Harmony
have been issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs.
Dissemination of information regarding health and family
welfare schemes is being undertaken in regional
languages in minority concentration areas.
State Governments and UTs have been advised by
Department of Personnel & Training for posting of Muslim
police personnel in thanas and Muslim health personnel
and teachers in Muslim concentration areas. State
Governments have been advised by Ministry of
Panchayati Raj and Ministry of Urban Development, to
improve representation of minorities in local bodies.
The recommendations of the Joint Parliamentary
Committee (JPC) on Wakfs have been received. These
have been processed as per approved modalities. An
expert group constituted to study and recommend the
structure and functions of an Equal Opportunity
Commission submitted its report on 13th March, 2008.
This has been processed, along with the report of the
expert group on diversity index, as per the approved
modalities. To meet the ever growing need for
ameliorating the condition of minorities, and Muslim
community in particular, the Annual Plan allocation for
the Ministry of Minority Affair is has been increased
substantially to Rs 1,740 crore for the year 2009-10.

Conclusion:
The issue of reservation has remained a cause of
disagreement between the reserved and the non-

l

Three scholarship schemes for minority communities
viz., Pre-Matric, Post-Matric and Merit- cum-Means were
launched and 6.89 lakh scholarships were awarded to
students belonging to minority communities in 200809. The corpus of Maulana Azad Education Foundation,
which stood at Rs. 100 crores, was doubled to Rs. 200
crores in December, 2006.

l
reserved sections of the society. While the unreserved
segments, keep on opposing the provision, the neediest
sections from within the reserved segments are hardly
aware about how to get benefited from the provision or
even whether there are such provisions.
On the contrary, the creamy layer among the same
segment is enjoying special privileges in the name of
reservation and political factions are supporting them
for vote banks. Reservation is no doubt good, as far as
it is a method of appropriate positive discrimination for
the benefit of the downtrodden and economically
backward Sections o, the society but when it tends to
harm the society and ensures privileges for some at
the cost of others for narrow political ends, as it is in
the present form, it should be done away with, as soon
possible.
Role of media in a democracy
Democracy is a device that ensures we shall be
governed no better than we deserve.
Democracy means “A system of government in which
all the people of a country can vote to elect their
representative”. Media came into existence in 19780
with the introduction of a newspaper namely “The Bengal
Gazette”. It has been playing a very important role in
shaping human minds.

Media plays a crucial role in shaping healthy
democracy. It is the backbone of a democracy. Media
makes us aware of various social, political and
economical activities happening around the world. It is
like a mirror, which shows us the bare truth and harsh
realities of life. It is the media only who promises at the
time of election. Media reminder compels politicians to
be up to their through T.V. news channels, in order to
remain in power. The media also exposes loopholes in
the democratic system, which ultimately helps
government in filling the vacuums of loopholes and
making a system more accountable, responsive and
citizen friendly. A democracy without media is like a
vehicle without wheels.
The impact of media is really noteworthy. Excessive
coverage or hype of sensitive news has led to communal
riots at times. The illiterates are more prone to
provocation than the literates. Media should take utmost
care in airing or publishing any sensational news.
No one is perfect in this world and so is the media.
Here I am not degrading the media; rather I would say
there is still a lot of scope for improvement by which
media can raise up to the aspiration of the people for
which it is meant.

Every time we have had clarity of thought, and true effort behind its execution, India showed it can deliver.
- C. K. Prahalad

l
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Save Girl Child
Ruchismita Samal
MAM 2nd sem
According to a report, every year 5 lakhs baby girls are
killed in India even they step in to this world.

People love to have mother
People love to have sister
People love to have wife
People love to have girlfriend
Then why not a DAUGHTER ??????
A daughter is one of the most beautiful gift. When you
kill a girl you kill many others. Life is beautiful and fulfilling
if supported by your mother, sister, wife and daughter.
So save girl child. No girl so no mother, ultimately no
life. We have rich and diverse culture but the partiality
and bias towards women is still a shame on our society.

People say in old age sons come in handy. Had that been
true? So many old age homes would not have opened .sons
have cars, bungalows and yet, many times, parents remain
in old age homes. On the other hand, there are numerable
daughters who work hard to keep their parents happy. If
girls get the chance, they perform better than boys.
Please…….
Stop female foreticide !
Save girl child…

Self-healing sensor brings ‘electronic skin’ closer to reality
Animesh Pati
MBA2nd semester

The researchers are currently experimenting with carbonbased self-healing composites and self-healing
transistors. (Stock image)

means that e-skin “wounds” can quickly “heal”
themselves in remarkably short time — less than a
day.

Flexible sensors have been developed for use in
consumer electronics, robotics, health care, and space
flight. Future possible applications could include the
creation of ‘electronic skin’ and prosthetic limbs that
allow wearers to ‘feel’ changes in their environments.

A paper outlining the characteristics and applications
of the unique, self-healing sensor has been published
in the current issue of Advanced Materials.
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The new sensor is comprised of a self-healing
substrate, high conductivity electrodes, and molecularly
modified gold nanoparticles. “The gold particles on top
of the substrate and between the self-healing electrodes
are able to “heal” cracks that could completely
disconnect electrical connectivity,” said Prof. Haick.

l

One problem with current flexible sensors, however, is
that they can be easily scratched and otherwise
damaged, potentially destroying their functionality.
Researchers in the Department of Chemical Engineering
at the Technion — Israel Institute of Technology in Haifa
(Israel), who were inspired by the healing properties in
human skin, have developed materials that can be
integrated into flexible devices to “heal” incidental
scratches or damaging cuts that might compromise
device functionality. The advancement, using a new kind
of synthetic polymer (a polymer is a large molecule
composed of many repeated smaller molecules) has
self-healing properties that mimic human skin, which

“The vulnerability of flexible sensors used in real-world
applications calls for the development of self-healing
properties similar to how human skins heals,” said selfhealing sensor co-developer Prof. Hossam Haick.
“Accordingly, we have developed a complete, self-healing
device in the form of a bendable and stretchable
chemiresistor where every part — no matter where the
device is cut or scratched — is self-healing.”

l

The healing polymer works quickest, said the
researchers, when the temperature is between 0 degrees
C and 10 degrees C, when moisture condenses and is
then absorbed by the substrate. Condensation makes
the substrate swell, allowing the polymer chains to begin
to flow freely and, in effect, begin “healing.” Once
healed, the nonbiological, chemiresistor still has high
sensitivity to touch, pressure and strain, which the
researchers tested in demanding stretching and bending
tests.

Blood sample new way of detecting cancer
With the use of a blood sample equivalent to one drop
of blood, a new RNA test of blood platelets can be used
to detect cancer.
A new RNA test of blood platelets can be used to detect,
classify and pinpoint the location of cancer by analysing
a sample equivalent to one drop of blood. Using this
new method for blood-based RNA tests of blood platelets,
researchers have been able to identify cancer with 96
per cent accuracy. This according to a study at Umeå
University in Sweden recently published in the
journal Cancer Cell.
“Being able to detect cancer at an early stage is vital.
We have studied how a whole new blood-based method
of biopsy can be used to detect cancer, which in the
future renders an invasive cell tissue sample
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Another unique feature is that the electrode resistance
increases after healing and can survive 20 times or more
cutting/healing cycles than prior to healing. Essentially,
healing makes the self-healing sensor even stronger.
The researchers noted in their paper that “the healing
efficiency of this chemiresistor is so high that the sensor
survived several cuttings at random positions.”
The researchers are currently experimenting with carbonbased self-healing composites and self-healing
transistors.
“The self-healing sensor raises expectations that flexible
devices might someday be self-administered, which
increases their reliability,” explained co-developer Dr.
Tan-Phat Huynh, also of the Technion, whose work
focuses on the development of self-healing electronic
skin. “One day, the self-healing sensor could serve as
a platform for biosensors that monitor human health
using electronic skin.”

unnecessary in diagnosing lung cancer, for instance.
In the study, nearly all forms of cancer were identified,
which proves that blood-based biopsies have an
immense potential to improve early detection of cancer,”
according to Jonas Nilsson, cancer researcher at Umeå
University and co-author of the article.
In the study, researchers from Umeå University, in
collaborations with researchers from the Netherlands
and the US, have investigated how a new method of
blood-based RNA tests of the part of the blood called
platelets could be used in detecting and classifying
cancer.
The results show that blood platelets could constitute
a complete and easily accessible blood-based source
for sampling and hence be used in diagnosing cancer
as well as in the choice of treatment method.

l

Once healed, the polymer substrate of the self-healing
sensor demonstrates sensitivity to volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), with detection capability down to
tens of parts per billion. It also demonstrates superior
healability at the extreme temperatures of -20 degrees
C to 40 degrees C. This property, said the researchers,
can extend applications of the self-healing sensor to
areas of the world with extreme climates. From subfreezing cold to equatorial heat, the self-healing sensor
is environment-stable.

l
Blood samples from 283 individuals were studied of
which 228 people had some form of cancer and 55
showed no evidence of cancer. By comparing the blood
samples RNA profiles, researchers could identify the
presence of cancer with an accuracy of 96 per cent
among patients. Among the 39 patients in the study in
which an early detection of cancer had been made, 100
per cent of the cases could be identified and classified.

In follow-up tests using the same method, researchers
could identify the origin of tumours with a so far
unsurpassed accuracy of 71 per cent in patients with
diagnosed cancer in the lung, breast, pancreas, brain,
liver, colon and rectum. The samples could also be
sorted in subdivisions depending on molecular
differences in the cancer form, which can be of great
use in the choice of treatment method.

Electronic plants created

Credit: Laboratory of Organic Electronics
Researchers at Linköping University in Sweden have
created analog and digital electronics circuits inside
living plants. The group at the Laboratory of Organic
Electronics (LOE), under the leadership of Professor
Magnus Berggren, have used the vascular system of
living roses to build key components of electronic
circuits.
The article featured in the journal Science
Advances demonstrates wires, digital logic, and even
displays elements — fabricated inside the plants —
that could develop new applications for organic
electronics and new tools in plant science.
Plants are complex organisms that rely on the transport
of ionic signals and hormones to perform necessary
functions. However, plants operate on a much slower
time scale making interacting with and studying plants
difficult. Augmenting plants with electronic functionality
would make it possible to combine electric signals with
the plant’s own chemical processes. Controlling and
interfacing with chemical pathways in plants could pave
the way to photosynthesis-based fuel cells, sensors
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and growth regulators, and devices that modulate the
internal functions of plants.
“Previously, we had no good tools for measuring the
concentration of various molecules in living plants. Now
we’ll be able to influence the concentration of the various
substances in the plant that regulate growth and
development. Here, I see great possibilities for learning
more,” says Ove Nilsson, professor of plant reproduction
biology and director of the Umeå Plant Science Center,
as well as a co-author of the article.
The idea of putting electronics directly into trees for the
paper industry originated in the 1990s while the LOE
team at Linköping University was researching printed
electronics on paper. Early efforts to introduce
electronics in plants were attempted by Assistant
Professor Daniel Simon, leader of the LOE’s
bioelectronics team, and Professor Xavier Crispin, leader
of the LOE’s solid-state device team, but a lack of
funding from skeptical investors halted these projects.
Thanks to independent research money from the Knut
and Alice Wallenberg Foundation in 2012, Professor
Berggren was able to assemble a team of researchers
to reboot the project. The team tried many attempts of
introducing conductive polymers through rose stems.
Only one polymer, called PEDOT-S, synthesized by

l

Augmenting plants with electronic functionality would
make it possible to combine electric signals with the
plant’s own chemical processes.

l
Dr. Roger Gabrielsson, successfully assembled itself
inside the xylem channels as conducting wires, while
still allowing the transport of water and nutrients. Dr.
Eleni Stavrinidou used the material to create long (10
cm) wires in the xylem channels of the rose. By
combining the wires with the electrolyte that surrounds
these channels she was able to create an
electrochemical transistor, a transistor that converts
ionic signals to electronic output. Using the xylem
transistors she also demonstrated digital logic gate
function.
Dr. Eliot Gomez used methods common in plant biology
— vacuum infiltration — to infuse another PEDOT variant
into the leaves. The infused polymer formed “pixels” of
electrochemical cells partitioned by the veins. Applied
voltage caused the polymer to interact with the ions in
the leaf, subsequently changing the color of the PEDOT
in a display-like device — functioning similarly to the

roll-printed displays manufactured at Acreo Swedish ICT
in Norrköping.
These results are early steps to merge the diverse fields
of organic electronics and plant science. The aim is to
develop applications for energy, environmental
sustainability, and new ways of interacting with plants.
Professor Berggren envisions the potential for an entirely
new field of research:
“As far as we know, there are no previously published
research results regarding electronics produced in
plants. No one’s done this before,” he says.
Professor Berggren adds, “Now we can really start
talking about ‘power plants’ — we can place sensors in
plants and use the energy formed in the chlorophyll,
produce green antennas, or produce new materials.
Everything occurs naturally, and we use the plants’ own
very advanced, unique systems.”

“I really had a lot of dreams when I was a kid, and I think a great
deal of that grew out of the fact that I had a chance to read a lot.”
-Bill Gates

l
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Social responsibility of management and responsibility of manager
Anisha Mukherjee
3rd Sem., MAM
Management is nothing more than motivating other
people.
Social responsibility can be defined as the obligation of
management towards society and others. Business
enterprises are creatures of society and should respond
to the demand of society. If management does not react
to change in social demand, the society will either force
them to do so through laws or will not permit the
enterprise to survive. Therefore, the long term interest
of business are best served when management
assumes social responsibility. For long term success
it matters a great deal if the firm has favorable image in
the public minds.
There are various responsibilities of management like:
1. Responsibility towards owners
2. Responsibility towards employees
3. Responsibility towards consumer
4. Responsibility towards government
5. Responsibility towards the community and society

labour management relation and employees welfare.
Another aspect of responsibility towards employees is
the provision of welfare amenities like safety and security
of working conditions, medical facility, housing,
canteen, leave and retirement benefit.

Responsibility towards consumer
In a competitive market, serving consumers is supposed
to be a prime concern of management. Goods provided
to the consumer must be of appropriate standard and
quality and be available in adequate quantities at
reasonable price. Management should avoid resorting
to hoarding, as well as false and misleading
advertisement.

Responsibility towards government
As a part of their social responsibility, management
must conducted business lawfully, honesty pay all taxes
and dues and should not corrupt public officials for selfish
ends. Business activities must also confirm to the
economics and social policies of the government.

Responsibility towards owners

Responsibility towards the community and society

The primary responsibility of management is to ensure
a fair and reasonable rate of return on capital and fair
return on investment. With the growth of business
shareholders can also expect appreciation in the value
of their capital.

The socially responsible role of management in relation
to the community is revealed by its policies with respect
the employment of handicapped persons, weaker
section of the community, environment protection,
pollution control and providing relief to the victims of
natural calamities etc.

Responsibility towards employees
Responsibilities towards employees relates to fair
wages and salaries, satisfactory work environment,

l
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Women empowerment
Anjali Kumari
1ST SEM.,MAM

Girls compete with each other,

civil rights before the law in matter of marriage and
employment (in India women had not to struggle for
voting rights as we find in other countries).

Women empower one another.
The subject of empowerment of women has becoming
a burning issue all over the world including India since
last few decades.
Inequalities between men and women and discrimination
against have also been age old issues all over the world.
Thus, women’s quest for equality with man is a universal
phenomenon.
The position and status of women all over the world has
risen incredibly in the 20th century. We find that it has
been very low in 18th and 19th centuries in India and
elsewhere when they were treated like ‘object’ that can
be bought and sold. For a long time women in India
remained within the four walls of their households. Their
dependence on men folk was total. Here I want to give
one quotation that is:

In addition to the above rights, in India, the customs of
purdha, female infanticide, child marriage, sati system,
dowry system and the state of permanent widowhood
were either totally removed or checked to an appreciable
extent after independence.
Various acts have been enacted to emancipate women
in India. Anything that makes women feel inferior and
takes away her self-respect is abuse. These acts can
be beneficial in preventing in preventing the abuse.
But now are playing bigger and bigger role in economic
field: - as worker, consumer, entrepreneur, manager and
investor. Now we can say that women are getting
empowered.
Look like a girl, act like a lady
Think like a man, work like a boss.

I can hear the roar of women silence
A long struggle going back over a century has bought
women the property rights, voting rights, an equality in

Valuable advice can sometimes come from an unexpected source,
and chance events can sometimes open new doors.
- Narayana Murthy

l
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Pain
Ms. Sheelpa Mishra,
Research Scholar, Utkal University
They say that
You are a mirror
Of a guilty conscience.
I seek
your soft sullied fingers
for my unwiped tears,
still radiant,
still vibrant,
still jubilant,
in the thought of yester years.
We walked the slimy path,
Hand in hand,
Only to discover
The rays of the evening sun
Scorching us with vengeance.

The Other Wife
Dr. Prajna Paramita Panigrahi,
Lecturer in English, DDCE, Utkal University
Two dead leaves
Talked in the middle
Of an arid desert.

When did I
Promise you togetherness
That you refuse
To leave my trajectory
Or is it that
You are a mirror of a guilty conscience?

Droplets fell
As ice cubes
And
Flowers turned misty.
She forgave
The dense fumes
Of the erupting volcano.
He gathered
Pieces of coal remnants.
And the fire paved way
For the acid union.
As I swept the cobwebs,
All that Beauty heard
was
the hissing of the dead snake
bereft, betrayed and mortified.
If morbidity is moral,
She is the other wife
Of death.

l
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Srusti
Gulfam Khan
Srusti is the coal mine which creates the diamond,
Srusti is the way of success for us to shine all around.
Srusti has a capacity to produce the best managers,
To spend time in SAM will never again found.
The culture, activities and happy event of reign,
Wherever, we will never get fortune again.
Trying to reimburse faculties success for us,
To gain the world Srusti makes the students a chain.
No religion, no status got the space within our campus,
It only gives love, respect and achievement to us.
Srusti is symbiosis for each and every sward student,
Who make sustenance to achieve and run us as a trend.
It is the preternatural of Srusti to make us success,
This will continue their truss lifetime with truthfulness.

A Soldier
Abinash Dash
MBA,1st year,Sec-B
Some sit around and complain about the food
their going to eat
While a Soldier works straight through
hungry and weary on his feet.
While you sit around and complain about what
you have or where you live
Remember what a Soldier somewhere for you is
about to give.
We don’t know how many soldiers daily die for us
They are real hero
But here not they Salman, Saharukh are famous.
A Soldier stands tall and proud and ready for
the fight
We must stand strong behind them through
their hard and arduous plight.
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Glory to the Indian Flag, long may she wave
So many have been covered with her when they’ve
gone to their grave.
So many of us have taken for granted that our
freedom will always be
We tend to forget those who have kept that
right for you and for me.
A Soldier will stand and fight all night to
keep us from harm
While some of us sit at home and refuse to
lift an arm.
Some sit around and complain all day how
wrong this war must be
While a Soldier pushes that aside to continue
to fight for you and me.
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Corruption
Susri Mohanty,
MAM 1st sem.

An evil intension
That brings dissatisfaction
Splits the people of the nation
That is corruption.
A wrong notion
That sweeps people into confusion
Kills morality in nation

DREAM

That is corruption.
The old and the young

Subhashree Ray
MAM 1stsem

Think of the interests of their own
‘Give bribe and take bribe’
Is their notion
That is corruption.

When I stepped on the grass and on the grass

Greed,lust and passion

and on the flower bed.

Are the causes of this action

The butterflies flew up,

The need of the hour is on

blue and red.

To think how to uproot corruption.

In a park of clouds

To stop this corruption

the birds flew past.

New Sarkars come

With gusts of wind,

To change the situation

the flowers danced.

Then we will form a Golden Nation.

This dazzling time
never should go,I wanted
It to pause,
as I watched
I touched the flowers
I touched the grass.
But suddenly,I slipped
With pain,closed my eyes.
When I opened my eyes
to realize in grief.
I was no where,
But in my dream.

l
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A Journey
Debabrata Mohapatra
MBA 1st Sem.
I rambled about
The secret passage ways
Spread like a maze of mirrors
In splashes of moonlight.
A house of rubble and clap;
Inside an old man coughing and wheezing,
A clutter of broken to us around,
The chronicle of wasted time.
The statue of a nubile woman

A New Beginning

Smiling or mocking.
The historic monsters:
Alexandars and Napoleours,
Clanging their swords,
Their hair flying, backs bleeding.
The waits and strays of the society
Fighting over a piece of bread,
A push of bodies, a crack of roles,
Unending.
I rambled about a maze of mirrors,
The secret passageways
of eternity.

Sushree Sangita Mishra
I did not know what living was,
Until I met my lord
I never dreamed that I could walk
With him in one accord
The day we met he taught me,
What is right from wrong
He placed his sprit in my heart
And gave us a song.
He taught me how to walk each day,
Along the narrow way.
When I knelt down beside my bed,
He taught me how to pray.
He taught me to love deeply,
And share it with all others.
He helped me find my family,
My sister and my brothers
He taught me how to share,
My gift of love through poems and songs.
To reach out to another and help,
Guide them to his arms
There is no life without him,
He is my God my all.
Friends,
If you hear his voice today,
Please listen to his call.
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A Prayer
Lokanath Panda
MBA, 1st Year
O Generator!
Don’t exempt me –
From punishments of my faults.
But teach me –
Not to make mistakes.
Teach me –
To do the right being in the right track.
O Operator!
Punish me mercilessly –
Us a father punishes his child.
Punish me –
Making realize not to repeat mistake
As a blind loses his stick only once in life.
O Destroyer!
Don’t help me –
When I fall
But teach me –
To raise myself of my own.
O Lord!
Don’t help me –
When the world hunts me.
But teach meTo escape of my own & convent all the wrongs into

But bless me –
With wit to transit all plans.
O Omnipotent!
Don’t help me –
During hand times.
But teach meTo be calm us you
Teach meTo speak sweet and judge the right from the wrong.
O Omnipresent!
Don’t help me –
During the odd times.
But teach me –
To do the evens using me head, heart, hand.
O Omniscient!

the rights.
O Almighty!
Don’t help me –
When enemies are all around and play tricks.

Don’t help meBut teach me.
To punish all evils transforming the wrong acts in the
right ways.
O Generator!
Teach me,
Teach me always –
To be in the right path
Converting all the weaknesses
Into my saintly strength
Empowering me to thanks form tomorrow……
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My Father

At a glance
Prasanti Nayak & Priyanka Behera
MBA, 1st Year, Sec-B

Pragna Majithia

Itishre and Pragna is the topper,

Father I place into, your hands the things

Satya is our actor.

I cannot do

Pratik and Amlan is famous for noise,

Father I place into, your hands the things

Priyanka, Prasanti, Purnima & Prachi,

That I’ve been through

Are the most silent girls of our class.

Father I place into, your hands the way

Gulfam is good with quality of leadership.

That I should go

Tapas, Chinu, Binita are the best for making

For I know I always can trust you.

friendship.

Father I place into your hands

Everybody appreciates Mukesh and Monalisha & way

My friends and Family.

of standing.

Father I place, into your hands

The class cracked when Lilima is laughing,

The things that troubled me

Supriti & Susmita always try wrestling on swagatika.

Father I place, into your hands

Seeing Accounting Questions from Baby

The person I would be

Tapaswini gets headache.

For I know I always can trust you.

Everybody says... Wow when Soumya is answering.

Father we love to see your face

Shipra, Parth & Jyoti dance when Sai starts singing.

We love to sing your praise
And in your name rejoice.
Father we love to walk with you

Life
Arati Jaiswal
MBA, 1st Year

And in your presence rest
For we know we always can trust you.
Father we want to be with you

Life is a challenge, meet it
Life is a struggle, fight it,
Life is wealth, save it,
Life is an opportunity, take it
Life is luck, make it,
Life is duty, perform it,
Life is sorrow, overcome it
Life is a song, sing it
Life is a promise, fulfill it,
Life is a journey, complete it
Life is beauty, enjoy it
Life is a gift, accept it
Life is a tragedy, fact it
Life is a challenge, don’t miss it.

And do things you do
Father we want to speak
The words that you are speaking too.
Father we want to love the one
That you will draw to you
For I know that I am the one with you.
For I know that I am the one with you.
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My papa
Pujarini Samal
MBA, 1st year
This is my papa who I love as much as words
Can say
For all the times he said ‘ I love you’ to me
For every moment he is with me.
For every word that means something to me
I know I cannot repay by doing anything for you
That but I really wish that I always make your proud.
I promise I will never do anything wrong that will hurt you.
Today I am one of the happiest persons in this world.
Just because of your support and sacrifices
You were and will be my here in this life !
Papa, I love you.

My thought
Subhalaxmi Parida
MBA 1st Year
Oh, flower, how beautiful you are !
Distributing the pleasant scent of your,
Take me with you to be on the head of Gods,
And lie on their feel.
Oh, river how you are flowing forever,
Having no rest become beneficial for all,
Take me with you to serve everyone.
Oh, dear sky, how big is your heart,
Being so clear, you are dropping the rain drops,
Please take me with you to be clear hearted and love all.
Oh, my dear God, how you are present,
Being omnipresent omniscient and omnipresent,
Blessing the world to proceed in future…………..
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Nothing is Impossible

Smile

Priyanka Behera
MBA 1st Year,Sec-B

Gyan Ranjan Pattnaik
MBA 1st Year
Smile is the beginning life,
Greet each other with a generals smile,
Keep your goal to make someone smile.
Don’t let the world to change your smile,

Nothing is impossible
And nothing is hard,
Everything is achievable
If , taken proper guard.

Smile when you are alone and want to cry,
Smile when you see the birds and could fly,
Smiles are warmth and smiles are peace,
Share your happy smiles with a glee,

Nothing is difficult
And nothing is far,
Everything is near at hand
If, taken proper care.

Smile cost nothing but a million dollar worth,
It is like diamond as most valuable in the earth,
Smile brightens a broken heart and converts air of
gloom.
Remember this five letter word while entering the class
room,
Don’t add smile pictures to friends through your mail,
Keep in touch with personal visit for, goods to prevail,
I am happy because I love to smile,
Try to do good work to make others smile.

Nothing to worry
And nothing to cry,
Everything is soluable
If, performed with joy,
Nothing is lost
And nothing is wrong,
Everything is alright,
If, will power is strong.

The Day I Met the Most Beautiful Girl in the World
Mukesh Ku. Behera
MBA 1st Year,Sec-B
The most beautiful girl in the world.
I spoke softly to her and when I heard her voice,

I saw her standing alone
And I knew she was perfect
From a distance I admired
The most beautiful girl in the world.
For the first time, a new feeling
Not just, but love came over me
For never did I believe in love at first sight
Until the day I saw the most beautiful girl in the world.
Her presence was gracious
Her body was elegant
But it was the truth in her eyes that spelled
The beauty of her soul,

A new world was brought upon me
The sound was so attractive, which I had not known
to be
Flowed from the lips of the most beautiful girl in the
world.
And when we parted ways
I knew something special had happened, something
perfect
And I was happier than any moment ever before
Because I was only one in the life
Of the most beautiful girl in the world…
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The Law of Nature

English

Tapaswini Pati

Prasanti Nayak
MBA 1st Year

MBA, 1st Year
Someone should suffer
For someone to enjoy

A jewel in alphabetical description,
It shows its mighty power

Someone should sell
For someone to buy
Someone should stare

Through the universe with no full stop.
Its gallant application,
Gives pleasure to all

For someone to eat
Someone should read
for someone to write
Someone should listen

It express all in short structure
It enchants all with its sweet melody
And acceptable nature
Its description knows no boundaries.

for someone to sing
Someone should die
For someone to live
Someone should create
For someone to pleasure
Co-operation is life
The law of nature.

Whatever
Theme is chosen for all.
English brightens the light of thought.
It gets attention from all,
In every steps of its fall
It gets heavenly show from all.

Venture through the Verdure

If YYou
ou Want

Debabrata Mohapatra
MBA 1st Year

Debashis Kumar Bagha
MBA 1st Year
If you want to keep

It was the bright mid-summer

Keep your promise

Sweetest and delectable harvest

If you want to read

We chose our destination

Read good books

To venture through the verdure.

If you want to dress

The populous tea plantation

Dress the wound of others

Flaunting an aroma of indolence,

If you want to kill

The tea stall around the corner

Kill your pride

Adds to the gorgeous imagery.

If you want to write

There stood a deranged physician

Write good words

Once hopeful with life’s beauty

If you want to sow

Until seismic waves left him

Sow seeds of love

Scourging for meal and kins.

If you want to die

Cracked structures, blooming cherry blossoms

Die for your county

Conveyed the raw record of truth Nature taught it all
Years and laughter co-exist.
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When I Woke up I saw

What is Life ?

S.K.Sahenwaj

Smitakant Mahalik
MBA, 1st Year
Life is a sweet song
And beautiful dream
It is not a problem
But a beautiful scheme
It is a drama
Not a struggle
It is like a flower
But also a puzzle
It is an art
And God’s gift
It is like music
And beautiful lift
It is happiness
So be always cheerful
It may’ve pits
So be always careful.
It is love
And a beautiful Journey
It is also nectar
And as sweet as honey.
Life is valuable
Waste not thoughts and powers
Save all your seconds
All your minutes and hours.

MBA, 1st Year
No sign of birds & their chirp chirp on sky
Can I know this is why ???
Oh ! ya ! ya! Because its raining !!!
Then why the clouds on the sky look like remaining ?
Whether it is raining in linings or drops.
And sure by seeing rain, freshness will come in
crops.
The blowing wind outside is cool
Then why don’t we wear clothes made up of wool ???
Oh, then I remember, it’s the ‘Monsoon’.
The one who brings smile on the face of farmers.
And a chance to spend time with lovely charmers.
The one who makes the people on road hurry.
How to go here & there with a worry.
Which makes the national bird Dance.
To see the colourful feather people get chance
Which also brings diseases like cough & cold
Suffering from this children as well as old.
Colourful umbrella with red, blue & yellow.
Try playing on road children become dirty fellow
All can read but only the sensitive can understand
the depth of my writings.
With love :Tears & Fears of one’s little heart, naughty
Thoughts of one’s mind & peaceful
Thoughts of one calm behavior.

Who are they ?
Sharabani Mishra
MBA, 1st Year
Above the sky, heavier than the earth
Taller than the Himalaya
Deeper than the Ocean, who are they ———— ?
Sweeter than honey,
Scented than sandal wood,
Harder than diamond, softer than rose,
Who are they ——— ?

Godlier than God
They are the living God and Goddess
In this mortal world,
Who are they ————— ?
They are none
But only my loving “Father & Mother”.
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